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Chapterr 1 

Introductionn and outline 

Inn this chapter we wil l introduce both the theoretical and experimental research de-
scribedd in this thesis, and mention the connection between the two. 

Thee research in this thesis is done in the framework of the Standard Model (SM). 
Thiss is a collection of gauge theories that describes all fundamental interactions known 
todayy except gravity. An important part of the SM is Quantum Chromodynamics 
(QCD).. QCD is a relativistic quantum field theory1 based on local SU(3) gauge invari-
ance.. It is the microscopic theory of the strong interaction. 

Fieldss in the SM correspond to particles, both fermions and bosons. The heaviest 
fermionn in the SM is the top quark. With its mass of about 175 GeV it is much heavier 
thann the other quarks (the mass of the next-heaviest bottom quark is about 5 GeV) 
andd leptons (the heaviest lepton is the tau, which has a mass of 1.777 GeV). 

Thee study of the top quark is very interesting for various reasons: 

 In the SM, mass is generated by electroweak symmetry breaking. The large 
masss of the top quark, close to the electroweak scale, indicates that it couples 
stronglyy to the field that breaks this symmetry. The top quark could thus play 
ann important role in understanding the generation of mass in the SM. 

 In the SM, the top mass, together with the W mass, constrains the Higgs mass. 
Combinedd with a direct measurement of the Higgs mass this can be used as a 
consistencyy check of the SM. 

 So far, only the top quark mass has been measured. Only detailed study wil l tell 
iff  the properties of the top quark are as described by the SM. 

 The high top mass implies a weak coupling to gluons, making it very suitable for 
perturbativee QCD precision studies. 

excellentt expositions of quantum field theory can be found in books by Mandl and Shaw [1], 
Peskinn and Schroeder [2] and Sterman [3]. 
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•• The top quark's very short lifetime (large width) ensures that its properties are 

nott obscured by QCD hadronization. For example, its spin can be studied di

rectly. . 

Itt is clear from this, that studies of the top quark will be among the most important 
att the Tevatron and the upcoming Large Hadron Collider (LHC). 

Thee top quark was first directly observed at the Fermilab Tevatron in 1995. The 
discoveryy was made in the process where a top/anti top pair is produced through QCD 
interaction2.. One of the Leading Order (LO) Feynman diagrams showing this interac
tionn is given in Figure 1.1. 

Figuree 1.1: One of the LO Feynman diagrams for top pair production. The top quark 

lineline is thickened. 

AA top quark can also be produced through the charged-current coupling (elec-
troweakk interaction). This is called single-top production, because only one top (or 
antitop)) quark is produced. The LO Feynman diagrams for this process are given in 
Figuree 1.2. Single-top production has not yet been observed, due to a lower cross 
sectionn and much higher backgrounds for this process. 

Thiss measurement has importance because the charged-current top coupling might 
bee particularly sensitive to certain signals of new physics. For example, in the SM, 
butt not in various extensions, the top quark is 100% polarized when produced via the 
charged-currentt interaction, and this structure can be verified by looking at the decay 
productss of the top. 

Thee first part of this thesis will develop the theoretical description of single-top 
production:: Chapter 2 describes a calculation of single-top production at LO which 
includess the decay of the top quark. Numerical results of this calculation are also given. 
Inn Chapter 3, we develop techniques which are needed for a Next to Leading Order 
(NLO)) QCD calculation with massive particles. In Chapter 4 a fully differential NLO 
(inn QCD) calculation of single-top production is presented3. 

22 In Chapter 5 theoretical and experimental work that has been done on top pair production will 
bee discussed. 

3Chapterss 2, 3 and 4 are based on publications [4, 5, 6]. 
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Figuree 1.2: The LO Feynman diagrams for single-top production. The top quark line 
isis thickened. 

Thee second part of the thesis describes the measurement of a top cross section in 
recentt data taken with the D 0 detector at the Tevatron collider. Due to the limited 
availabilityy of data, a discovery of single-top production was not possible at the time 
off writing of this thesis. We therefore decided to do a measurement of the top pair 
crosss section. Because many of the techniques used in this measurement are similar to 
thee single-top cross section measurement, this will be an excellent preparation for the 
single-topp measurement. Moreover, top pair production is an important background 
too single-top production. 
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Chapterr 2 

Single-topp production at Leading 
Order r 

2.11 Introduction 

Theree are various partonic subprocesses that lead to the production of a single top. 
Thee ones for which we derive tree-level helicity amplitudes are the "W-gluon fusion" 
process s 

uu + g ->t + d + b, (2.1) 

thee "flavor excitation" process 

uu + b^t + d, (2.2) 

thee Drell-Yan like ''s-channel'1 process, which occurs via a virtual timelike W-boson 

uu + d^t + b, (2.3) 

andd the "W-associated" production process 

gg + b ^ t + W (2.4) 

withh the W decaying hadronically. In reactions (2.1) and (2.2) it is understood that 
wee may replace the (?/,d)-quark pair by (d, ü), (c,s) and (s,c). In reaction (2.3) we 
mayy replace the (w, rf)-pair by (c,s). In addition, CKM suppressed combinations may 
bee included. 

Becausee of its large mass, the electroweak decay of the top quark proceeds so rapidly 
thatt top bound states do not have time to form [7]. This also means that the decay 
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productss of the top quark are correlated with its spin. It is therefore desirable to 
includee the semileptonic decay1 of the top quark in the amplitudes: 

t->b+ï+v.t->b+ï+v.  (2.5) 

Thee complete tree-level amplitudes for flavor excitation and s-channel production 
cann be obtained by crossing from those for 

O^bO^b + ï+v + b + ü + d. (2.6) 

withh *k(F representing the vacuum. Likewise, the amplitudes for W-gluon fusion and 
W-associatedd production are obtained by crossing from 

Q->bQ->b + ï+v+b + ü + d + g (2.7) 

Inn this chapter we present the complete tree-level helicity amplitudes for (2.6) and 
(2.7).. We obtain compact expressions by using spinor helicity methods. We present in 
additionn all amplitudes for the subprocesses (2.1-2.4) in the narrow top width approx
imationn [8, 9]. This allows us to check the quality of this approximation against the 
fulll calculation, for which only a few of the diagrams actually involve a top quark2. 

Althoughh the helicity amplitudes for (2.1-2.4), including top decay, may be obtained 
ass well as Fortran code from the program Madgraph [11], we believe that our analytical 
resultss are valuable for a number of reasons. First, analytical expressions can offer 
additionall insights, e.g. in the phase space structure of the cross section near the 
topp mass pole. Second, they lead to even more compact computer codes by allowing 
numericall crossing, and third, they allow evaluation in terms of spinor products, and in 
differentt computer languages (we use C++) . Finally, our results constitute a nontrivial 
checkk on this useful program. In this context we also mention the program Onctop 
[12],, and the general purpose programs Pythia [13] and Herwig [14] which can be used 
ass event generators for single-top production. 

Inn order to test these amplitudes numerically, we study various distributions in 
momentumm and angle of some of the final state particles for each process separately. 
Wee limit ourselves here to the subprocesses (2.1-2.3), because process (2.4) is negli
giblee [15, 16] at the Tevatron. We note that whether a subprocess is a leading order 
contributionn or a higher order correction to another, depends on the definition of the 
finalfinal state. Thus, for sufficiently inclusive quantities the Wr-gluon fusion and flavor 
excitationn processes are not independent: a part of the former is then in fact a higher 
orderr QCD correction to the latter, and must be mass factorized [17]. A similar argu
mentt applies to W-gluon fusion and the s-channel process in the case where the gluon 

Single-topp production with hadronic top decay suffers from large QCD backgrounds. 
22 A study of finite width effects in tt production is given in [10]. 
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coupless to the u-o?-quark line, and the signal is defined to be inclusive with respect 
too the presence of the light quark jet. Furthermore, whether bottom quarks are part 
off the initial state is a choice of factorization scheme. We adopt a five-flavor scheme 
andd include bottom quark parton distribution functions. In this chapter we wish to 
examinee some characteristics of each process individually, rather than perform a com
prehensivee phenomenological study involving combinations of these processes and their 
backgrounds,, as such studies already exist in the literature [16, 18]. We therefore focus 
onn exclusive quantities, e.g. we require exactly three jets or exactly two jets. 

Ourr conventions for spinor helicity methods are listed in Section 2.2. Sections 2.3 
andd 2.4, together with Appendix A, contain the helicity amplitudes for processes (2.6) 
andd (2.7). In Section 2.5 we discuss the narrow top width approximation, while the 
resultss of our numerical studies can be found in Section 2.6. We conclude in Section 2.7. 

2.22 Spinor helicity methods 

Too compute the amplitudes for (2.6) and (2.7) we use spinor helicity methods [19, 20, 
21,, 22, 23]. We limit ourselves here to listing our conventions; for reviews of spinor 
helicityy methods see e.g. [24, 25]. 

Withh spinor helicity methods we can express scattering amplitudes in terms of 
masslesss Weyl spinors of helicity  ^ 

u(p,u(p,  = v(p, T) = , w(p, ) = v{p, T) = <P  | • (2.8) 

Externall fermion states are directly expressed in terms of these. Our convention is to 
takee all particles outgoing. For example an outgoing massless fermion with positive 
helicityy is denoted by (p + |, while an outgoing massless antiferrnion with positive 
helicityy is denoted by \p—). The gluon polarization vectors, of helicity , may be 
writtenn as 

EE»»{K{K  q) ~ V2(Qk) ' £ * { * ' q ) ~ yft[kq]  ( 2 ' 9 ) 

Wee have used the customary short-hand notation: 

<Ü>> = (Pi ~ \Pj+), [ij]  = (Pi + \Pj~)- (2-10) 

Inn (2.9) k is the gluon momentum and q an arbitrary light-like "reference momentum". 
Thee dependence on the choice of q drops out in gauge-invariant amplitudes. We shall 
alsoo employ the abbreviations 

(i-\k(i-\k + l\j-)  - (ik)[kj]  + (il)[ljl 

SiSi33...k...k = (Pz  +  +Pk)\ (2.11) 
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withh all momenta null-vectors. 
Too treat the massive top quark within the framework of spinor helicity methods, 

wee use the extension to massive fermions [20. 26, 27, 28]. Even though helicity is 
nott a conserved quantum number for a massive particle, a massive positive-energy 
spinorr satisfying the Dirac equation has a two-fold degeneracy (e.g. labelled by a spin-
componentt quantized along some axis). With slight abuse of notation we label these 
twoo states by "+" and "—". Let p be a four-vector with p2 = m2 and po > 0, and let 
qq be an arbitrary null vector with g0 > 0. We define 

u{p,+)u{p,+) = 

u(p,u(p, -) = 

1 1 

Wq Wq 
1 1 

Wq Wq 

ii>ii>  + rn) \q-). 

(p(p11 + m) \q+). 

Forr the conjugate spinors we have 

1 1 
ü{p,+)ü{p,+) = 

ü(p,, - ) = 
1 1 

f^pq f^pq 

(q-\(jf>(q-\(jf>  + m), 

(q(q + | {i>  + m), 

v(p.+)v(p.+) = 

v{p,-)v{p,-) = 

HP:HP:  +) = 

v(p,-)v(p,-) = 

1 1 

Wq Wq 
i i 

/2pq /2pq 

1 1 

Wq Wq 
l l 

I2pq I2pq 

W-m)\q+).W-m)\q+). (2.12) 

(q(q — | CĴ  — m )

{q+W-m).{q+W-m). (2.13) 

Itt is easy to check that for these spinors the Dirac equations, orthogonality and com
pletenesss relations hold. The dependency on the arbitrary reference momentum q drops 
outt in the final answer. 

Givenn two four-vectors p and q, the spinor product (pq) is calculated as follows: If 
pptt > 0 and qt > 0, 

(pq)(pq) = 
1 1 

'P+<\\ 'P+<\\ 
 - p+qj (2.14) ) 

Heree the light-cone coordinates p+ — pt+pz and  = px + ipy are used. For negative-
energyy four-vectors we have 

(pq)(pq) = -({-p)q), f o r ^ < 0 

(pq)(pq) = -(p(-q)), forqt<0. (2.15) ) 

Thee spinor product [pq]  is related to (pq) by 

[pq][pq]  = s\gn(ptqt)(qpy  (2.16) 

AA massive quark propagator may be expressed in terms of massless Weyl spinors 

via a 

pp22 — m2 + ie 
{P+{P+  + P- + m ) , (2.17) ) 
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wheree p+ and p_ are of the form 

pp++  = |pi+}(pi + | + .- + \pn+){Pn+\ 

P-P- = |Pl->(Pl- | + - + \Pn-){Pn~\ (2-18) 

forr some null vectors pi,...,pn. 
Forr all other vertices and propagators we use standard Feynman rules, in the con

ventionss of [29], and the 't Hooft-Feynman i??-gauge with £ = 1. We neglected all 
fermionn masses except the top mass. As a consequence, neither diagrams containing a 
Higgss boson nor diagrams with would-be Goldstone bosons contribute. 

2.33 W-gluon fusion and W-associated production 

Inn this section we present the helicity amplitudes for the process 

00 -» */(pi) + J(p2) + b(p3) + &(p4) + g{pb) + d{p%) + u{p7). (2.19) 

Thee amplitudes are calculated in tree approximation at order O(gg^), where g denotes 
thee strong coupling and gw the electroweak coupling. There are also tree diagrams of 
orderr 0(g3gl!) ("QCD + Weak") contributing to (2.19). This gauge-invariant set of 
graphss does not contain a top quark as an intermediate state, and we do not consider 
it. . 

Thee results for the (W-gluon fusion) processes u + g —> u+l+b+b+d  and 
d+gd+g —> u + ï+b+b+ü,  as well as for the (W-associated) process b+g —>• i/ + ï+b+d+ü, 
cann be obtained from those of process (2.19) by crossing, under which the crossed 
momentumm and helicity change sign. The color decomposition for the amplitude (2.19) 
reads s 

AwAw99 = 9T3
a
4ó67A ĝ + göMT6

a
7A ĝ. (2.20) 

Thee partial amplitudes A)J and A\J are gauge-invariant by themselves. A\Jg cor-
respondss to diagrams where the gluon couples to the ö-ö-fermion line, whereas Aw

J
g 

involvess the gluon coupling to the d-u-fermion line. Representative Feynman diagrams 
forr the partial amplitudes A\J and A\Jg are shown in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2, re
spectively.. There are 21 diagrams contributing to Aw , 3 of them contain a top quark. 
Thee partial amplitude AWg is made up of 24 diagrams, with 2 containing a top quark. 

Forr the color matrices we have used the short-hand notation T3
a
4 = 7^J4. They are 

normalizedd as 

Trr TaTb = -öab. (2.21) 
22 v ; 
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7 7 

« ^ ^ 

Figuree 2.1: A representative Feynman diagram for single-top production contributing 
toto the partial amplitude Aw'g (2.20). The top quark line is thickened. 

><^i ><^i 

Figuree 2.2: A representative Feynman diagram for single-top production contributing 
toto the partial amplitude Aw (2.20). The top quark line is thickened. 

Wee can decompose the two subamplitudes in (2.20) further according to their elec-
troweakk structure: 

.4 4 (i) ) 
Wg Wg 

A A (2) ) 
Wg Wg 

Here e 

év:, év:, IV V 
2sin^V2sin%<< + ( ^ + «^^5))<' 

77 COS PVV' z 

sinn 0\y vtVz{ vtVz{ ++ [vlvl + vzvzVz(s34i)) A$f + U 

++  {vlvl + vfv§Vz(s345)) A^J + vzvzVz(s3i5)Awf) 

ee V*A ( \\\'tb\\ (2,1) , / 7 7 . z Zr> I \\ A 

A'345, , A A (1,4) ) 
Wg Wg 

22 sin 9W \ 2 sin 0W 

A A (2,2) ) 
Wg Wg 

(2,3) ) ++ [vlvl + v£vfVz(sM)) Aw>;>  + vl 
coss 0w z „ , 
.. a vbVz(sM sinn 6W 

,(2,4) ) 
AAWg Wg 

++  (vlvl + vzvzVz(s34)) Awf + vzvzVz(s34)Awf) (2.22) ) 

„7, i i -g,, « ^ 

ee = gw sin 0W 
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Z,LZ,L h ~ Qsin2 Ow Z,R -Qsmdw / 0 O Q N 
VV = ^~a a~' V = a ' (2'23' 

JJ sin &w cos uw J cos itw 
wheree Q and ƒ3 denote the charge and the third component of the weak isospin of the 
fermion.. The labels L and R denote the left- and right-handed couplings. Further, 6W 

denotess the Weinberg angle and VU(t and Vtb denote CKM-matrix elements. 
Becausee the W-boson only couples to left-handed fermions, all non-vanishing am

plitudess have the helicity configuration (pl,pt,Ps ,pt)- Furthermore the helicity along 
thee fermion line b(p^)-b(pi) is conserved. Due to their number and length we have 
collectedd the explicit expressions for the partial helicity amplitudes A(

W'J in (2.22) 
inn Appendix A. We have verified the correctness of these expressions by numerical 
comparisonn with the computer code generated by Madgraph [11]. 

Thee cross section for W-gluon fusion, summed and averaged over helicities and 
colorss is then given by 

°W9°W9 = Z J dxifii xi) fdx2fj(x2) j d(i>^  £ 2 ( 1 ^ 1 + l^^l ) 6(cu t s) 
i,ji,j  helicities 

(2.24) ) 

wheree fi(xi) and f3{x2) are the parton densities of the initial partons i and j , dfa 
denotess the phase space measure for five massless particles, 2s is the flux factor, 0(cuts) 
representss the jet-defining cuts and A$ and A$g are the amplitudes in (2.22) with 
partonss i and j crossed into the initial state. 

2.44 Flavor excitation and s-channel 

Thee helicity amplitudes for both these processes can be obtained by crossing from 

00 -> u(Pl) + ï{p2) + b(p3) + b(pA) + d{p6) + u{p7). (2.25) 

Thee tree-level amplitudes correspond to order O(g^). To this order the color decom
positionn of the amplitude for (2.25) is simply 

AAwbwb = 5-ukiA^l (2.26) 

sincee no gluons are involved. A representative Feynman diagram is shown in Figure 2.3. 
Theree are 10 Feynman diagrams contributing to this amplitude, only one of them 
containss a top quark. We write the partial amplitudes A\Jb as 

4(i)) _ e Vud ( WtbW 4( i , i ) / 7 7 v
zvzV-A",..\\ 4(1' 

AAWbWb - r, • 2 n , I 9 _i_2 a . AWb + [vdvb +  vd vb ^ / l s 3 4 ) ) AW{ 
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7 w ^ ^ 
> A A AA r , — 3 

Figuree 2.3: A representative Feynman diagram corresponding to the partial amplitude 
A\,JA\,Jbb (2.26). The top quark line is thickened. 

++  { « + v^Vz(s3i)) A™ + U - C^vzVz(s3i)) A™ 

++  fa! + v?vtVz(s3i)) AU] + vffiVz(sM)A<$\ . (2.27) 

Alll helicity amplitudes have the helicities (j>l,pt)  and {p^-.pj). Again the helicity 
alongg the 6-5-line is conserved. The explicit expressions for the Ay/*' in (2.27) are 
collectedd in Appendix A. 

Wee have checked these results numerically with the computer code produced by 
Madgraphh [11], and found agreement. For the present process we could in addition 
comparee to results produced by the Comphep program [30], and found agreement as 
well.. With the helicity amplitudes at hand one obtains the cross section for flavor 
excitation,, summed and averaged over helicities and colors, as 

<*wb<*wb  = J2 f dxjiixj f dx2fj(x2) [d<j> 4— Y, \Aw\f©(cuts) (2.28) 
;; „  J J J o6' , , . ' 
MM hehcittes 

withh d(j>\ the phase space measure for 4 massless particles and i and j label the partons 
crossedd for flavor excitation. The cross section for the s-channel process is obtained in 
aa similar way by crossing the appropriate partons. 

Theree are tree diagrams of order 0(g2gl) that contribute to (2.25). As they are 
aa separately gauge-invariant set and do not contain a top quark they are not directly 
relevantt to us here. However, for this case we do present these "QCD + Weak"-
amplitudess because they may be easily obtained from the O(g^) tree amplitudes, as 
follows s 

^QCD+Weakk = \ (<W>4 " j ^ f o ) | ^ f j ( 4 ^ + A™) , (2.29) 

wheree Nc denotes the number of colors. In contrast to the process of the previous 

section,, these "QCD + Weak"-amplitudes do not interfere with the 0(g„)  amplitudes. 
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2.55 Narrow width approximation 

Byy including the top quark semileptonic decay in the amplitudes for (2.6) and (2.7), 
wee must include as well many diagrams in which no top is present. Therefore it is 
interestingg to know to what extent results are approximated by producing the top 
quarkk as an on-shell particle, whose decay happens independently from its production. 

AA numerical indication that the narrow top width approximation for the W-gluon, 
s-channell and W-associated processes works well is already present in [16]. Here we 
examinee this issue both numerically and analytically for the three subprocesses (2.1), 
(2.2)33 and (2.3). Thus we need the helicity amplitudes for the W-gluon fusion process 
withoutt top decay 

00 + t(ps) + 6(p4) + g(p5) + d(p6) + ü(p7). (2.30) 

Thee amplitude may again be color-decomposed as 

AwAwgg,prod,prod = yTgAS67AWgprod + g8^T^AWgpTod (2-31) 

with h 

(1)) _ e2V*dVtb ( ~ f ) 2 \ / 2 BWg,prod 
A A 

Wg,prod Wg,prod 2sin22 8W s67 - m2
w ^ - ( 2 - |4 + 5 + 6 + 7|2-) ' 

A2)A2) _ e2V*dVtb (-Q2y2 BWgprod 
^Wa.nrod^Wa.nrod ~ n - 1 n ' __? / ~ ~ 7 1 T7T 7' [t-OZ) 

e2V"V;bb (-i)2>/2 Bj2) 

lwlw^^rodrod 2 sin2 9W ' s567 m2
w ^ _ { 2 _ |4 + 5 + 6 + 7|2->' 

Ass reference momentum for the massive spinor we have chosen q — p2- As before all 
non-vanishingg amplitudes have the helicity configuration {pëjP^)- The non-vanishing 
amplitudess are 

( 6 -- |4 + 5 + 7|2-) 
Bwg,prod\P4Bwg,prod\P4 iPb ' ^ 8 ) — 

(65) ) 
( 6 - | 44 + 5|7-) [74]<6- |4 + 7|5-> 

(45)) s467 - m2 

BBii)ii)  (v+v+v+) _ m<26) /<6- |4 + 5|7-) [74]{6 - [4 + 7 |5 - ) \ 
BBWgWg,,pTodpTod{P^P,,P,){P^P,,P,) - { 6 5 ) ^ ( 4 5 ) + S467-m* ) 

[741 1 
B^JvU-^Pl)B^JvU-^Pl) =  [ 5 4 ] ( ^ _ m 2 ) (<5- |4 + 6 + 7[2-)[47]<76) + m2[24]<56>) , 

B$B$94ir<94ir< M,p-s,Pi)M,p-s,Pi) = - - ^ - ^ H ( < 2 5 ) { 6 7 ) [ 7 4 ] + <56){2-(5 + 6 + 714-)), 
64677 — W [40J 

(2.33) ) 

33 For this channel the narrow width approximation has even been examined to one loop in [8]. 
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Bwg.prodKPiBwg.prodKPi ' P.5 ' ^ 8 

"\Vg,prod\P<i"\Vg,prod\P<i iPs ' P a 

BwBwgg,prod(P4,prod(P4 > Pb > P% 

Thee helicity amplitudes for flav 
decay y 

( 6 -- |4 + 5 + 7 | 2 - ) ( 6 - |5 + 7 |4 - ) 

(56)(75) ) 

m{62){6-- |5 + 7 |4 - ) 

(56)(75)) ' 

[74]{22 + 1(4 + 5 + 6 + 7) (5 + 6 ) | 7 - ) 

[57]] [56] 

m[47](2-- |5 + 6 |7 - ) 

[57]] [56] 
(2.34) ) 

00 ->• t{p8) + b{p4) + dM + u(p7) 

aree relatively simple and are given by 

orr excitation and the s-channel process without the top 

(2.35) ) 

Aw Aw Wb,prod Wb,prod —— ÖRAÖÏ: 
^udVto^udVto 2/ Wb,prod Wb,prod 

22 sin2 Bw s67 - rnw ^ - { 2 - |4 + 6 + 7 |2-} 
(2.36) ) 

Ass reference momentum for the massive spmor we have again chosen q — p2. All 
helicityy amplitudes have the configuration {p$ ,pi). The non-vanishing amplitudes are 

BBww{{ prodprod(pi,Ps)(pi,Ps) = [47]{6 - |4 + 7|2-

B^B ĥh,,prodprod{pt,Pt){pt,Pt) = m(26)[74]. 

Finally,, let us give the amplitude for the top decay 

t(p8)^v{pi)+ï{p-2)+b(pt(p8)^v{pi)+ï{p-2)+b(p33). ). 

(2.37) ) 

(2.38) ) 

Withh the choice q — pi as reference momentum for the top-spinor the only non-
vanishingg amplitude is 

i\r* i\r* 
-- «+ „ - ~-\ -AdeciPïAdeciPï , p 2 , P 3 , p 8 

eH H 2i 2i 

22 sin2 9w Su — m\y 
( 3 1 ) ^ ( 2 -- | l + 3 | 2 - > . (2.39) 

Too implement the narrow top width approximation we keep in the amplitude only 
termss with a propagator l/(pl — m2 + irnT) with T the inclusive top width. For the 
amplitudee squared we obtain 

\A\\A\ZZ = 
A A £>88 — m£ + ITTlL 

== \Adec{...,ps)f' 
1 1 

(pg(pg — m2)2 + m2T2 \Aprod(---;Ps\Aprod(---;Ps )!(2.40) ) 
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because,, with our choice of reference momentum for the massive spinor, Adec(...,pg) = 

0.. In the limit of vanishing top width the Breit-Wigner function in (2.40) reduces to a 
Diracc delta-function and we obtain for the squared amplitude 

-^-ó(pl-^-ó(pl - m 2 ) |A d e c ( . . . , ^ | 2 |Aw( - . - , P 8 - ) | 2 - (2-41) 
mi i 

Thee full n-particle phase space may be factorized accordingly 

# n ( QQ -> fci,..., kn) = —d0„_ 2 (Q -> ps, fa,..., kn)dpldfo{Ps ^ *i . fc2, k3), (2.42) 
Z7T T 

withh n = 5 for the W-gluon fusion and W-associated production, and n = 4 for flavor 

excitationn and s-channel production. Note that 

f\Af\Adecdec(...,p(...,pss)\)\
22d(f>d(f>33{p{p88 -> fa,k2,k3) = 2mT„ib. (2.43) 

Numericall results for the narrow top-width approximation are presented in the next 

section. . 

2.66 Numerical studies 

Ass announced in the introduction, we consider each subprocess separately for the pur
posess of numerical studies. This is equivalent to assuming a hermetic detector with 
perfectt momentum resolution capable of distinguishing these three processes. 

Beforee describing our numerical studies we list our default choices for physical 
constantss and parameters. For the masses and widths of the clectroweak bosons we 
usee mz = 91.187 GeV, Tz = 2.49 GeV, mw = 80.41 GeV and I V = 2.06 GeV. For the 
topp quark mass we use mt = 174 GeV. The width of the top quark is then calculated 
ass Tt = 1.76 GeV. We use the leading order expression for the running of the strong 
couplingg constant: 

<*<* ss{(i){(i)  = as{mz) 
\\ , as{mz) V1 

11 + -— /J0 In —2-
47TT mi 

(2.44) ) 

wheree fiQ = 11 - \Nj and Nj — 5. We use the CTEQ4L set for the parton densities 

[31]] and we take therefore aa{mz) = 0.132. The running of the finestructure constant 

iss taken in account according to 

a(fi)a(fi) — a(0) 
a(0)) / 2 0 . fi2 4 (fi2-rnz) 

Aa(mAa(mzz)-—-[~\n-r)-—-[~\n-r2 2 
37TT \ 3 rnz 15 rnf 

(2.45) ) 

withh a(0) = 1/137.036 and Aa(mz) = 0.059363 ([32, 33, 34, 35]). We consider p-p 

collisionss at a center of mass energy V ^ = 2.0 TeV (Tevatron) and p-p collisions at a 
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centerr of mass energy y/S — 14 TeV (LHC). For the renormalization and factorization 
scalee we use fi = \iF — mt. 

Althoughh defining jets is not strictly necessary for a LO calculation, we use them 
too avoid singularities. By requiring as many jets as there are partons in the event, 
collinearr and soft divergent regions are avoided. Jets are defined by the hadronic kT-
algorithmm [36]: we first remove the charged lepton and the neutrino from the event, 
thenn we precluster all remaining particles and assign them to the beamjets or to the 
hardd scattering process. Particles which are assigned to the hard scattering process are 
thenn clustered into jets. For the resolution variable of the hadronic £7-algorithm we 
use e 

VijVij  = 2 min (p^ , p^ ) (coshfy, - y  ̂ - cos(<fc - <p3)), (2.46) 

wheree pTl is the transverse momentum. </, the rapidity and 0, the polar angle of particle 
%.%. We recombine two particles using the ^-scheme. For the preclustering we use 
ddcutcut = (20 GeV)2 . The clustering is done with yc.ut = 0.9. We have implemented 
thee finite width of the W, Z-bosons and of the top quark by using the complex-mass 
schemee [37] which respects full gauge invariance and which therefore gives a consistent 
descriptionn of the finite-width effects in tree-level calculations. Thus, the masses mw, 
mmzz and rnt in the partial amplitudes are replaced according to 

rnrn -> Vrri2 - iYm. (2.47) 

Ass a consequence the cosine squared of the Weinberg angle also becomes a complex 
number r 

cos2**-- = l - s i n 2 ^ = m ^ " ^ m W f . (2.48) 
mmzz

zz - %Vzmz 

Wree give our results for single-top production only. Furthermore we concentrate most 
off our studies on the Tevatron. LHC kinematics reweights the various processes among 
eachh other, the amount of which is not so much our concern in this thesis (see [16] 
e.g.). . 

Althoughh we do not combine the partonic subprocesses, and rather examine them 
individually,, we wish to define their final state in a semi-realistic manner. Specifically, 
wee keep the partons apart in phase space by means of a jet algorithm (this includes in 
particular,, for the W-gluon channel, the beam and the b jet). However, we do assume 
perfectt 6-tagging, and no mistagging. 

Thee inclusion of single-antitop production will multiply the cross section by a factor 
off two at the Tevatron. This is not the case at the LHC, which is a proton-proton 
collider.. The numerical results are for one light lepton species only, e.g. I = e+ and 
vv = ue. The inclusion of the muon-channel multiplies every result by two. 
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Tevatron n 

W-gluonn fusion 

flavorflavor excitation 

s-channel l 

Gtol Gtol 

15.00  0.4 fb 

87  lfb 

46  lfb 

WulbWulb - mt\ < 20 GeV 

14.33  0.3 fb 

b b 

32.33  0.3 fb 

narroww width 

14.55  0.1 fb 

877  l fb 
29.00  0.2 fb 

Tablee 2.1: Numerical results for the Tevatron at 2 TeV. 

LHC C 

W-gluonn fusion 

flavorflavor excitation 

s-channel l 

&tot &tot 

b b 

13.11  0.3 pb 

6855  19 fb 

\m\muïhuïh - mt\ < 20 GeV 

4.55  0.4 pb 

13.00  0.4 pb 

4799  16 fb 

narroww width 

b b 

13.33  0.1 pb 

4322  4 fb 

Tablee 2.2: Numerical results for the LHC at 14 TeV. 

Forr W-gluon fusion we require three jets, two of them 6-tagged, for flavor excitation 
twoo jets with one &-tag, whereas for the s-channel process we require two 6-tagged 
jets.. For simplicity we assume a 6-tagging efficiency of 100%, and that we know the 
longitudinall momentum component of the neutrino4. 

Inn Table 2.1 we give the numerical results for the total cross section with the 
cutss described above for W-gluon fusion, flavor excitation and s-channel process at 
thee Tevatron (first column). In the second column we required in addition that the 
invariantt mass of the decay products of thee top reconstruct to within 20 GeV to the top 
quarkk mass. The third column contains the results in the narrow width approximation. 
Tablee 2.2 shows the corresponding results for the LHC. From Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 
wee see that the narrow width approximation describes the cross section very well for 
W-gluonn fusion and flavor excitation. The approximation is less satisfactory for the 
s-channell process. Here non-resonant terms seem to give a more sizeable contribution. 
Thiss can also be seen in Figure 2.4(a), which shows the distribution in the invariant 
masss mvib for W-gluon fusion and the s-channel process at the Tevatron. 

Inn Figure 2.4(b) we show for the W-gluon fusion process at the Tevatron the distri
butionn of the pseudorapidities for the 6-quark, the 6-quark and the light quark q. The 
distributionn for the 6-quark is slightly peaked in the backward region, the 6-quark is al
mostt central and the light quark goes dominantly in the forward region. Note that the 
jett algorithm suppresses fr's at sizeable negative pseudo-rapidities. These distributions 
essentiallyy agree with Figure 7 in [39] and Figure 8 in [15]. 

Inn W-gluon fusion or flavor excitation the produced top quark is highly polarized 
alongg the direction of the d-quark [40, 41]. Furthermore the cross section at the Teva-

4E.g.. from imposing the W mass constraint on the neutrino plus lepton invariant mass [38]. 
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ii  — i . ii  — i . ii  — i . 

b b 

1555 160 165 170 175 180 185 190 
mmvvii bb [GeV] 

(a) ) (b) ) 

Figuree 2.4: (a) The normalized mvih distribution for W-gluon fusion (solid) and the 
s-channels-channel process (dashed) at the Tevatron. (b) The pseudo-rapidity distribution for 
W-gluonW-gluon fusion of the b-quark (dashed), the b-quark (solid) and the light quark q 
(dot-dashed)(dot-dashed) at the Tevatron. 

2 5 --
S S 

b b 
T33 20 

"00 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
a a 

Figuree 2.5: The distribution for the angular correlation a for W-gluon fusion (left) and 

flavorflavor excitation (right) at the Tevatron. 
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Figuree 2.6: The distribution for the angular correlation a for the "QCD + Weak" back-
groundground to flavor excitation at the Tevatron. We show the distribution with (dashed) 
andand without (solid) a cut on the invariant mass |mw-6 — mt\ < 20 GeV. 

tronn receives the dominant contribution from the configuration where the w-quark is 
inn the initial state and the d-quark in the final state, which in turn produces the non-& 
taggedd jet q. One considers therefore the variable 

\(l\(l  + cos9qï) (2.49) ) 

wheree 0qi is the angle between the non-6 tagged jet and the charged lepton in the 
restt frame of pv + p{ + pb [42]. (If a top is produced, pv + p; + pb corresponds to its 
four-momentum.)) For the angular correlation of a decaying top quark one has [43] 

da da 

da da 
aa (2Pa + (1 - P)), (2.50) ) 

wheree P is the polarization of the top quark along the spin axis defined by the spectator 
jett q. For a 100% polarized top quark one has therefore da/da ~ a. Figure 2.5 shows 
thatt this relation is fulfilled to a very good approximation for flavor excitation. For 
W-gluonn fusion we obtain the polarization along the spectator jet axis from the value 
att a = 0: 

1 1 
I d a a 

aa da 
(2.51) ) 

Withh the total cross section from Table 2.1 we find P = 11% for W-gluon fusion. 
Thee background is expected to give a flat distribution. For flavor excitation we show 
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thee result for the UQCD + Weak" background (discussed below (2.28)) process in 
Figuree 2.6. The a dependence after imposing a cut on the invariant mass mu-lb is flat, 
ass expected. Our result is similar to that, shown in Figure 5 of [16], which shows 
thee same linear correlation of the signal (which is somewhat different from ours by 
employingg a vetoed 5 jet), and shows the (flat) a dependence of their more extensively 
treatedd background as well. 

Wee suggest that this clear correlation may provide an alternative and attractive 
wayy to infer the visible W-gluon fusion or flavor excitation cross section (defined here 
throughh the criteria given above) for single-top production from the slope of the dis
tribution.. The slope is given by 

•̂ ^ * signal Osignal '  ̂ * background ^background - l ^ -^^ j 

Assumingg that PbackgroundObackground is small and that Pmnai may reliable be estimated 
fromm theory the visible cross section for the signal can be inferred from the slope by 
measuringg two or more points of the o distribution and extrapolating the distribution 
too a straight line. Although in principle of course any distribution may serve to infer the 
correspondingg inclusive cross section, the a distribution seems particularly attractive 
duee to its simple shape. 

2.77 Conclusions 

Wee have presented the complete 0(g\) and O(gg^) helicity amplitudes for processes 
whosee final state result from the hadroproduction and semileptonic decay of a single 
top. . 

Ass only a small subset of graphs actually contain a top quark line in each process, we 
havee examined, for three of these processes, to what extent the top quark dominates, 
andd verified that for each process the top quark presence is manifested by a clear 
peakk in the mv\b distribution. We have studied various kinematic distribution of final 
statee particles, and verified the correlation of the lepton angular distribution with the 
topp quark polarization [40, 16, 41]. The actual identification of a single-top signal is a 
matterr of careful definition, requiring full use of the kinematic and flavor characteristics 
off the final state, and a proper determination of the acceptance and background [16, 
18,, 44]. In idealized analyses, we have thus verified that the sensitivity of the full 
amplitudess to top quark mass, charged-current coupling strength and handedness are 
preservedd in these amplitudes, even though most diagrams that contribute to them do 
nott contain a top quark. 

Noww that we have completed the leading order calculation, the next step is to tackle 
thee next to leading order calculation. For this, we would like to use the most advanced 
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methodd available, the dipole method [45]. We will describe this method and develop 
itss extension to massive particles in the next chapter. 
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Chapterr 3 

Massivee Dipole Formalism 

3.11 Introduction 

Reliablee theoretical predictions of hard-scattering processes in QCD require at least 
thee evaluation of Next to Leading Order (NLO) QCD corrections. Next to leading 
orderr calculations have to combine virtual one-loop corrections with the real emission 
contributionss from unresolved partons. Treated separately, each of the two parts gives 
ann infrared divergent contribution. Only the sum of the virtual corrections and the 
reall emission contributions is infrared finite. Setting up a numerical general-purpose 
NLOO Monte Carlo program requires therefore the analytical cancellation of infrared 
singularitiess before any numerical integration can be done. The two main methods to 
handlee this task are phase space slicing [46, 47, 48] and the subtraction method [49, 50]. 
Forr massless partons both methods are available and have been applied to a variety of 
specificc processes, see for example Refs. [51, 52, 53, 54, 55] and the references therein. 
Forr electron-positron annihilation a general formulation of phase space slicing has been 
givenn by Giele and Glover [56]. It has been extended to initial-state partons by these 
authorss and Kosower [57]. The extension of phase space slicing to massive partons and 
identifiedd hadrons has been given by Laenen and Keller [58]. 

Theree are two general formulations of the subtraction method. One is the residue 
approachh by Frixione, Kunzst and Signer [59] and the other the dipole formalism by 
Catanii and Seymour [45]. Both variants can handle massless partons in the final 
and/orr initial state. The subtraction method has already been applied to some specific 
processess with massive partons [60, 61, 62, 63]. Up to now there is no extension of the 
dipolee formalism to massive partons. Dittmaier has considered the dipole formalism for 
photonn radiation from fermions [64]. In that work infrared divergences are regularized 
withh small masses (as it is popular in electroweak physics). However this does not allow 
aa simple application to QCD, where divergences are usually regularized by dimensional 
regularization. . 
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Inn this chapter we extend the dipole formalism to heavy fermions. The formulae 
wee provide are relevant to top, bottom and charm production. With a simple change 
off the color factors they can be used as well for gluino production in SUSY QCD. 
Ourr results are not applicable for processes with identified hadrons in the final state, 
massivee initial-state partons and processes with different species of massive fermions 
off unequal masses. 

One-loopp amplitudes may be calculated in different variants of dimensional regular-
ization,, such as conventional dimensional regularization (CDR), the 't Hooft-Veltman 
schemee (HV) or the four-dimensional scheme (FD). whereas the Born amplitudes en
teringg the real emission part and/or parton densities are given in another variant. Of 
course,, the final result has to be scheme-independent. The obvious way to ensure this 
iss to calculate everything in the same scheme. Often this is not the most economical 
solution.. Loop amplitudes are most easily computed in the FD scheme, whereas parton 
densitiess are given in the conventional scheme. Within the dipole formalism it is pos
siblee to perform different parts of the calculation with different variants of dimensional 
regularizationn and to correct for the mismatch by some universal terms [65]. Wre would 
likee to keep this freedom also in the extension to massive partons. We therefore keep 
trackk of all scheme-dependent terms and our final results can be used with any variant 
off dimensional regularization (CDR, HV or FD). 

Recently,, Catani, Dittmaier and Trocsanyi considered the singular behavior of one-
loopp QCD and supersymmetric QCD amplitudes with massive partons in the dipole 
frameworkk [66]. As a byproduct, we confirm their results for the singular terms. 

Thiss chapter is organized as follows. In the next section we review the dipole 
formalismm and the factorization of QCD amplitudes in the soft and collinear limit. In 
Sectionn 3.3 we outline our calculational technique. In Section 3.4 we derive the D-
dimensionall dipole phase space measure. Section 3.5 gives the dipole terms together 
withh the integrated counterpart if all particles are in the final state. In Section 3.6 
wee consider the case if there are QCD partons in the initial state. Finally, Section 3.7 
containss our conclusions. 

3.22 Dipole formalism and factorization in singular 
limits s 

InIn this section we briefly review the dipole formalism and the factorization properties 
off QCD amplitudes in the soft and collinear limit. We use the notation of Catani and 
Seymourr [45]. 

Thee dipole formalism is based on the subtraction method. We explain it for electron-
positronn annihilation, where all QCD partons are in the final state. The NLO cross 
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sectionn is rewritten as 

aaNLONLO = JdaR + jdav 

n+ln+l  n 

==  J (daR - daA) + ƒ (dav + J daA. (3.1) 
n+ll « V 1 / 

Inn the second line an approximation term daA has been added and subtracted. The 
approximationn daA has to fulfill the following requirements: 

•• daA must be a proper approximation of daR such as to have the same pointwise 
singularr behavior (in D dimensions) as daR itself. Thus, daA acts as a local 
countertermm for daR and one can safely perform the limit e —> 0. This defines a 
crosss section contribution 

<%<% = / K L - <*1J  (3-2) 
n+l l 

•• Analytic integrability (in D dimensions) over the one-parton subspace leading to 
softt and collinear divergences. This gives the contribution 

<}°° - fUv + fd*A . (3.3) 
nn \ 1 / e=Q 

Thee final structure of an NLO calculation is then 

„NLO„NLO  „NLO  , „NLO  /o A\ 

oo = cr{n+1} +a{n} . (3.4) 

Sincee both contributions on the r.h.s of eq.(3.4) are now finite, they can be evaluated 
withh numerical methods. The (n + l) matrix element is approximated by a sum of 
dipolee terms 

I JJ ZJ Vihk 
pairspairs i,j k^i,j 

11 ,. ,.-„ r .Tfc-Ti 
== E £ -^7-<i,---m--.^---l^^% fc |i,...,(ü)....^...), 

pairspairs i,j k^ij ' l "3 'J 

(3.5) ) 

wheree the emitter parton is denoted by ij  and the spectator by k. Here T, denotes 
thee color charge operator [45] for parton i and V'^ is a matrix in the helicity space 
off the emitter with the correct soft and collinear behavior. | 1 , . . . , (ij),..., k,...) is a 
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vectorr in color- and helicity space. By subtracting from the real emission part the fake 
contributionn we obtain 

dadaRR-da-daAA = ^ + i [ |M( P l , . . . , p „ + 1 ) rC+ i (P i — Pn+i) 

~~ E E VvAPli-iPn+l)ÖC
n
Ut{Pl,-,Pij,...,Pk,...>Pn+l)

pairspairs i,j k^ij 

(3.6) ) 

Bothh daR and daA are integrated over the same (n + 1) parton phase space, but it 
shouldd be noted that daR is proportional to 6 ^ , whereas daA is proportional to 0™'. 
Heree 0^ut denotes the jet-defining function for n-partons. 

Thee subtraction term can be integrated over the one-parton phase space to yield 
thee term 

l®dol®doBB = jdaA= Y. E jd^poieV^k- (3.7) 
11 pairs i,j k^i,j 

Thee universal factor I still contains color correlations, but does not depend on the 
unresolvedd parton j . The term I® daB lives on the phase space of the n-parton config
urationn and has the appropriate singularity structure to cancel the infrared divergences 
comingg from the one-loop amplitude. Therefore 

dadavv + I ® daB (3.8) 

iss infrared finite and can easily be integrated by Monte Carlo methods. The explicit 
formss of the dipole terms Vijik, together with the integrated counterparts, can be found 
inn Ref. [45] for the massless case. 

Inn order to extend the dipole formalism to massive fermions, we have to provide 
threee ingredients. First, we need the correct subtraction terms for the real emission con
tribution.. Second, we have to integrate these subtraction terms over the dipole phase 
space.. The integrated terms are combined with the virtual corrections. Third, we have 
too specify a mapping of the momenta, which relates the (n + l)-parton configuration 
Pi,Pi, — ,Pi,—J>j,—Pk,—Pn+i to the n-parton configuration pu ...,pi:j ,...,pk,...,pn+1. 

Inn order to find appropriate dipole terms, one considers the soft and collinear limits 
off the matrix element. In the soft limit where the momentum of parton j becomes soft, 
thee m + 1-parton matrix element behaves as 

(1,. . . ,, m + 1|1,..., m + 1) = -47r/i2eas(l,..., m l J^JJ l , . . . , m) (3.9) 

with h 
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44<y<y ( 2PiPk rnj 

hkhk \(2PiPj)(2PiPj +  2PiP*) (2PiPi)2 
TTtt-T-Tkk\l,...,m). \l,...,m). 

Wee used 
22PiPk PiPk 22PiPk PiPk 

+ + 
22PiPk PiPk 

(3.10) ) 

(3.11) ) 
(2(2PiPjPiPj)) (2pjPk) {2piPj) {2PiPj +  2P3Pk) (2P3Pk) {2PrP} +

 2PjPk ] 

andd color conservation 

^ T i l l . - . m )) = 0. (3.12) 
i i 

Thee color charge operators T , for a quark, gluon and antiquark in the final state are 

quarkk : {,..qi...\T ĵ\...qj...), 

gluonn : (...gc...\trb\...gb...), 

ant iquark:: {...^...| (-Tj*J |...(/j...). (3.13) 

Iff the particles are massless, there is also a singularity in the collinear limit. For 

final-statefinal-state partons the momenta are parameterized as 

,, k l  n 

PiPi = zp + k - — - — , 
zz 2pn 

PjPj = (1 - z)p - kj 
k\k\ n 

(3.14) ) 
11 — i 2pn 

Heree n is a massless four-vector and the transverse component  satisfies 2pk  = 

 = 0. The collinear limit occurs for k\ -> 0. In this limit the matrix element 

behavess as 

l , . . . ,mm + l | l , . . . , m + 1) = 47r/ i&a s<l, . . . ,m|- P(a),i{z,kL,e)\\, ...,m) 
22PiPj PiPj 

(3.15) ) 

Thee splitting functions are given by 

'' 2z 

. 1 - 2 2 

" 2 ( 1 - 2 ) ) 

(s\P(s\Pqgqg  = 5SS,CF 

{s\P{s\Pqgqg{z,k{z,kLlLle)\s')e)\s') = 688>CF 

{fi\P{fi\P gqgq(z,kx,e)\u)(z,kx,e)\u) = TR 

{v\P{v\P9999(z,k(z,k ,e)\v),e)\v) = 2CA 

++  (l-pe)(l-z) 

++ (1 - pe)z 

<r<r  + 4 2 ( 1 - 2 ) ^ 

11 - z + + 
J-- — -2 \ _ , ^ ^ / ^ > ft I ft I 

- 2 ( 1 - ^ ) 2 ( 1 - 2 ) --
k\k\ j 

(3.16) ) 
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Wee introduced the parameter p, which specifies the variant of dimensional regulariza-
tion:: p = 1 for the CDR/HV schemes and p = 0 for the FD scheme. Later on we will 
chosee the dipole terms to have the same soft and collinear behavior as the appropriate 
limitt of the (n + l)-parton matrix element. 

Iff the emitting particle is in the initial state the collinear limit is defined as 

PaPa = p. 

.. , K i II 

PiPi = (1 -  + k1 -
11 — x 2pn 

PaxPax =  + - — . (3.17) 
11 — x 2pn 

Thee color charge operators for a quark, gluon and antiquark in the initial state are 

quark k 

gluon n 

antiquark k 

[...g[...gcc...\if...\ifcobcob\...y\...ybb...). ...). 

(...ft...|75|...<&...>.. (3.18) 

Wee denoted in the amplitude an incoming quark as an outgoing antiquark and vice 
versa. . 

3.33 Calculational technique for the integration 

Thee integration of the dipole terms over the dipole phase space is highly non-trivial. 
Wee first find a suitable parameterization of the phase space such that all integrals are 
off one of the following types: 

fdxx^(i-xy-^fdxx^(i-xy- ̂ =  r ( f l ) r i f ; f l ) 

{{  Y^ 

fdxi»-\l-xy-*-'{\-xfdxi»-\l-xy-*-'{\-x00x)-x)-bb =  r ( Q ) ^ ~ a )
2 F i ( a ; 6 ; c , : r 0 ) , 

oo ^ ' 
l l 

Jdxx*-\\-xy—Jdxx*-\\-xy—ll(l-x(l-xllxr^(\-xxr^(\-x22x)-x)-bb**  =  r ( f l )p f
(" "h^aM^cix^xt). 

(3.19) ) 

Thesee integrals yield the Euler-Beta function, the hypergeometric function and the first 
Appelll function, respectively. The last two are then rewritten as a Taylor series in xü 
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orr x\ and #2, respectively. 

(a)(a)nn(b)(b)nnx% x% 
22FFll(a,b;c,x(a,b;c,x00)) = ^ 

Ti=0 0 (c)n n 

mi=om2=oo ( c j m i + m 2 mx\m2\ 

Heree (a)„ = T(a + n)/T(a) denotes the Pochhammer symbol. Taylor expansion allows 
uss to perform the next integral, which is of the same type as above. After all integrals 
havee been performed, we end up with multiple sums involving T-functions depending 
onn e = (4 — D)/2. These T-functions are then expanded according to 

T(nn + £) _ 

r ( n ) r ( e )) ~ 

== £(l + £Zl{n-l)+£2Zll(n- l ) + 5 3 Z m ( n - l ) + . . . + ^ - 1 Z 1 1 . . . 1 ( n - 1 ) ) , 

(3.21) ) 

wheree Zu__A(n) are Euler-Zagier sums defined by 

"" 1 1 1 
ZZmumu...,m...,mkk{n){n) — 2 ^ ^m  ̂ — ̂ k- (3.22) 

zi>i2>...>i/fc>00 'i f2 lk 

Rearrangingg summation indices we recognize that all sums fall in the class of Gon-

charov'ss multiple polylogarithms [67, 68] 

OOO h 12 J-k 

iJlmj.,...,m2,mii \%ki  %'lt ^1 ) / J -mi -m-2 '"  Amk ' \0.£0) 
h>ih>i22>...>i>...>ikk>0>0 H l2 lk 

Inn the case with only one massive parton it is actually sufficient to restrict oneself to 

harmonicc polylogarithms [69, 70], defined by 

°°°° xix 1 1 
Hmi,rn.2~-,mHmi,rn.2~-,mkk\\

xx)) — £-J mi -m2 "'  -mk  \ J " ^ / 
ii>i2>..->ifc>00 *1 '2 lk 

Thee additional dipole corresponding to gluon emission from a massive quark-antiquark 
systemm can be expressed in terms of two-dimensional harmonic polylogarithms [71]. 

3.44 Dipole phase space measure in D dimensions 

Inn this section we derive the appropriate phase space measure for the dipoles with mas
sivee particles. Since singularities are regulated by dimensional regularization, this has 
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too be done in D dimensions. The phase space measure for n particles in D dimensions 
iss given by [72] 

nn \ n J D „ 

i=ii=i  / t l \Z7T) 

ww sT-Sp')ö(é4^  (3-25) 
with h 

EEzz = y]{pt)
2 +ml (3.26) 

Thee phase space measure factorizes according to 

d<f>d<f> nn(P(P -> pu...,pn) = —d4)n-3+l{P -¥ Q,Pj+i, ...,pn)dQ2d<j)3(Q -> pu ...,p3). 

(3.27) ) 

3.4.11 Phase space measure with no initial-state particles 

Wee first evaluate the two particle phase space 

(3.28) ) 

inn the rest frame of P, e.g. P — (\AP2,0). We obtain 

// d<j> 2(P -> pt3,Pk) 

==  (2*rD Q D _ 1
 {P2)1~DI2 (V ( p 2 - < - ™i)2 - *m>i) D 3 ƒ <MD-U 

(3.29) ) 

wheree Q,D-\ parameterizes the solid angle of the (D — 1) spatial components of pk in 
(D(D — 1) (spatial) dimensions. With this convention we have 

rr  2TTDI2 

JJdnDdnD = fjmr (3-30) 

Wee then evaluate the three particle phase space 

JJ d4>3(P -^pllpj,pk) 
ff dD~1

Pl dD~1
Pj dD^Pk fn ,DrDfp , / q o ! X 

== J (2n)^2El(2,)^2EJ(2,)^2Ek
{27T) *  {P " * "  ̂ ~ Pk) ( 3 ' 3 1 ) 
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inn the rest frame of P, e.g. P = (VP 2 , 0 ) . We shall orient our frame such that 
thee solid angle of the spatial components of pk coincides with the solid angle of the 
spatiall components of pk in (3.28). It will be convenient to parameterize the spatial 
componentss of pt with spherical coordinates, using pk as polar axis, e.g 

ddDD~~ll
PiPi =  | £ | D - 2 d | a | d M i n D - 3 0 i d f i S ? - 2 - (3-32) 

Wee therefore have 

2p2pttppkk = 2\pi\ \pk| cos 0i. (3.33) 

Finallyy we obtain the three-particle phase space as the product of a two-particle phase 

spacee and a dipole phase space: 

ff d(j>${P -» pupj,pk) = Jd<j)2(P -> Pij,Pk)d<l>diPoie{2piP3,2pjpk, 2pipk,^D_2), 

(3.34) ) 

27TI>/2-11 1 / , „ „ „ 9x2 

where e 

d(j>d(j>dipdipoie(2poie(2p11ppJJ,2p,2pJJppkk,2p,2plPklPk)) = (2^)1'DTJD_1\4 {(p2 ~ m ' ~ mtf ~ 4mïml) 

JJ d(2pipj)d(2pjPk)d(2pipk)S ( P 2 - m2 - m) - m\ - 2piPj - 2p3pk - 2piPk) 

( - P 2 AA (|pl|2, | p / , \pk\
2)) V 0 ( -A (|p t |

2, | £ f , \pk\
2)) . (3.35) 

Notee that we already performed the angular integration over dil(^2. The triangle 

functionn A is defined by 

\{x,y,z)\{x,y,z) = x2 + y2 + z2 - 2xy - 2yz - 2zx. (3.36) 

Wee further have 
11 r 

^  ̂ = 7m(p2 + m 2 - m f c - m 2 - 2 P j ^ ) ' " m 2 4P2 2 

XX |2 _ 

4P 2 2 

soo that 

i^l22 = 4B2(p2-m?-">* + m?-2P*P*)2-m? (3-37) 

•P2A(|pi|Mft|Mpfc|
2) ) 

== 2plpk2ptpj2pJpk - m2 (2pjpfc)
2 - m^ (2jy^) 2 - mj (2piP/t)2 + 4m2m2m^. 

(3.38) ) 
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Too find a suitable parametrization of the dipole phase space, we treat the various cases 
separately.. We consider first the case where two particles are massless ml = rrij  = 0. 
Withh D = 4 — 2e the dipole phase space becomes 

AA,AA, ( 4 T T ) £ ~ 2 (T)2\l-t( V2 -2* 

afidipoieafidipoie =  r (l _ . [P ) (wo) 

11 1 

•• f duul-2£{\ -U)X~2E (1 - u0u)-l+£ fdvv-e(l-v)-% (3.39) 

where e 

PP22 ml 
"oo = p22 ' 

2piPj2piPj + 2p3pk _ 2piPj + 2pjpk 

2pip2pipkk + 2piPj + 2pJpJt P2 - m2
k 

vv = 2piPj (2pipk + ml) = 2piPj (2ptpfc + rog) 4 Q 

2pipfcc (2piPj + 2pjpk) 2piPk ( P 2 - m2. - 2p,pfc)' 

Inn the case where one mass vanishes (rrij  — 0) and the other two are equal (ml = mk = 
m)m) we obtain 

dtarotedtarote = ^^~JP2)l~E(ro)2-2£22^ 
T(l~e) T(l~e) 

1 1 

ƒƒ drr1-'2^! - r ) - £ + 1 / ' 2 (1 - r0r)-'
/2 ƒ ds ( l - a 2 ) " 6 , (3.41) 

with h 

roro = 1 - 4 — 

l n 22 . „ / , . N U - r ) 
2PtPjj = ö P ro' r M s 

22 \ V 1 — ro>" 

2pjPtt = I ^ r 0 r ^ l + ^ ^ i - Ü j . (3.42) 

3.4.22 Phase space involving initial state particles 

Iff initial state particles are involved, we obtain the following convolution: 

i i 

d(j>{Pad(j>{Pa +Pb  ̂ K + Pk+Pi) = J dxd(f>{pa +pb  ̂ K + PkWdipoie (3.43) 
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with h 

PaPa = Xpa- (3.44) 

Inn the case ma = m, = 0 we obtain 

d<f>d<f> dtpodtpouu = ^^(-I^y~exl-lx-l^(l-x)l-^(l-x0x)-1+eJdww-e(l-w)-£ 

^^  ' 0 

(3.45) ) 

withh P = pk + pl - pa and 

-P-P2 2 

XX00 — l l - P * > > 

XX = 
2p2paapipi + 2papk - 2ptpk 

ÏPaPtÏPaPt + 2paPk 
2p2paapi{2pippi{2pipkk + ml) 

ww = -—-—————-. (3.46) 
2piP*(2poP«« + 2poPfc) 

Eq.. (3.43) and eq. (3.45) are derived as follows: From the factorization of phase space 
wee have 

d(f>(pd(f>(paa+p+pbb -> K + pk+pt) = ~d(f>{pa+pb  ̂ K+ Q)dm2
Qd(f>(Q ^>pi+pk). 

(3-47) ) 

Wee then derive 

d<j)(Pad<j)(Pa + Pb -> A' + Q) = xd(p(pa+pb  ̂ K + pk). (3.48) 

Thiss equation can be obtained by writing out the explicit expressions for the phase 
spacee measures in the rest frame of pa +pb and pa +pb, respectively. These two frames 
aree related by a boost. Further, since pa — xpa, the boost does not affect the transverse 
components.. Next, one writes out the parameterization for d(j>(Q —>• p; + pk) in terms 
off solid angles of particle pk, singles out one angle 0\ = l(pk,pa) and replaces the 
integrationss over drnqd cos 6\ by integrations over dxdw. 

3.55 Dipole terms with no initial-state partons 

Inn this section we give the dipole factors corresponding to the case where all relevant 
partonss are in the final state. Initial-state partons are considered in the next section. 
Wee distinguish the cases of (i) a massless emitter and massive spectator, (ii) a massive 
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emitterr and a massless spectator and (iii) a massive emitter and a massive spectator 
off equal mass. We follow closely the notation of Catani and Seymour [45]. 

Thee generic form of the dipole terms is given by 

V, V, 
1 1 T** T 

ij,k ij,k 
2Pi2Pi  P3 

(l,, - , (y),..., fc, . . . l - W - ^ l 1 ' -., (y),.-., k,...). (3.49) 

Thee explicit forms of the functions Vtj jk are given below. 

3.5.11 Massless final emitter, massive final spectator 

Wee consider first the case of massless emitter (particle i) and a massive spectator 
(particlee fc), both in the final state. The variables y and z of Catani and Seymour are 
givenn by 

ÏPiPjÏPiPj  _ ÏPiPk 
2p2p%%pp33 + 2p3pk + 2pxpk' 

andd related to the variables u and v as follows: 

u{\u{\ — u) 

2pip2pipkk + 2pjpk 
(3.50) ) 

yy = uQv-
11 — UQU 

z(i-y)z(i-y) =  1 - u-

uu00 = 1 
(Pi+Pj(Pi+Pj  + Pk) 

Inn the collinear limit eq.(3.14) we have 

yy -> 0, 2 —y z 

andd in the soft limit p3- —y 0 

yy -> 0, z -» 1. 

(3.5i; ; 

(3.52) ) 

(3.53) ) 

Inn addition, the subtraction term for the splitting g -> gg has to match the soft limit 
PiPi —> 0, corresponding to y —> 0, z —I 0. 

Ass subtraction terms we use 

(sl^ffi,*ls ')) = Sirp2easCF6 

Wq,qWq,q}} ,kW),kW) = 8np2£asTR 

2z(ll - y) 

l-z(l-y) l-z(l-y) 

44 „.. 

++  {l-p£)(l-z(l-y)) 

2p2pllppJ J 

z(l-y)z(l-y) + {l-z)(l-y) 

l - z ( l - y )) l-(l-z)(l-y) 

+ ( 1 - * * ) ; = — S * " " (3.54) ) 
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wheree the spin correlation tensor is given by 

S*"" = (z(l - y)tf - (1 - z{\ - y))$){z{\ - y)pt - (1 - z(l - j ,))pj). (3.55) 

Thee momenta are mapped as follows: 

pipi = api + bpj + cpk, 

ppkk = (1 - a)Pi + (1 - b)Pj  + (1 - c)pk, (3.56) 

with h 

VUQVUQ (2u(l-u) N 

(2uu - 1 - y(l - U))2UQ + 4u(l - u)y \ \j\ - v) ' 

bb = — \u+ — \-2yu-uQ((l -2u-u2)y+l -3u + 2u2)]  I , 
JVV | p o l v / J J 

aa = ^ll-u-^-[2y(l-u)-u0[(l-u)y2 + {l-u + u2)y + u-2u2)]  I , 

TVV = w 2 4 - ( l - « ) 2 + (l - % . (3.57) 

Thiss mapping satisfies momentum conservation 

jöj+pfcc = p j+p j+p f e , (3.58) 

andd the on-shell conditions 

pp22 = 0, pi = m\. (3.59) 

Inn the limit y —> 0 we have 

limpjj = pt + pj, limpfc = pk. (3.60) 

Inn addition we have 

S^ftS^ft = 0, (3.61) 

e.g.. pi is orthogonal to the spin correlation tensor. The integral over the spin correlation 
cann be written as 

(3.62) ) 

Usingg S^p" = 0 and p2 — 0 this reduces to 

CC22imim - C2A (-(T +  . (3 . 6 3 ) 
VV 2PiPk J 
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Duee to gauge invariance only the term — C2\{—g^) will give a non-vanishing contribu
tion.. C24 is obtained by contracting with g^\ 

11 r - 2 

22 1 - ps) J [2piPiY 

Integrationn of the subtraction terms yields: 

11 . , a* 1 
V, , - I I V' ' 

An^An^22P'P'2 2 

(3.64) ) 

qi9jqi9j,k,k - j uwwfy^w* - 27rr(1 _ £) y{P2 _ m2)2J -19 
VVqgqg(u(u00,e) ,e) 

11 1 

== CFöss> f du f dvu-'2E(l - o)" 2 t ( l - u 0u) eu _ 1~ f ( l - 1 

VVqgqg(u(u00.e) .e) 

oo o 
11 — u 

2 — —— + (1 - PE)U 

== cF^.r(:f (1-c)r(2-2£) 
r ( ii - 2f) v y 2 f § ^ j 2 F 1 ( - £ ' - 2 £ ; 2 - 4 £ ; u o ï ï 

++ (! - P ^ ) ^ T ^ i ( - c : 2 - 2e; 3 - 4e; u0) 

== CFÖ. FOFOssss' ' 

r ( 3 - 4 e ) ' ' 

11 3 17 1 

e^fee + T + ^ - r + ^ + 2 
11 , l ( l - u 0 ) ( l - 3 « 0 ) 

ln(ll - uQ) 

V, , <ïii  9 j , * == ƒ 
+2Li2(Mo)]] + ü ( e 

1 1 

ÏPiPj ÏPiPj 
**  liQj^ — 

11 / 4TT/J2P2 

2 ^ r ( i - c )) V(^2~™i) 2 \22 K<?<? Vfl*(«o-' ' 

V T O ( U 0 , £ ) ) 

11 -l 

ff du f dvu'2£(l - u)-'2£(\ - u0u)Ev-l-'(l - v)-£TR gg h h 

2p2pllppJ J 

==  TR(-<T) 
r(-E)r(i-r(-E)r(i- ££) ) 

T(l-2e) T(l-2e) 

22 T(2 - lef 

V{\-2e) V{\-2e) 

11 - pe T(4 - 4e) 

==  TR{-sT) 

1 ( 1 - « o ) ) 

T(22 - 4e) 

2 F , ( - t , 22 - 2 c , 4 - 4 e , u 0 ) 

22FI(-E,1FI(-E,1 - 2e, 2 - 4 e , ü0) 

++ gauge terms 

22 13 1 2 ( l - u 0 ) 
öö r + ïï^+

 T ™ 
Jee b o o WQ 

+ + 33 «g ( 2 u g - u 0 + 2 ) l n ( l - M 0 ) ) ++ gauge terms -f 0(e), 

A7rfiA7rfi22PP22 ^e 
ff 1 T , _ o, 1 f A7ÏH2P2 \ \ , 

VV99̂ ,k^,k - J d<pdipole2p̂ \9igj,k - 2 ? r r ( 1 _£) \K{p2_rn2)2) VM t«0 ,e) 
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Vgg(Uo,£) Vgg(Uo,£) 

-- 2CA fdu fdvu-2e(l - u)-'2e(l - uouYv-1'^! - u)" 

00 0 

UU00V V 

11 — u (1 — u) (1 — UQU(1 — v)) ++ (1 - pe) 
ZPzPj ZPzPj 

-S^ -S^ 

==  2CA{-gT) 
T{-E)Y{\-E) T{-E)Y{\-E) r ( - 2 e ) r ( 2 - 2 e ) ) 

T(ll - 2e) 

++ 22FFXX (-£, 2 - 2e, 2 - 4e, u0)) + 

r ( 22 - 46T) 

r ( 22 - 2£)2 

( 2 F 1 ( - s , - 2 £ , 2 - 4 e , i i 0 ) ) 

+ 2 C A ( - i T ) ( - « o ) ) 

T(44 - 4e) 

T{l-e)T{-2e) T{l-e)T{-2e) 

T(-8) T(-8) 

22FF11(-£,2-2e,4-4£,u(-£,2-2e,4-4£,u00) ) 

~~ ~ r ( n + l - 5 ) r ( m + n + 2 - 2 £ ) r ( m - £ ) n + m 

>> > ~v -7 — r— ;— «n + m + gauge terms 
£ o i * r ( «« + 2 - 2 e ) r ( m + n + 2 - 4 e ) m! ° 

2C2CAA(-(-99n n 
11 111 

"TT + 66 e 6 
7TZZ + 

677 1 (1 - u0) ++ 2Li2(w0) 

1 / ( 1 - w 00 \ , 11 ( I ~ " o A 1 /1 \ 
-- - r — ( 2 - M0) + 11 ln(l - u0) 
66 V uo uo J ++  gauge terms + 0(e). 

3.5.22 Massive final emitter, massless final spectator 

(3.65) ) 

Wee now consider the case of a massive emitter (particle A;) and a massless spectator 
(particlee i). It is sufficient to consider the case where a heavy quark (or antiquark) 
emitss a gluon. We now have 

and d 

yy = 

VV = u 1 

ZPjPk ZPjPk ZpiPk ZpiPk 
2pip2pip33 + 2pjpk + 2p%pk' 

11 — U)UQ 

ZpiPkZpiPk + ZpiPj 
(3.66) ) 

11 — UQU 
uu00-- I 

(pi(pi + Pj+PkY 

z{\-y)z{\-y) = 1-u. 

Thee momenta are mapped as follows: 

emitterr : Pk — Pk + Pj 

(3.67) ) 

i - y y 
Pi, Pi, 

spectatorr : px 

1 1 

—y' —y' 
(3.68) ) 
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Sincee there is no collinear singularity, we just have to match the part of the soft 
singularityy which corresponds to this dipole factor: 

((ss\\vvik9jAik9jAss')') = 87r^ easCF6, 
2z(ii - y) _ 2 n-up\ 1 

l-z(l-y)l-z(l-y) \ u0 J UQUQ / y 

With h 

^o o 
Uo(ll - «) 

11 — UQU 

wee obtain for the integral over the dipole phase space 

aaKK 1 ( 4TTII2P2 

(3.69) ) 

(3.70) ) 

V, , ?fc5j, , \d^\d v̂oWvoW— — 22PjPjppkk
Vgk9Vgk9^~^~ 2^r( l-e) {(P2-mk)^

 V«^u°'e)' 
(3.7i; ; 

VQfl(«0 ,e)) = CF5ss,-2Jdujdvu-*-l(l-u)l-2*{\-u 0uy-1 

00 0 

^ ( 11 - v)-E(l - v0v)~l [u0(l - u ) - (1 - U o ) ( l - uou)-1] 

r ( m - 2 £ ) r ( nn + m + l - e) 
CCFF55sslssl-2T(l~6)Y,lL -2T(l~6)Y,lL T(nT(n + m + 2 - 4e) 

nn + 2 - 2e 
-u00 - (n + 1 ) ( l - « o ) ) ) 

nn 4- m + 2 - Ae 

-- (1 + ln(l - «„)) + 4 + ln(l - u0) - 4Li2(u0) - - ln2(l - u0) 

Heree we used 

CpSCpSssss' ' 

+0(e) +0(e) 

«1=2.22 = 1 Z l * 2 

ooo *i—l ^ 

EE E uó1_ = Liii0(l,u0 
i ,=2i2=ll Z2 

(3.72) ) 

Li M ( l ,, u0) = Hn(u0) = - ln2(l - M0) , 

«o o 

11 - Wo 
ln(ll - u 0 ) . (3.73) ) 

3.5.33 Massive final emitter and massive final spectator of equal 
mass s 

Wee now consider the case of a massive emitter (particle i) and a massive spectator 
(particlee k) of equal mass (m, — m^ = m). It is sufficient to consider the case where 
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aa heavy quark (or antiquark) emits a gluon. Since there is no collinear singularity, we 
justt have to match the part of the soft singularity which corresponds to this dipole 
factor: : 

<slWls'> > 

== 8TTfi2£asCFSss> 

== 8irfj,2easCFöss' 

{2{2PlPlpp33 + 2pjPk + 2ptpkf - (2m2) ' 

(2p(2plPklPk))
22 - (2m2)2 

2piPfc c 

1 1 

rr 00r^(lr^(l  - r ) ( l - r 0 r j L 
2(11 _ r0r) - (1 _ r o ) 

22PiPjPiPj + 2pjpk 

l - r 0 0 

11 - S0S 

22PlPi PlPi 

(3.74) ) 

where e 

22PiPipp33 + 2PjPk 

2pip2pip33 + 2PjPk + 2piPk - 2m 2 ' 
11 2PiPj - 2PjPk 

soso ZpiPj + ZPjPk' 

so o 
T"D(11 ~ r) 
11 - r0r 

TT00 = 1 -
4m4m2 2 

(Pi+Pj(Pi+Pj  +PkY' 
(3.75) ) 

Thee singularity occurs for r —>• 0. In this limit, the expression in the square root tends 
too 1. The inclusion of the square root term facilitates the analytic integration of the 
dipolee term. The momenta are mapped as follows: 

AA  = \P rprp ( _ yop 

yy22-(l-r-(l-r 00){){
PkPk 2^ 

PkPk = öP+\~2 71 \ 
22 V yt)-(l - ro) 

Pk Pk 
yo yo 

withh P = pi + pj + pk and 

Vo Vo 
22PlPkPlPk + 2pjPk + 2m2 

PP2 2 

(3.76) ) 

(3.77) ) 

Thiss mapping satisfies the on-shell conditions p2 = pf, = m2 . In the soft limit y0 tends 
too 1 and the correct asymptotic behavior of the mapping is easily verified. Integration 
yields: : 

^ W ** ~ j d&dxpoie^z—Vs Qi9jQi9j ,k 2 7 r r { l - £ )) I P2 VVQQQQ(r(r 00,e),,e), (3.78) 
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VVQQQQ(r(r 00,e),e) = rQ
2e22e j drr-2£-\l-r)- e{\-r Qr)-1 J ds{\ - s2)~s 

oo - 1 

CCFFÖÖSSSS,, [(2(1 - r0r) - (1 - r0)) (1 - so*)'1 - (1 - r 0 ) ( l - s0s)-2] 
11 X OC X 

== O*. * 2 - r 0 - - £ £ E(- l ) 1 (1 + (-1)J) 4^/2 

r(ii + i + j)r(2 - g) r(« + e) r(* + j/2)r(fc - 2e)r(i + 3/2 - e) 
r ( 22 + i + j - s) T{e)i\ T{j/2)Y(k + j/2 + 1 - 3e)*! 

jj  + 2k' 
2-(l-r2-(l-r 00)(2)(2 + j) 

22 In r0 

In' ' 11 + v M , ! , /1 +V^ö In n 

^ gg (Li, (^) - Li, ( -^) + 2 Li2 ( l i ^ ) 

+Li2 2 
ll + v ^ 

Li2 2 

2 ^ ^ 

11 + v ^ 

_ 2 1 n r ü ^^ + i l n 2 2 
1 - ^ ^ 11 + V ^ " 2 

11 + v ^ ^ . 1 , 2 
2 2 

++ ln(l - v ^ ) In ( ^ -  ̂ ] + 1 ln2(l + ^ ) - - ln2(l - ^ ) 

+0(e). +0(e). (3.79) ) 

Heree we used 

occ *i — l _.n „ i2 

5 11 H -—— = Lii,1(a;2,^1) 

== ln(l - x i ) l n ( l - x2) + Li2 ( -
x 2 2 

11 - X, 
Li2 2 

^2(11 - J i ) 

11 — x2 

1 1 
In22 (1 - xix-i) + l n ( r 2 ( l - i i ) ) l n ( l - £i£2) - Li2 ( - — ) 

VII — x 1X2 J 

+Li22 (1 - x2), 
000 i 1 — 1 

XX1 1 

J2J2 S V̂ ~~ = Lii,o(^2, £1) = , 
t ! =2 t 22 = l *2 1 - X i 

l n ( ll — X ] j : 2 ) , 
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ooo i i —1 ™M 

YlYl Yl ~x%2 = Li0,i(ar2,a:i 
il=2iil=2i 22 = l 2 1 

11 To 
\n(l\n(l - Xlx2) - —J— l n f l - X i ) . (3.80) 

11 — x2 11 — x2 

3.66 Dipole terms with initial-state partons 

Inn this section we consider initial-state partons. We distinguish the cases of (i) a 
masslesss emitter in the initial state and massive spectator in the final state, (ii) a 
massivee emitter in the final state and a massless spectator in the initial state. The 
genericc form of the dipole terms for case (i) is given by 

VTVT = 11 1 < l , . . . , ( a i ) , . . . , f c , . . . | ^ - T a ^ ^ 
2p00 • Pi x 

T4°*|l,...,, (a«), . . . ,*:, . . .)- (3-81) 

Inn case (ii) we have 

Vti Vti 
11 1 

(i,...,(fcï),...,a,...| | •*-oo ' •*• hi T ra 

T2 2 V£|l ,, ...,(*«),..., o,...). (3-82) 
2Pi-PkX2Pi-PkX

Thee explicit forms of the functions Vk
ai and Vki are given below. 

3.6.11 Massless initial emitter, massive final spectator 

Wee now consider the case of a massless emitter (particle a) in the initial state and a 
massivee spectator (particle k) in the final state. The variables u and x of Catani and 
Seymourr are given by 

ZPiPa ZPiPa 

2pip2pipaa + 2pkPa 

Thee variables u and w are related by 

11 -x 

2p2pzzppaa + 2pkpa - 2pipk 

2pip2pipaa + 2pkpa 

11 — XQX 

Ass subtraction terms we use 

{s\V£{s\V£a9ia9i\s')\s') = ^nleasCF8, 

W,W, XQ — 1 — 

11 — X + u 

mlml ~ (Pk + Pi -Pa)2' 

'1'1 + x) - pe(l - x) 

(3.83) ) 

(3.84) ) 

(s\Vt(s\VtqiqiW)W) = %TT^aaTR688. [\-pe- 2x(l - x)\ 

[[  ' x 2ptq 

+ 2 ( 1 - ^ ) ( 1 - X ) r ( 1 ' r ) 5 ^ ^ 
xx 2ptq 

(3.85) ) 

file:///-pe
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with h 

vv = &-è-/)&-rrS) 
Heree q is an arbitrary null vector not equal to pi and 

ZPiPa ZPiPa 
rr  = . 

2piP2piPaa + 2qpa 

Thee momenta are mapped as follows: 

PaPa = XPa, 

PkPk = Pk + Pi ~ (1 - x)pa. 

Thiss mapping satisfies momentum conservation 

Pk-PaPk-Pa = Pk+Pi-Pa, 

andd the on-shell conditions 

(3.86) ) 

(3.87) ) 

PiPi = 0. Pl = m l 

Thee desired asymptotic behavior 

\\mp\\mpaa=xp=xpaa,, \impk = pk 

iss fulfilled. In addition we have 

SptPaSptPa = °> 

(3.88) ) 

(3.89) ) 

(3.90) ) 

(3.9i; ; 

(3.92) ) 

e.g.. pa is orthogonal to the spin correlation tensor. We start with the integration of 

4np4np22 x e 

VVkk
qagqag'.'. We obtain 

e)) V m | - P 2 Vw(*,w) ) 

== x e ( l -x)~2£(l- x0x)£ I dww-E-\l - w)-

CCFFSSS S ~{l+x)-~{l+x)-  pe{\ - x) 

T{-e)T{\-e) T{-e)T{\-e) 
.11 — X + u 

CCFFóóssss,x,x££{l-x)-{l-x)- 22%\-x%\-x00x) x) 

22 „ (, . _ -_1 
r ( ll - 2e) 

(T^—2F(T^—2F11 f 1, - e ; 1 - 2^; ~ * ) - (1 + x) - pe{\ - x)) . (3.93) 
\\ 1 — X \ 1 — XQX / J 
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VVqqqq is a distribution in x. In order to obtain expressions which are integrable at x — 1 

wee rewrite 

(l-x)-(l-x)-22*-*- 11 = (l-xy*-i\+ + S(l-x)Jdy(l-y)-2£-\ (3.94) ) 

where e 

(l-x) (l-x) - 2 e - l l 

11 -x 

ln(ll - x ) 
-2e -2e 

++ 1 — X 
++  0(62). (3.95) ) 

Inn order to expand the hypergeometric function we use the analytical continuation 

formulaa [73] 

22FF11(a(a11b;c--x)b;c--x) = ( x p f T ^ ^ T ^ 2 ^ ( a ' l + a " c ; 1 + a " &; ~ ~ ) 

++ (*)' 

r(&)r(c-a) ) 
66 r(c)r(a - b) 

r{a)T(c-b)' r{a)T(c-b)' ( ( 
Fii lb, l + f t - c ; l + 6 - a ; , 

|argx|| < 7T. (3.96) 

Wee obtain 

VVq9q9(x,X(x,X00,£) ,£) 

-{l+x))+p{l-x) -{l+x))+p{l-x) 
ee \ 1 — x + 

11 1 , ,„ , 7T' 
+<5(11 - x) { -  ̂ + - l n (2 - x 0 ) + — + 2 l n ( l - x 0 ) ln (2 - x0) + 2 L i 2 ( x 0 - 1) 

ln(ll — x) 
- ^ l n 2 ( 2 - x 0 ) )) - 2 ( l n x + l n ( 2 - x 0 x ) ) f ^ ^ ) + 4 i 

+(11 + x) (lnx - 2 ln( l - x) + ln(l - x0x))\ + 0(e). (3.97) 

Forr the integration of the other dipole terms we proceed in a similar way and we obtain 

Vf* * - ƒ ƒ 
VV9q9q{x,x{x,x00,e) ,e) 

11 ns{<l) v9aq, <*s 1 f 47T/X 

^ e 2 P ï P a n s ( 5 )) * 2 7 r r ( l - £ ) U 2 - ^ 2 

22 \ e 

V^(x,Xo,£) ) 

1 1 

x £( ll -x)~2e(l - x 0 x ) £ ƒ dww~£-l{l  - w)-6TR6, 
\\ — pe - 2x(l — x) 

==  TRSsslx
£{l-x)-*(l-x 0x) 

11 - pe 

r ( - £ r ) r ( ll -E)\- pe- 2x(l - x) 
T(ll - 2e) 11 — pe 
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7VWW [ - ; (^2 + (1 - x)2) + 2px(l - x) 

-- (x2 + (l - x ) 2 ) ( l n x - 2 1 n ( l - x ) + l n ( l - x0x)) 

++  0(8), (3.98) ) 

VT'' = fdb dipole dipole 

11 ns{g)wqaq, _ <** 1 ( 47T/J 

2p i P an 8 (g)) fc 2 7 r r ( l - f ) \ m 2 - P 2 F ( ï . % f ) , , 

VW(x,X(,,c) ) 

1 1 

== xE(l - X)-'2E{1 - TQI-Y f dww-e~l{\  - w\ 

cc h h ^^ + 4 1 " J r ( . 1 " r ) ^ ' -ifX-ifX + xx 2p,-g 
( l - p > ) ) 

== CF{~</ 
)T(\-£. )T(\-£. 

'' r ( i - 2 e 

22 1 - x 

i e ( l - x ) - 2 c ( l - i 0 a r ) e e 

xx + 
11 — pe x 

+gaugee terms 

-- cF(-<nl 1 

( i - ^ ) ) 

xx + 2 - J + px - fa :+ 2 ) (lnx - 21n(l - x) 

++ ln(l - x0x))] 

++ gaugegauge terms + 0(e), (3.99) ) 

VVgg
k k 

a.a. 1 ay,ay, _ / j J . ^ T.'gngi _ f** 
47T/i2 2 

m2.. - P 2 V 3 3(x,x 0 ,£) , , 

V^ ( x , x 0 ; e ) ) 
l l 

== a r ( l - z)- '2£(l - x 0x) e ƒ dww-e-^l - w)-

C\ C\ -Q" -Q" Vll - x XX + u 
11 + x - x2 ) + 2(1 - pe) — rSLjj.S'

w 

xx 2p,q 

==  2CA{-gnxe{l-x)-2e{\-xQx) 
.T{-e)n\-e) .T{-e)n\-e) 

V(\-2e) V(\-2e) 

—^——^—22FiFi  f 1, -£] 1 - 2?; ) - l + x-x2 + 
II  — X \ 1 — XQX / 

22 , 1 - ^ 1 

+gaugee terms 

-- 2CUHT) 
ll l 

££ l — X 
-- ( lnx + l n ( 2 - x 0 x ) ) . , 

++ \ 1 — x 

ln(ll - x) 
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++ (- + \nx - 21n(l - x) + ln(l - x0x)j (l-x + x2 - J 

1 1 

2? 2? 
7TT 1 

122 + 2e 
+6(1+6(1 - x) ( — + — + — ln(2 - x0) + ln(l - x0) ln(2 - x0) + U2(x0 - 1] 

- - l n 2 ( 2 - z 0 ) ) ++ gauge terms + 0(e). (3.100) ) 

Heree ns(q) — 2 denotes the polarizations of a fermion and ns(g) = 2(1 — pe) denotes 
thee polarizations of a gluon. Note that the dependence on the momentum q in Vk

aqi 

andd Vk
a9i dropped out after integration. 

3.6.22 Massive final emitter, massless initial spectator 

Wee now consider the case of a massive emitter (particle k) in the final state and a 
masslesss spectator (particle a) in the initial state. It is sufficient to consider the case 
wheree a heavy quark (or antiquark) emits a gluon. The variables z and x of Catani 
andd Seymour are given by 

2p2pkkPa Pa 
2pip2pipaa + 2pkpa' 

Thee variables z and w are related by 

xx  = 
2pip2pipaa + 2pkpa - 2pipk 

2pip2pipaa + 2pkpa 

11 — x 
11 W. XQ = 1 

11 — XQX 

^ ^ 

™\™\ ~ {Pk+Pi-Pa)2' 

(3.101) ) 

(3.102) ) 

Sincee there is no collinear singularity, we just have to match the part of the soft 
singularityy which corresponds to this dipole factor: 

< s IO '>> = tovPcCpö, - 2 ( 1 - a * } } 
11 — z + (1 — x) v w /1 — X 

Wee use the same mapping for the momenta as in the previous section: 

PaPa = Xpa, 

PkPk = Pk +Pi ~ (1 - x)pa. 

Thiss mapping fulfills the asymptotic behavior 

limm x = 1, lim pk=pk+pt, Mm pa = pa. 

(3.103) ) 

(3.104) ) 

(3.105) ) 

Integrationn yields 

K«K« = jd<t>< 
l l 

'dipole 'dipole 

11 ya = ^ 
2p2piPkiPk

 qk9>  2TT T(l - e) \m2
k - P2 

Anp} Anp} 
VQVQgg(x,xo,e), (x,xo,e), 
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1 1 

==  x£{l  - x)~2e(l - xox)6-1 fdww-£{l  - w)~ 
0 0 

2 2 
CCf f 

l - zz + (l-x) 
- 2 ( l - i 0 ) ) 

l - x x 

ccFFóóssss,x,x££{\-x)-*{\-x,xy-^{\-x)-*{\-x,xy-^ 22_f_fe) e) 

(^T-tFi(^T-tFi ( l , l - ^ ; 2 - 2e; —L-) - 2(1 - x0)~) 
\ ll  - x \ 1-XQX/ l - x ) 

==  CFS. F^ss F^ss 6(16(1 - x) (\ (1 + ln(l - x0) - ln(2 - x0)) + 2 - y + ln(l - x0) 

++ - ln2(l -x0) + - ln2(2 - x0) - 2 ln(l - xQ) ln(2 - x0) - 2 Li2(x0 - 1)) 

11 — x0)a:2\ / 1 

(3.106) ) 

+22 I ln(2 - x0x) - ln(l - x0x) 

+ 0 ( e ) . . 

11 — XQX I \ 1 — X [-)_ 

3.77 Conclusions 

Inn this chapter we have extended the dipole formalism to processes involving heavy 
fermions.. We gave the explicit subtraction terms, together with a mapping of the 
momentaa from the (n + l)-parton configuration to the n-parton configuration. We 
evaluatedd the integrals of the subtraction terms over the dipole phase space to order 
O(eO(e00).). These ingredients are sufficient to set up numerical NLO programs based on 
thee dipole formalism for processes involving heavy fermions. This we will now do in 
thee next chapter for single-top production. 



Chapterr 4 

Nextt to Leading Order 

4.11 Introduction 
Inn this chapter we present and discuss new calculations of single-top-quark production 
att Next to Leading Order (NLO) in QCD. Earlier calculations of the NLO single-top-
quarkk production cross sections exist in the literature. The first calculation [74] was for 
thee double differential cross section and used small masses for the gluons and quarks to 
regularizee infrared and collinear divergences. Mass factorization was performed in the 
Deepp Inelastic Scattering (DIS) scheme. Subsequent NLO calculations for the s-channel 
[75,, 76] and i-channel [77, 78] modes used dimensional regularization and expressed 
thee semi-inclusive cross section in terms of the Modified Minimal Subtraction (MS) 
factorizationn scheme. The value of our work is that the results are fully differential 
(meaningg experimental cuts and jet finders can be applied), the results contain spin 
information,, and the results use standard methods and schemes. The calculational 
methodss used are an instructive step toward the computation of NLO corrections to 
thee tbj production channel that should also be considered when studying single-top-
quarkk production. 

Thee NLO cross section receives contributions from virtual corrections and real emis
sionn diagrams. Taken separately, both parts are divergent and therefore cannot be eval
uatedd in a straightforward way numerically on a computer. Only the sum of the virtual 
correctionss and the real emission contributions is finite after mass factorization. Writ
ingg a general-purpose NLO Monte Carlo based program therefore requires the analytic 
cancellationn of singularities before any numerical integration can be performed. 

Thee two main general methods to handle the cancellation of singularities without 
losss of information are the phase space slicing [46, 48, 79, 51, 56, 57, 58, 52] and the 
subtractionn [49, 50, 55, 60, 59, 45, 5, 80] methods. In this chapter we implement 
thee phase space slicing method of one [58] and two [52] cutoffs, and the subtraction-
basedd dipole formalism of Ref. [5]. We find that the results of all methods agree. The 
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dipolee calculation uses helicity amplitudes and therefore contains the complete spin 
correlationss of the participating partons. 

Wee organize this chapter as follows. In the next section we present an overview 
off the amplitudes entering the calculation. Section 4.3 discusses the framework of 
thee phase space slicing method and presents the attendant analytic results. Section 4.4 
givess information relevant to the dipole calculation and all relevant helicity amplitudes. 
Thiss section also contains a detailed discussion of scheme independence for different 
wayss of handling 75. The analytic results of Sections 4.3 and 4.4 are presented using 
different,, but self-consistent, notations appropriate to their methods of handling of 
infraredd divergences. Brief numerical results are presented in Section 4.5, along with a 
comparisonn of the methods. We conclude in Section 4.6. 

4.22 Overview 

Thee lowest-order Feynman diagrams are shown in Figure 4.1. They are commonly 
distinguishedd by the sign of the W boson momentum squared. The t-channel flavor 
excitationn process 

uu + b ^ t + d, (4.1) 

occurss via the exchange of a virtual space-like IF-boson, and the Drell-Yan-like s-
channell process 

u+d^tu+d^t + b, (4.2) 

occurss via a virtual time-like IF-boson. In reaction (4.1) it is understood that we may 
replacee the (u, d)-quark pair by (d, u), (c, s) and (s, c). In reaction (4.2) we may replace 
thee (u, d)-pair by (c, s). In addition, CKM suppressed combinations are included at all 
vertices. . 

(a)) (b) 

Figuree 4.1: The leading order Feynman diagrams for reactions given in (a) Eq. (4.1) 
andand (b) Eq. (4.2). The top quark line is doubled. 

Forr each channel the fully differential spin-averaged Born cross section can be writ
tenn as 

rfrf<<)) = ^ Ë l > (
P , B o r „ | 2 d P S 2 : (4.3) 
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wheree s is the partonic center-of-momentum energy squared, and we use p = s, t to 
denotee the channel. The two body phase space is given by 

dPSdPS2 2 
11 d3pi dxp2 

(2TT)22 2E1 2E2 
66(i)(i){q-pi-P2)-{q-pi-P2)- (4.4) ) 

Thee ^-channel Born matrix element squared summed (averaged) over final (initial) state 
spinn and color states is 

EE \Mt,t -y\V-y\Vudud\\
22\V\Vtbtb\\

22s{s-ms{s-m22
tt) ) 

1 1 

Ml Ml 
(4.5) ) 

Here,, s = (pu + Pb)2 and t = (pu — Pd)2, the partonic reaction sub-energy squared and 
thee square of the momentum transfer across the W, respectively. The CKM matrix 
elementss | Vy | may be changed for the given particles, and mt is the top-quark mass. The 
resultt for the s-channel is obtained by interchanging s and t, and letting s = (pu + p j ) 2 

andd t — (pu — pi)2. In Section 4.4 we discuss the cross section without the sum over 
spins. . 

»» » > , > » 

(b) ) 

Figuree 4.2: The one-loop virtual corrections to the (a) t-channel and (b) s-channel 
amplitudes. amplitudes. 

Att next to leading order we must include the virtual QCD corrections to Eqs. (4.1) 
andd (4.2), shown in Figure 4.2. To obtain the real emission contributions one must 
attachh a gluon in all possible ways to the diagrams in Figure 4.1. The resulting crossed 
diagramss may be written as 

(4.6) ) 

(4.7) ) 

uu + d 
uu + b 

dd + b 

uu + g 

- > • • 

-» » 
-» » 

- > • • 

tt + b + g, 
tt + d + g 

tt + u + g 

tt + b + d 
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dd + g -> t + b + ü, (4.8) 

gg + b -> t + d + u. (4.9) 

Thesee crossings may belong either to the s or t channel, and their assignment is gov
ernedd by the collinear singularity structure. It is useful to distinguish whether the gluon 
attachess to the fermion current containing the heavy-quark line (h) in Figure 4.1 or to 
thee current containing only the light-quark lines (/). Note that the contributions from 
hh and / radiation do not interfere in the cross section due to color conservation [75, 77]. 

Thee diagrams in Eq. (4.6) belong fully to the s-channel, and diagrams in Eq. (4.7) 
belongg to the t-channel. For crossing in Eq. (4.8) let us consider the first process 
uu + g —> t +b + d. In the heavy-quark line the gluon can split into a collinear 66-pair 
withh reduced process u + b —> t + d, so that this crossing belongs to the f-channel. In 
thee light-quark line the gluon can split into a collinear rfrf-pair, with reduced process 
uu + d —> t + 6, so that this crossing belongs to the s-channel. The classification of 
thee second process in Eq. (4.8) is similar, with the role of the u- and d-type quarks 
exchanged.. Finally, in Eq. (4.9), the gluon connected to the light-quark line can split 
eitherr into a collinear uü-pair or into a collinear rfrf-pair. In both cases the process 
reducess to the i-channel process u + b —> t + d or d + b -¥ t + ü. Crossing of Eq. (4.9) to 
thee heavy-quark line is not included in our calculation as it involves on-shell lir-decay 
intoo light fermions, and is classified as W-top associated production. The cross section 
forr this process is estimated to be negligibly small for the Tevatron [15, 16, 18, 81, 82]. 

Inn what follows we consider only the production of a single top quark, but the 
relevantt expressions for the production of an antitop quark may easily be obtained 
byy charge conjugation. Our calculational framework is further specified as follows: 
wee set the bottom quark mass to zero, so that we work with 5 massless flavors in 
thee parton distribution functions. It is important to use a consistent set of 5-flavor 
partonn distribution functions, in which the 5-flavor set has been computed from a lower 
flavorflavor number set via NLO matching conditions [83] that preserve the momentum sum 
rule.. To handle divergences occurring at intermediate stages of the calculation we use 
dimensionall regularization (D — 4 - 2c). Details describing renormalization of the 
verticess that contain 75 are given in Section 4.4.2. Collinear divergences are subtracted 
inn the standard MS scheme. We use the Feynman gauge for the gluon propagator. 

4.33 Phase space slicing 

Inn the phase space slicing method a subregion of phase space containing soft and 
collinearr singularities is defined. If the subregion is small enough, one may make 
simplifyingg kinematic approximations in the phase space integrals, so that they can be 
performedd analytically. To define the size and shape of this subregion one introduces 
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onee or two theoretical cutoff parameters (for common or separate treatment of collinear 
andd soft contributions, respectively). The final cross section should not depend on the 
choicee made for the partitioning. Below we discuss the application of these methods 
too single-top-quark production. 

4.3.11 Phase space slicing with two cutoffs (8S,8C) 

AA detailed description of the phase space slicing method with two cutoffs has recently 
beenn given in Ref. [52]. In this section we present the results needed for single-top-quark 
production.. We follow closely the notation of Ref. [52]. 

Inn the two cutoff method, phase space is divided into a hard (H) and soft (S) 
region.. The contribution from the latter region is computed by applying the eikonal 
approximationn to the radiative processes in Eqs. (4.6-4.9). The soft region of phase 
spacee is defined by a condition on the energy of the soft gluon in the partonic center-
of-momentumm frame: 

0<E0<Egg<6<6s s (4.10) ) 

Thee hard region is then defined by Eg > Say/s/2. After performing the D-dimensional 
angularr integrations of the gluon in the region defined in Eq. (4.10), the soft contribu
tionn is found to be 

da^da  ̂ = da<°> 
aass r ( l - e ) U-Kfi2 

2?rr(ll ~2e)\ s 

AA pp Ap 

-1-1 4- — + Ap 

withh p — s,t labeling the channel. For the s-channel 

(4.n; ; 

A'A'  = 3Cf 

A\ A\ 

andd for the t-channel 

== cF 

==  CF 

+ + 

11 - 6 In <L 

61nJ<ïs-21ii(5aa + 21n<UnI — 
m2 2 

ss + m" 

m' m' 
ln(4U2Li2(/?)-V(4 4 (4.12) ) 

A\A\ = 3CF 

A\A\ = Ch 

KK = cF 

21nll <)_ l nAi^>! 
spsp  I V m s 

11 - 6 In (J. 

6ln2^-21n<5 ss + 41n<5Jn 
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+22 In Ss In 

11 . 

*)s s 

++  \n2 

+ + 

mm22 — t 

ss  -f m 
In n £ ) + l n ' UU + 2 L4 1 + ̂  

2Li2 2 
f f 

2Li2 2 
i/ / 

ss + u 
(4.13) ) 

wheree the top-quark mass is denoted as m, and (3 = \ - m2/s. 
Thee hard region is further divided into hard collinear (HC) and hard-noncollinear 

(HC)) regions. The latter is computed in 4 dimensions, integrating numerically over 
thee HC phase space using standard Monte Carlo methods. The HC contributions arise 
fromm integration over those regions of phase space where any invariant. stJ = (p, +P j ) 2 

orr tij  = (pi - Pj)2, appearing in the denominator becomes smaller in magnitude than 
SSccs.s. The singular regions are distinguished by whether they come from initial or final 
statee radiation. The latter are given by 

folHCFS)folHCFS) = daW O:,, T(l - e ) UlTf? 

2nT(ll - 2 f ) V " T " )K^ ) ) (4.14) ) 

with h 

AA11 = CF(2\n6s+^-2\nfi\ 

AQAQ — Cp 
ZZ 0 

- l n £ .. (21n<5s + | - 2\n fi\ 

-- - — - In2 6, - In2 ft + 2\n6s In 8 
22 3 

(4.15) ) 

forr both channels (all massless partons in the Born cross sections are fermions). 
Thee collinear contributions from the initial state are given by the sum of two contri

butions.. The first is the finite remainder after mass factorization. The second results 
fromm a mismatch in integration limits when subtracting the mass factorization counter-
term. . 

da^da^FSFS = do™ ^r(T^ÖÖ {—) J l̂  (*>i»)  + {— + A*)f>  <*'^> 
(4.16) ) 

Thee modified parton distribution function ƒ is given in Ref. [52]. For the reaction at 

handd we only need consider the quark-quark initial state splitting, so 

A?A? = CF(2\n6s + ^j 

M M == CV(21n<5, + - ] In [ -5- (4.17) ) 
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Thee virtual contribution is obtained as explained in the Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2. The 
resultss in the notation of this section are 

«toiV) ) do'? do'? 
aass T ( l — c) (A-KpL 

27rT(ll - 2 f ) 

AA v A v 

+ + <»?'» » (4.18) ) 

where e 

A\ A\ CF{[-2} CF{[-2} 

A\A\ = Cf 

AXAX - Cf 

[1]} } 

22 In + + 2 1 n ( ll - A ) - I n WA A 

\n\nA A 

-Q-Qz z 
33 In 

+ + - * l n 2 2 

2 2 

A A 
ln ( l l 

- 2 l n ( A ) _ 2 1 n ( 1 _ A ) l n ( ^ ) _ 6 6 

A)) - In2 (1 - A) - 2 In (1 - A) + 2Li2 (A) (4.19) ) 

Inn the above we have defined A = Q2/(Q2 — m2)- Further, the separate terms in the 
squaree brackets originate from the massless-massless or the massive-massless vertex 
corrections.. For the t-channel one sets q2 = t, while for the s-channel one sets q2 — s. 

daYdaY > = ~}/\Vud\ rr(V) (V) 
tb\ tb\ ' c y ^ h , , 

rnrn22 — t tt - Ml 
dTdT2 2 (4.20) ) 

iss the t-channel finite piece in the virtual contribution that is not proportional to the 
Bornn cross section. It results from the interference of the renormalized massive-massless 
vertexx with the Born amplitude. The s-channel version may be obtained by crossing. 

Att this point one can see that the two body weight is finite: A\ + A\ — 0 and 
A\A\ + A\ + Ai + 2Af — 0. The factor of two occurs since there are two quark legs, 
eitherr of which can emit a gluon. The final finite two-body cross section is given by 
thee sum of the residual ƒ terms from both the quark-quark and quark-gluon initiated 
processess and the finite two-body weights. The result, summed over parton flavors is 

r<2) ) 

a,b a,b 

{/0"'' {xuliF)J?*{x*  / I F ) [do  ̂ {Al + Af + A0 + 2AS
Q

C) + d*<v'>] 

++  dalQ) [f^(x1.JlF)fb
HHx2^iF) +  / ^ * I ^ F ) / " 2 ( * 2 , M ] + (*i <-> x-2)} 

Thee three-body contribution is given by 

(4.21) ) 

(4.22) ) 
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with h 

£ | M ff >|2 = -7ig4\Vudmb\
2

l̂ ,i = 1 - 3 . (4.23) 

Thee ^i contain the luminosity and Dirac algebra of Eqs. (4.7-4.9). We choose 
initial-statee momenta as incoming, and label the momenta for the f-channel as 

tt,tt, : u(Pl)b(p2) -> d(p3)*(P4)3(p5), (4-24) 

^22 : u{pi)g(p2) -> d{ps)t{p4)b{p5), (4.25) 

* 3 :5(Pi)MP2)) -> rf(P3)*(p4)ü(p5) • (4-26) 

Thee ^-channel ^ are given by 

fl;fl; — <2C F I 6 ' 1 2 ~ 6 ' 3 4 ~ A '34^25 — 612 (6'.34 + g 4s ) ~ g 34^23 

VV ^15 S35 

__ ^13 l's12 (2*34 + ,s45) + A'34^25 

+2C+2CFFFF2 2 

^15s35 5 

S122 (^23 ~~ s 3 4 / ~~ 's34^15 S12 ('S*34 + 6*35/ U ~~ ^Tnt/si5J ~ S34^14 

^244 I s 12 (^ 534 + s35) + S34^1öJ 

^256'45 5 
(4.27) ) 

S126 '344 + ^15 (S34 s35i , ^15 (6>34 ~+" ^23/ U 2 m ( / £ 2 4 ) s34*l-

424 4 

,, s 45 lg12A'34 + ^15 (^23 + 2 s 3 4 ) ] | f4 28 ) 

^24^255 / 

s 12 s 344 + ^25 ( s34 — S45J , ^25 (6'34 + ^ H ) ~~ 6'34^23 

* 22 = F 2 

^33 = F, 

,, 6'.35 lS12g34 + ^25 (^14 + 2 s 3 4 ) J l / , 9 Q \ 

--heree CF = 4 /3 , s t J - {pt + pj)'2, ti5 = (p* - p^)2, ;>'•_, = s„ - m2, ^ = ^ - mjf, 

Fii = „ aSl f2^Li , (4.30) 
C*244 ~~ Mw) 

F22 = „ '* 2 ^ , (4.31) 

asi(/i)) and the luminosity functions Li{h) = f"'(xl, F̂i(h))f"
2{x2,iiFi(h))  are evaluated 

usingg the scales at the light(heavy)-quark lines, respectively. All other s- and ^-channel 
matrixx elements can be obtained by crossing. Physical predictions follow from the sum 

a(2)) _+_ ^(3) whj ch j s cutoff independent for sufficiently small cutoffs as shown below. 
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4.3.22 Phase space slicing with one cutoff (sm\n) 

Thee calculation using the one cutoff slicing method is similar to the one using the two 
cutofff slicing method, with some differences that we now address. In this method, a 
pairr of partons with momenta pi and pj is defined to be unresolved if 

\2Pi\2Pi  Pj\ < smia , (4.32) 

withh smm small compared to the hard scale of the process. The condition in Eq. (4.32) 
cann occur if either pi and Pj are collinear, or if one of the two is soft. This method, com
binedd with the use of color-decomposed amplitudes and universal crossing functions, 
hass been developed into a general method for computing with minimal calculational 
effortt fully differential NLO production cross sections of bosons and jets in [56, 57] and 
identifiedd hadrons and heavy quarks in [58]. The single-top-quark production process 
hass a relatively simple color structure, so we do not need to decompose the scattering 
amplitudess into color-ordered subamplitudes. 

Thee treatment of the virtual corrections is no different from the two cutoff method. 
Too determine the radiative corrections, all partons are first crossed to the final state, 
andd resolved and unresolved contributions are identified according to the criterion in 
Eq.. (4.32). The unresolved contributions, (soft and collinear) can be found in [56, 57, 
58]] expressed in D =  4 — 2e dimensions. The soft contributions are expressed in terms 
off the momenta for partons in lowest order kinematics with all partons in the final 
state e 

O^üO^ü + d + t + b, (4.33) 

andd are given by 

aassCCFF 1 
da^da  ̂ =  <*T<°> 

/4VyirW2p^yy + j (m0)/2^,y 

(4.34) ) 
rr r ( l - e ) 

withh da  ̂ obtained by crossing all momenta to the final state, and 

i)) *,»,»• =,0,0, = £-£(^) ' + ̂ ) - _ g + 

2)) 2pt.Pb<m*  : J(m, 0) = ( ^ ) "7-L + 1 - £ + l) . (4.35) 
%Pt%Pt  Pb 

mm22 J \2e2 2e 12 

Thee 5-channel contribution is then obtained by replacing 2pu-pd —• s, 2pt-pt, —> s — m2. 
Thee ^-channel contribution is obtained by replacing 2pu  pd —> t, 2pt - pb —>• t — m2, 
whichh leads to 7r2 terms after expanding in e. The collinear contributions are likewise 
givenn by 

da^da  ̂ =  -der<°> 
aassCpCp 1 (ATT(.^ 

r(i-e)) \sr 

1 1 
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ƒƒ i n Smin 
++ h 

2pu2pu  Pd M+h M+h 2pt2pt  Pb 

(4.36) ) 

Thee I functions are given in Refs. [56, 57]. The «-channel contribution is obtained by 
replacingg 2pu • p^ —> s, 2pt  pb -> s - m2. The t-channel contribution is obtained by 
replacingg 2pu  pa -> t, 2pt  pb —>• t - m2. The sum of these contributions is already 
finite.finite. One now generates the various subprocesses of single-top-quark production by 
crossingg pairs of partons back to the initial state. Crossing symmetry is not a property 
off next to leading order cross sections, but it may be implemented in the following way. 

Inn general a NLO fully differential cross section for a process with initial hadrons 
HiHi  and H2 may be written as 

dadaHlHlHH22 =T,Jdx1 f dx2r*{x l)tf*{x 2)daX,LO(xuX2) , (4.37) 
a,, b 

wheree a, b denote parton flavors and Xi, x2 are parton momentum fractions. The func
tionn do£b

LO is computed with all-partons-in-the-final-state matrix elements, in which 
partonss a and b have simply been crossed to the initial state, i.e. in which their mo
mentaa pa and pi, have been replaced by —pa and —pb (this function does include the n2 

termss resulting from this replacement in the one-loop virtual graphs). The functions 
Tj?{x)Tj?{x) are modifications of the parton distribution functions f  ̂ (x, f.iF) 

ffaa
HH(z)(z) =  / " ( ^ F ) + <*.C?(x, ftF) + 0{a% (4.38) 

wheree C^{x,p,F) are finite, universal "crossing functions" [57]. They implement the 
crossingg property for the unresolved contributions, and are given by 

NNc c 

a a 
H,MS S X,flX,flFF)) = 

2TT T 
A"{x,A"{x, fiF) In 

n'n'1 1 ++ eMS(^f) (4.39) ) 

Thee functions Aff, Bjf for the proton are given in [57]. In the unresolved contribution 
onee may simply cross pairs of partons without further modifications. 

Thee full NLO differential cross section can now be written as: 

dodoHlHl H2 = Yl J dx\dx2fa
l{xl.jxF) fb

H2{x2,pF) [da*b
LO(xux2) + as(fiF) 

a,b a,b 

x(c^(xx(c^(xUUfiF)ffiF)f bb
H2H2(x(x22̂ F̂F)) + f^{xuiiF)Cb

H^x2^F))dcL
ab°(x„x2)] . 

(4.40) ) 

Thee unresolved contribution, now including the crossing functions, depends analytically 
onn sm jn , but this sm,n dependence cancels against that of the resolved contribution. The 
resultss produced with this method agree with those of the previous section. In this 
thesiss we limit ourselves to some illustrative numerical studies, so that we only employ 
thee dipole and two-cutoff slicing methods for numerical results. 
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4.44 Massive Dipole Subtraction calculation 
Wee will use the massive dipole formalism as developed in Chapter 3 for this calculation. 
Ass was explained there, we need to calculate the virtual and radiative amplitudes for 
thee process under study, which together with the expressions for the dipoles will give 
uss all ingredients to complete the calculation. 

4.4.11 Calculation of the amplitudes 

Wee have performed three different calculations of the loop amplitudes. One calculation 
wass done using the standard approach in the 't Hooft-Veltman scheme. The second 
calculationn involved treating the 75 as anti-commuting in D dimensions, thereby re
tainingg W7ard identities for the charged current vertex. In the third one we calculated 
helicityy amplitudes using a four-dimensional scheme. The effects of different prescrip
tionss for 75 are discussed more extensively in Section 4.4.2. The results of the three 
calculationss agree with each other, in the sense that they can be related to each other 
throughh process-independent finite renormalizations. In addition, we find agreement 
withh the earlier calculations of Refs. [84, 85]. We present here the helicity amplitudes 
obtainedd with the third approach1. They are more compact and contain the complete 
spinn information. In the standard approach one just calculates the interference between 
thee loop amplitude and the Born term and sums over all spins. 

Wee employ amplitudes with all partons outgoing, generating in an economical way 
thee relevant scattering amplitudes by crossing. The lowest-order amplitude is shown 
inn Figure 4.1 

AAWbWb : Q^t(p8) +  + d(P(i) + Ti{p7), (4.41) 

wheree all momenta are outgoing. We use here the notation of Ref. [4], which explains 
thee unusual labeling of the momenta with p4 , p$, p7 and pK-

Eachh amplitude we decompose into gauge-invariant partial amplitudes. The color 
decompositionn of the Born amplitude is 

AwbAwnAwbAwn =  (4.42) 

Itt is convenient to factor out some common prefactors from the partial amplitude 
 mi(^ t ü write it as follows: 

J [ I ]] _ e X u d * t b l l DWb,born ( . , „ , 

22 sin 9W .y67 - % yJ-{2 ~ |4 + 6 + 7 |2 - ) 

11 The spinor helicity methods that are used in this calculation are summarized in Section 2.2. 
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Heree we denote the reference momentum for the massive spinor by q — p2. If one is only 
interestedd in the spin-summed squared amplitude, one may choose any arbitrary null 
vectorr for p2 , the choices p2 — (1,0,0,1) or p2 = Ps are examples. However, by keeping 
P2P2 unspecified, we keep the complete spin information, and our formulas become only 
slightlyy more lengthy. The non-vanishing Born amplitudes are 

BB[[ ^ b̂b,,boTboTM;P^Pt.Jh)M;P^Pt.Jh) =  [ 47 ] (6 - | 4 + 7|2->, 

flfiUrnW.PeiPnPs)flfiUrnW.PeiPnPs) = m{26>[74]. (4.44) 

Wee now turn our attention to the loop amplitudes. The color decomposition of the 
one-loopp amplitude is given by 

AA _ X n-iarpa A[1]  _ L T a T a A A t2' _L T a Ta A !3' 
SL\,Xb,loopSL\,Xb,loop — °&7-l8i1iA/iWb,loop ~*~ 16i1i7°M-nWb,loop ~*~ 1671S4/lWb,loop 

N 2 ~ l ,, x Al]  N 2 ~ l
X e .[2] 

—— 2N
 d67d&4AWbtloop H 2^V~~ 67 M Wb> l°°P 

++ 2 ^64^87 ~ -^S67öMJ A[fybloop. (4.45) 

Heree we used the short-hand notation 

TuTu =  7?M-4, (4.46) 

wheree a is the color index of the gluon, i8 is the color index of the quark t(pg) and j4 is 
thee color index of the quark b(p4). A b̂i corresponds to loop corrections on the t-b 
line,, Awbloop to corrections on the u-d line, and A\ b̂loop to a gluon exchange between 

[31 1 

thee two lines. Note that we do not have to calculate A\ b̂ l : 

22 Re (Ss^A^yT^A^ioop = 0, (4.47) 

becausee the color matrices are traceless. We write 

,[i]] _ e2KdVtb 2z Bwbjoop 92 

^Wbjoop ^Wbjoop 
22 sin 6W s67 - m2

w ^ - ( 2 - |4 + 6 + 7 |2- ) ( 4 70 2 

AA[2)[2)  = e2V:dVtb 2» B$%loop g> 

WbWb^  ̂ 2sin2 Bw s67 - ml ^ - ( 2 - |4 + 6 + 7 |2- ) (^)2 ' { } 

Forr the helicity configuration P4~, pë", p*, pjj" we obtain 

BwbjoopiPtiPëiPhPs)BwbjoopiPtiPëiPhPs) = 
2[47]{(66 - |4 + 7|2->(4 - |6 + 7 |4-)Cj a ) (s 6 7 , m2) 
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+ + + + 
•«»67 7 

22 ( 4 - | 6 + 7|4-> 
( 6 -- |4 + 7|2-) 

+ + 
«467 7 

++ -

1 1 
2 ( 4 -- |6 + 7|4-

1 1 
<4- |66 + 7|4-) 

(64)) [42] 

(64)) [42] >(«) ) B^{sB^{s6767,m,m22) ) 

(s67{66 - (4 + 7|2-> + 6-467<64)[42])5r(m2) (*), , 

-A-A00(m(m22)) ~ 5467" 
(64)) [42] 

2 ( 4 -- |6 + 7|4-)"uv"" ' ' ^ " ' (4 - |6 + 7|4-)"

^W'MoopO^^ > VG ' ^ 7 5 £*8 ) ~ 

-2[47]{66 - |4+ 7|2-)^6 7C*^(^7) + | ^ C ) ( S 6 7 ) ) 

Forr the helicity configuration pt,Pê>PtiPt w e obtain 

BBWb,loop(P4,P(i>P7>Ps)Wb,loop(P4,P(i>P7>Ps) = 

,(-2e) ) 
Coo '(s67,m' 

-2m[74] ] 

+ + ( 4 -- |6 + 7|4-) 
1 1 

(62)(4- |66 + 7|4-)Cja)(s67,m
2) 

s67(62)-J(67)[74](42)WWV) ) 

( b ) . . 

( 4 -- |6 + 7|4-> 
11 (64) (4+ |6 + 7[2+) 
22 S467<4 - |6 + 7 | 4 -> 

BBWb,loop(pt,P6iP7>Pt)Wb,loop(pt,P6iP7>Pt) = 

(s67<62)) + (64) (4 + |6 + 7\2+))BK
0°'{m 

+ + AA00(m(m22)) + 
(2 - |66 + 7|4-)(46)^(_2e) 

( 4 -- |6 + 7|4-) C^(sC^(s6767,m' ,m' 

t ( 6 ) . . ?(<') , , 
-2m[74]<26)(*67Q>67)) + ^ c>(s6J] 

(4.49) ) 

(4.50) ) 

Thee expressions for the standard scalar integrals are collected in Appendix B. The 
ultraviolett (UV) renormalization is discussed in the next section. 

Finally,, we need the real emission amplitudes with one additional gluon. These are 
listedd in Eqs. (4.6-4.9), and correspond to the process 

AAWgWg : 0 -> t(p8) + h(p4) + g(p5) + d{pe) + fi{p7) . (4.51) 

Thee color decomposition reads 

^ tt *W _!_£...T& M*\  (4.52) ++ ÖRATf,7Aw„ AwAw g,real ~ 184^67 AWgreal T U^J. Qj^Wg,real 

Thesee amplitudes have been calculated in Chapter 2. For convenience we repeat them 
here.. We have 

4[1] ] 

\\\\ g,real 

ge^V^Vttge^V^Vtt (-i)2y/2 
oil] ] nnWg,reat Wg,reat 

2sin22 0W s67 - mw J-{2- |4 + 5 + 6 + 7|2-) 
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,[2]] _ ge^Vtb H)2y/2 B\ r̂eal 
AA»'°<™»'°<™11 2 sin2 0W ' .s,67 - ml- ^ _ { 2 _ |4 + 5 + 6 +7|2->" l '° j 

Ass reference momentum for the massive spinor we have chosen q — p2. The non-
vanishingg amplitudes are 

BBivivgg.r,ol(pt-Pt-Pn-PhP8) .r,ol(pt-Pt-Pn-PhP8) 

( 6 -- |4 + 5 + 7|2-) / { 6 - |4 + 5|7-> [74](6 - |4 + 7|5-) 

(65)) V <45> 
BB\vg.real(P4'Pt:PG-P7-l4) \vg.real(P4'Pt:PG-P7-l4) 

m(26)) f(G - |-4 + 5|7-) [74]{6 - |4 + 7|5-> 
(65)) V <45) 

BB\Vg.rral(Pt-P5-PG:pl:P») \Vg.rral(Pt-P5-PG:pl:P») 

==  ,- . , I ?4 ] 5T (<5 - |4 + 6 + 7|2->[47]<76) + m2[24](56)) . 
[<J4JJ (^167 - ">• ) V ' 

BB\v\v y.rvaMA  Pi -Pb -Pi -Vt) 

'"'"  l4l]  «25)(67)[74] + (56)(2 - |5 + 6 + 7 | 4 - ) ) . (4.54) 
«4677 - ™2 [45] 

B^B  ̂ f»+ »+ „- »+ »") - <6- |4 + 5 + 7 | 2 - ) ( 6 - | 5 + 7|4-) 
nn\Vy.real\P4\Vy.real\P4 -Pu -Pli -P7 -PS ) ~ l'a\l — \ 

^U'g.reu^All • /J5 " Pf> " /J7 • Ps ) ~ <56W75} 

flflMM (,-+ V- „ - ,>+ ,r) ~ [^]<2+l(4 + 5 + 6 + 7)(ö + 6)|7-> 
nn\Yy,rcal\P4\Yy,rcal\P4  P5 'Pti 'Pi -P8 ) ~ [57ÏÏ561 

oMM /„+ D - D - D+ D+) _ w [ 4 7 ] < 2 - | 5 + 6 | 7 -> 
LL>Wg.r>Wg.rttal\P\'PS'P(\->P7al\P\'PS'P(\->P7 'P% ) ~ [57ÏÏ561 ' H-J^J 

Thee matrix element squared is given by 

l - W ^ I 22 = 7^c(  ̂ - I) [\-4]
yM\ + | -4KU^ | j - (4-56) 

Theree are no interference terms between A[y Reai and .4,- R(,al. 

4.4.22 Conversion between schemes and scheme independence 

Thee one-loop amplitudes presented in the previous section have been calculated in 
aa four-dimensional scheme. They differ from the corresponding amplitudes in the 
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'tt Hooft-Veltman scheme by finite terms. These finite terms are either of ultraviolet 
(UV)) or infrared (IR) origin and result from expressions of the form sfe. To obtain 
thee unique and correct result, one proceeds through the following steps: 

•• The bare one-loop amplitudes may contain UV-divergences. With the help of 
aa specific regularization scheme these divergences are isolated and removed by 
renormalization.. The explicit form of the renormalization depends on the chosen 
renormalizationn scheme. 

•• The specific combination of regularization and renormalization scheme may break 
certainn Ward identities. These Ward identities have to be restored through finite 
renormalizations.. The required finite renormalizations are universal, i.e. they do 
nott depend on the process under consideration. After this step all finite parts of 
UV-originn are uniquely fixed. 

•• In addition, QCD amplitudes may contain IR-divergences. Unitarity requires 
thatt we employ the same regularization scheme in the phase space integral over 
thee unresolved real emission part as in the one-loop integral. 
Alternatively,, since the structure of the IR-divergences is universal, we may derive 
simplee formulas, which relate the finite parts specific to a certain regularization 
schemee to the ones of another scheme. We can therefore convert a one-loop 
amplitudee calculated in one scheme to the corresponding amplitude calculated in 
anotherr scheme. 

Wee will discuss the three steps in detail for the case at hand. To start, let us briefly 
summarizee the properties of the 't Hooft-Veltman scheme and the four-dimensional 
scheme.. The :t Hooft-Veltman scheme treats unobserved particles (particles in loops 
andd unresolved partons in the real emission part) in D — 4 — 2e dimensions. Observed 
particless are taken in four dimensions. 75 is a four-dimensional object in the 't Hooft-
Veltmann scheme, anti-cornmuting with the first four Dirac matrices and commuting 
withh the remaining ones. 

Thee four-dimensional scheme is specified in simple terms by the fermion propagators 

>> + m l ( r (4.57) 
P(D)P(D) ~ m 

Four-dimensionall Dirac-matrices occur in the numerator, whereas D-dimensional quan
titiess occur in the denominator. Two adjacent Dirac-matrices in the numerator are 
contractedd as 

kl)kl)kl)kl) = {P(D) ~ pf-*r)) • !(4)) : (4-58) 

whichh can be interpreted as the statement UD is effectively larger then 4". pJD  ̂ can 

cancell a propagator, whereas pf_2  ̂ will give rise to an integral in 6 — 2s dimensions. 
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Itt should be kept in mind that the specification given here is just a simple prescription 
relevantt to practical calculations. The scheme is rigorously defined in Ref. [86]. 

Awb,iooAwb,iooPP contains ultraviolet and infrared divergences. Ultraviolet divergences are 
removedd after renormalization of the quark fields 

t /ww = ZlJ2pren . (4.59) 

Thee renormalized amplitude is obtained as 

 ~ [Zy J MvbdoopMre  ( 4 . 6 0 ) 

Wee have to renormalize the fields such that the residuum of the propagators is 1. 
Forr light quarks the appropriate renormalization constant is 1, due to a cancellation of 
UY-- and IR- divergent parts. In more detail we have 

Zn,,onshell,FDZn,,onshell,FD = 1 + 9 ( 4 Y2^F ( — ^ ' ' ^ ' + ^IR)

.112.112 _ , , 1 _ ^ 

2(4*; ; <iP,onshetl,HV<iP,onshetl,HV ~ 1 + Ö IA^Y).^'F (~^W + ^ V ' + ^1R ~ 1/fl) , ( 4 - 6 1 ' 

wheree A = \je - 7 + ln47r. Here we have indicated with a subscript UV or IR the 
originss of the divergent parts as well as the origin of additional finite terms which arise 
fromm a cancellation of 1/c-terms with terms of order e. For massive quarks we have 

JJij\oTishell,FD ij\oTishell,FD 11 + 5(éC'(-3A"' l'-5 + 3 b lS) 

Afterr renormalization of the quark field we have 

BB[i][i]  - B[l]  +- (-^A-i + 1\nm2\ R[1] 

DDWb,loop,ren,FDWb,loop,ren,FD ~ ^Wb^oopMr^FD + 9 \ ~~2~ j nWb,born 

^Wb,loop,ren,FD^Wb,loop,ren,FD = ^Wb,toop,barf',FI)  ( 4 . 6 3 ) 

Thee only divergences left in the renormalized amplitudes are of infrared origin. The 
infraredd divergent parts are given by 

4UL»» = - 2 A ( 2 A + 2 7 - 2 I " 4 * + 4 - 1 " - ^ ^ + 2 1 V J B B ' W'b,boTn W'b,boTn 

?MM I - OA ( A . „. 1„ t~ , 3 1.. ZlG7 

B\vb,iooB\vb,iooPP\\lfilfi  = - 2 A I A + 7 - l n47 r + - - l i i — f )BWb,boTn. (4.64) 
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Wee now turn our attention to Ward identities and finite renormalizations. In the 
'tt Hooft-Veltman scheme 75 anti-commutes with the first four Dirac matrices and com
mutess with the remaining ones. This treatment violates a Ward identity, which has to 
bee restored by a finite renormalization. Explicitly, one splits the left-handed interaction 
intoo a vector (7^) and axial-vector [T^ = 1/2(7^75 - 757/1)] Part-

Thee Ward identity is restored by a finite renormalization of the axial-vector coupling: 

^bare^bare v •prenorm 
~~ HV, " 

992 2 

rrbarebare _ 7 p r 
y.hy.h — ^Jaxial,HVJmi- ^5 

.2 2 

ZZaaxial,HVJinxial,HVJin = 1 + 4 , ^Cf . ( 4 . 6 6 ) 
{Air){Air) 1 1 

Theree is some freedom in how we continue the left-handed coupling in the 't Hooft -
Veltmann scheme to D dimensions. For example, the expressions 

T ^ U - T s ) ,, 2^1 + 75^)7'i' 2 ( 1 + 7 5 ) 7 " 2 ( 1 - 7 5 ) ' 27/ t " 4 ^7/i75 ~ 7 5 7 / i ^ 4 ' 6 7 ^ 

alll agree in four dimensions, but differ in D dimensions. Of course this difference is 
compensatedd by the appropriate finite renormalization. Zaxiai,Hvjm corresponds to the 
choicee -1/4(7^75 - 757^). 

Thee four-dimensional scheme violates a Ward identity as well, which is restored by 
aa finite renormalization of the left-handed coupling Tlej t — 1/27^(1 — 75), 

r barebare <y -prenorm 

leftleft — ^EW^DfinL left 
,1 ,1 

(47T) ) 
ZEW,FD,finZEW,FD,fin ~ 1 + , , \ 2 ^ F ' ( 4 . 6 8 ) 

Afterr the finite renormalization the renormalized amplitudes 

( 1/22 \ ^ 
Z^^HV)Z^^HV) AWb,loop,HV 

( 1/22 \ "̂  —1 

ZTJJ,FD)ZTJJ,FD) (ZEW,FDjin) Awb,loop,FD i ( 4 . 6 9 ) 

agreee up to terms resulting from a different treatment of the infrared divergences. The 
axial-vectorr coupling in the 't Hooft-Veltman scheme has been renormalized according 
to o 

11 n5 — Zaxial,HV,finL  ̂ • ( 4 . (0) 
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Inn detail, we have for the finite parts of UV-origin in terms of g2/{A-K)2CFB1 

*3Wb,*3Wb, loop, bare 

coupling coupling 

£%' £%' 

Sum m 

FD FD 

0 0 

-1 1 

0 0 

-1 1 

"" * vector 

- 2 2 

0 0 

++ 1 

- 1 1 

*~**~*  * axial 

+2 2 

- 4 4 

++ 1 

- 1 1 

(4.7i; ; 

Thee remaining differences are due to finite terms of infrared origin. Due to the 
universall structure of the infrared divergences we may relate the amplitudes calculated 
inn the four-dimensional scheme to the ones in the 't Hooft-Veltman scheme [87, 65, 5]. 
Thee relations are 

L3L3Wb,loop,H\' Wb,loop,H\' 

B B Wb,loopWb,loop MY 

—— B[1] 

—— D\\'b,loop,FD 

—— D\\'b,loop,FD B B 

DM M 
DD\Y\Y b, Born 

[1] ] (4.72) ) 

Thiss completes our discussion on scheme-independence. In summary, we are able 
too perform the calculation in a four-dimensional scheme and to obtain from this result 
thee amplitudes in the 't Hooft-Veltman scheme through simple and universal relations. 

Wee would like to comment on the original formulation of dimensional reduction. 
Dimensionall reduction [88, 89] differs from the four-dimensional scheme by use of the 
relation n 

AvAi)AvAi) = Pfo) Pfo) (4) ) (4.73) ) 

whichh can be interpreted as "D is smaller than 4"'. The results in dimensional reduc
tionn can be easily obtained from ours by dropping the terms CQ . The C\ -terms 
yieldd finite terms related to UV-divergences. We note that the results in dimensional 
reductionn cannot be related to ours, nor to the 't Hooft-Veltman scheme by a finite 
renormalization,, since the term with CQ in B\ybl is not proportional to BWbtborn, 
Thereforee the naive approach of dimensional reduction is not consistent. The situation 
mayy be cured at the expense of introducing additional scalar ghost particles [90]. how
everr this spoils the calculational simplicity of the scheme. From a calculational point 
off view we prefer the scheme defined in Ref. [86], since 6 — 2^-dimensional integrals are 
ratherr "inexpensive" to evaluate. 

4.4.33 Spin observables 

Thee helicity amplitudes contain the complete spin information for the single-top-quark 
processes.. In the old-fashioned method, spin observables are calculated by inserting 
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thee spin projection operator 

u{p,s)u(p,s)u{p,s)u(p,s) = ( j * + m ) - ( l + 7 5 ^ ) , (4.74) 

intoo the matrix element squared. In Eq. (4.74) s denotes a spin four-vector with 
ss22 — — 1, and p  s — 0. In the rest frame of the particle the spatial components of s 
pointt in the same direction as the spin of the particle [42]. To make contact with this 
formulation,, we first introduce the spin density matrix [91] in the basis of Eq. (2.12): 

A(...,pA(...,p++ ,...)A*(...,p\...),...)A*(...,p\...) ^ ( . . . , p+ , . . . ) ^ ( . . . , p - , . . . ) 

A(...,p-,...)A*(...,pA(...,p-,...)A*(...,p++
tt...)...) A( . . . ) P - , . . .M*( . . . ,p- , . . . ) 

(4.75) ) 

Inn addition we need the projection operator Eq. (4.74) in the basis of Eq. (2.12). This 
onee is obtained as 

pp = 1 J _ ( - < < / - 1 0 * + m ) ( l - / 0 k - > < ? - | 0 + m ) ( l - / O | s + > \ u m 

22pq\-(22pq\-(qq+\(p-+\(p- + m)(l-t)\q-) (q + \{j>  + m)( l - fi\q+) ) ' ' 

Spinn observables are then calculated as 

Trr (P  p). (4.77) 

Notee that the entries of the matrices are complex numbers, and that the spin vector $ 
enterss only through the matrix P. It is easily verified that this expression agrees with 
thee one obtained from Eq. (4.74). The spin summed result is recovered by replacing P 
inn Eq. (4.77) with the unit matrix. 

4.55 Numerical results 

Thee inclusive NLO cross sections for s- and ^-channel production of single-top-quarks 
weree published in Refs. [75] and [77], respectively. After we choose our numerical 
inputs,, we compare to these older calculations, and update the inclusive cross sections 
usingg newer parton distribution functions (PDFs). 

Inn order to make a definite comparison to the older calculations, we reevaluate all 
resultss with the following parameters: For the mass of the W boson we use rriw  = 80.4 
GcY.. For the top-quark mass we take mt = 175 GeV. In LO calculations we use 
CTEQ5LL PDFs [92]. In NLO calculations we use CTEQ5M1 PDFs with 2-loop running 
off a s . We define the electroweak coupling by g2 = SGFM'W/V^, with Fermi coupling 
constantt of G? — 1.16639 x 10 - 5 GeV 2. We consider pp collisions with center-of-
momentumm energy v ^ = 1-8, 1.96, or 2.0 TeY (Tevatron), and pp collisions with a 
center-of-momentumm energy y/S — 14 TeV (LHC). 
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Unlikee the massive dipole formalism, the phase space slicing method of two cutoffs 
dependss on explicit parameters Ss and 6C. In Figures 4.3 and 4.4 we show the s- and 
^-channell inclusive cross sections as a function of 5S = 300 x 5C. The logarithmic 
dependencee cancels in the sum of the two- and three-body contributions and leaves 
termss proportional to 5S and 6C. By taking Ss < a few xl0~3, the cross sections 
convergee to the updated analytic results. 
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Figuree 4.3: The next to leading order single-top-quark total cross section for the s-
channelchannel at a %/S = 2 TeV proton-antiproton machine. The two- and three- body 
contributions,contributions, together with their sum, arc shown as a function of the soft cutoff 6S. 
TheThe bottom enlargement shows the sum (open circles) relative to % (dotted lines) 
ofof the analytic result (solid line). 

Thee LO and NLO cross sections for s-channel and i-channel single-top-quark pro
ductionn are listed in picobarns in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. Since the Tevatron is a pp 
collider,, the cross sections for top-quark (t) and antitop-quark (£) production are the 
same.. The LHC is a pp collider, and hence the t and t cross sections are listed sepa-
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Figuree 4.4: The next to leading order single-top-quark total cross section for the t-
channelchannel at a ^/S = 2 TeV proton-antiproton machine. The two- and three- body 
contributions,contributions, together with their sum, are shown as a function of the soft cutoff Ss. 
TheThe bottom enlargement shows the sum (open circles) relative to % (dotted lines) 
ofof the analytic result (solid line). 

rately.. Factorization (fip) and renormalization (U.R) scales are set equal. In Table 4.1 
alll scales are set to the top mass rnt. In Table 4.2 the s-channel cross sections are 
calculatedd using the invariant mass of the top-quark/antibottom-jet pair for the scale, 
uu22 = Ml = (Pt + Pb)\ where Pt 

andd antibottom jet, respectively.2 
andd Pb are the four-momenta of the top quark 

Thee t-channel cross section uses the double deep-
inelastic-scatteringg (DDIS) scales, fif = Q2 = —(pb — pt)

2 for the light-quark line and 
u\u\ — Q2 + m2 = — (pu — pd)2 + m2 for the heavy-quark line, where Q2 is the virtuality 

2Thee choice of jet definition induces a cone-size dependence in the scale that always enters the 
crosss section at one higher order in QCD. We have confirmed that this effect is numerically less than 
thee overall scale uncertainty for any infrared-safe jet definition. 
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Process s 

.v-channel l 

f-channel l 

V ^ ^ 

1.88 TeVpp (f) 

1.966 Te \ ' pp (t) 

22 TeV pp (t) 

144 TeVpp (t) 

144 TeV pp (t) 

1.88 TeVpp (f) 

1.966 TeVpp (t) 

22 TeV pp (t) 

144 TeVpp (f) 

144 TeV pp (t) 

°LO°LO (pb) 

0.259 9 

0.304 4 

0.315 5 

4.53 3 

2.74 4 

0.648 8 

0.883 3 

0.948 8 

144.8 8 

83.4 4 

°NLO°NLO (pb) 

0.3800 2 

0.4477 2 

0.4633 2 

6.555 3 

4.077 2 

0.7022 3 

0.9599 2 

1.0299 4 

152.66 6 

90.00 5 

Tablee 4.1: LO and NLO cross sections for single-top-quark production at the Teva-
trontron and LHC for mt — 175 GeV. Cross sections are evaluated with CTEQ5L and 
CTEQ5M1CTEQ5M1 PDFs, and all scales set to mt. Errors include only Monte Carlo statistics. 

off the exchanged W boson (valid through NLO), and pz are the four-momenta of the 
partt ons in Eq. (4.1). All LO cross sections are identical to those in Refs. [75] and [77] 
oncee updated to the CTEQ5 PDFs. 

Wee compare the NLO ^-channel cross sections to a recoding of Refs. [93] and [75]. 
Thee results agree to within 1% for all scale choices. Of note is our use of Mtb for the 
scalee in Table 4.2 rather than Q2, the virtuality of the \V. which was used in Ref. [75]. 
These11 two scales are identical at LO and in initial-state corrections, but differ by the 
emittedd gluon in final state corrections. Since we are interested in making cuts based 
onn observables, such as Mtb, we choose this as the scale. While the central value of 
anyy of the scale choices is very similar, the uncertainty is slightly larger at NLO using 
ninitt <>r Mtb. In particular, if we vary the scales between Mti/2 and 2Mt-b (or m,/2 and 
2m2mtt),), we find the .v-channel cross section varies by 8 — 6.9% at LO, and +5.7 — 5.09? 
(+5.55 — 4.6%) at NLO. In contrast, using a scale of Q2, as in Ref. [75], would predict 
aa NLO scale uncertainty of . Given that we can probe a more restricted phase 
space11 with cuts, we take the conservative view that % is an appropriate estimate 
off the NLO scale uncertainty at the Tevatron when looking at exclusive final states. 
Att the LHC the scale uncertainty is less than . 

Att LO and NLO, but not. NNLO, color conservation forbids the exchange of a 
gluonn between the light- and heavy-quark lines. Hence, the ^-channel process may be 
factorizedd at NLO into two independent corrections that each resemble deep-inelastic-
scattering.. The NLO ^-channel cross sections in Ref. [77] were calculated using the 
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Process s 

s-channel l 

^-channel l 

v ^ ^ 

1.88 TeV pp (t) 

1.966 TeVpp (t) 

22 TeV pp (t) 

144 TeV pp (t) 

144 TeV pp (t) 

1.88 TeV pp (i) 

1.966 TeV pp (i) 

22 TeV pp (t) 

144 TeV pp (t) 

144 TeV pp (f) 

OLOOLO (pb) 

0.244 4 

0.287 7 

0.297 7 

4.612 2 

2.788 8 

0.735 5 

0.996 6 

1.068 8 

152.7 7 

86.1 1 

ONLOONLO (pb) 

0.3777 2 

0.4422 2 

0.4599 2 

6.566 3 

4.099 2 

0.7255 3 

0.9900 2 

1.0622 4 

155.99 6 

90.77 5 

Tablee 4.2: LO and NLO cross sections for singlc-top-quark production at the Teva-
trontron and LHC for mt = 175 GeV. Cross sections are evaluated with CTEQ5L and 
CTEQ5M1CTEQ5M1 PDFs, and Mth or the DDIS scales (pt = Q2, ph = Q2 + mf), for s-channel 
oror t-channcl, respectively. Errors include only Monte Carlo statistics. 

scaless suggested by this relation to double deep-inelastic-scattering. When using the 
DDISS scales, our results in Table 4.2 match the updated Ref. [77] to better than 0.3% 
att the Tevatron, but are larger by 2.9% at the LHC. The cross sections in Table 4.1 
agreee with the updated results of Ref. [77] to within 1% when evaluated at \x = rnt. In 
alll cases, the dipole subtraction calculations and phase space slicing calculations agree 
withinn the statistical errors. 

AA subtle issue arises in attempting to ascertain the effect of higher orders by varying 
thee scale. In Ref. [77] only the scales in the vertex and PDFs of the heavy-quark line 
(b(b —> t) were varied because the corrections to the light-quark structure function are 
small.33 However, to the extent this process looks like double deep-inelastic-scattering, 
wee expect a similarly small effect for the heavy-quark corrections as well. Indeed, the 
resultss for LO and NLO are nearly identical when using the DDIS scales, but differ 
significantlyy when using a fixed scale such as mt. In Table 4.3 we show the effects 
off varying the scales at the Tevatron (\/S — 2 TeV) together, and separately in the 
light-- and heavy-quark lines. What we see is that varying the scales together at LO, 
particularlyy when using mt, severely underestimates the XLO correction. 

Thee reason for the underestimate in varying the scales together is a series of acci
dentall cancellations that are driven by the range of proton momentum fraction probed 

:iThee N'LO correct ion to the light-quark line effectively undoes the extraction of the NLO PDFs 

fromm the DIS data. 
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I AA (rnt) 
NLO,, (mt) 

L0 tt (DDIS) 

NLO,, (DDIS) 

^ ^ 

0.955 pb 

1.033 pb 

1.077 pb 

1.066 pb 

VhVh & W 

% % 

% % 

^ 1 C / c c 

% % 

Vh Vh 

;S:i% % 
-3 .50/ / 
+4.00 /C 

+S!2% % 

+ 4 / c c 

W W 
+6.77 (V 
-5.88 /C 

% % 

+88 % 
-6 .88 /C 

% % 

Tablee 4.3: Scale variation of the LO and NLO cross sections for t-channel single-top-
quarkquark production at the Tevatron (\/S — 2 TeVj. Variation in the light-quark and 
heavy-quarkheavy-quark lines are listed as fit and fi^r respectively. Fixed (fi = rnt), and double 
decp-inelastic-scatteringdecp-inelastic-scattering scales are shown separately. 

att the Tevatron. For a top mass of 175 GeV and a machine of around 2 TeV, the 
typicall x ~ 0.1. For scales also around 100 200 GeV, the b PDF happens to increase 
withh increasing scale, whereas the valence quarks decrease. This may be seen in the 
oppositee signs in the last two columns of Table 4.3. The net effect is that to estimate 
thee uncertainty, we must vary the scales independently, and then add them in quadra
ture.44 This leads to a LO uncertainty of ~ , and a NLO uncertainty for the 
Tevatronn of . At the LHC, the NLO uncertainty is . These uncertainties are 
consistentt with expected higher-order corrections, and with both fixed and DDIS scale 
choices. . 

Whilee the s-channel cross section has only changed by a couple of percent from [75], 
thee ^-channel cross section is 13% smaller at the Tevatron than appears in [77]. The 
shiftt in the NLO t-channel cross section is due to the correction of bugs that appeared 
inn the evolution of the gluon PDF in all of the older MRS and CTEQ NLO PDFs 
[94].. Because the b PDF is constructed almost entirely out of gluon evolution [77, 95], 
thee effect of the bug is greatly enhanced in all processes where there is a c or 6 quark 
inn the initial state. The programming bug is corrected in MRS99 (updated) [96] and 
CTEQ5M11 [92]. 

Thee central goal of our calculations is not to recalculate inclusive cross sections, 
butt to provide full momentum and spin dependent distributions with the option for 
arbitraryy cuts. Detailed analyses of the phenomenological issues concerning these dis
tributionss will appear in the future. Here we restrict ourselves to a comparison of the 
resultss using the phase space slicing method and massive dipole formalism. 

Forr our comparisons we reconstruct jets using a h? cluster algorithm [97] with 
ARAR — 1. We define a simple detector acceptance by assuming that only jets with 
prpr > 20 GeV and \r]\  < 2 are observed. We calculate all cross sections at the scale 

4Thee light- and heavy-quark corrections are factorizable through NLO, and hence are only weakly 
correlatedd through the evolution of the PDFs. 
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u.u. = mt = 175 GeV, and at a 2 TeV pp collider. 
Inn Figures 4.5 and 4.6 we present the NLO transverse momentum prb and pseu-

dorapidityy rj^ distributions of the fr-jet in s-channel production of a top quark, with 
cutss based on the "jet veto" search strategy in Ref. [16]. We accept events where only 
thee top-quark and 6-jet pass the cuts above, and any additional jets are either soft 
(PTJ(PTJ < 20 GeV) or are outside the simple detector (177̂  | > 2). The phase space slicing 
methodd and massive dipole formalism give identical distributions, even in this region 
off restricted phase space. 
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Figuree 4.5: Transverse momentum distribution of the b-jet at NLO in s-channel pro-
ductionduction of a top quark at the Tevatron (\/~S = 2 TeVJ after cuts. Phase space slicing 
(PSS)(PSS) results (solid) and massive dipole formalism (MDF) results (dashed) are both 
shown. shown. 

Inn Figures 4.7 and 4.8 we present the NLO transverse momentum pj-j1 and pseudo-
rapidityy rjj l distributions of the highest-pr jet in t-channel production of a top quark, 
usingg the same "jet veto" search strategy as above. We accept events where only the 
top-quarkk and highest-pr jet pass the cuts above, and any additional jets are either 
softt (PTJZ < 20 GeV) or are outside the simple detector (|r?J2| > 2). The phase space 
slicingg method and massive dipole formalism predict identical distributions at NLO. 

4.66 Conclusions 

Wee presented three independent calculations of the fully differential production of a 
singlee top quark plus one jet at next to leading order in hadronic collisions. At this 
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Figuree 4.6: Pseudorapidity distribution of the b-jet at NLO in s-channcl production 
ofof a top quark at the Tevatron (\/S = 2 TeVJ after cuts. Phase space slicing (PSS) 
resultsresults (solid) and massive dipole formalism (MDF) results (dashed) arc both shown. 

100 0 
ppTjlTjl (GeV) 

200 0 

Figuree 4.7: Transverse momentum distribution of the highest-pr jet (ji)  at NLO in 
t-channelt-channel production of a top quark at the Tevatron (VS = 2 TeV) after cuts. Phase 
spacespace slicing (PSS) results (solid) and massive dipole formalism (MDF) results (dashed) 
areare both shown. 
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Figuree 4.8: Pseudorapidity distribution of the highest-pr jet (ji)  at NLO in t-channel 
productionproduction of a top quark at the Tevatron (\fS = 2 TeVJ after cuts. Phase space 
slicingslicing (PSS) results (solid) and massive dipole formalism (MDF) results (dashed) are 
bothboth shown. 

orderr in QCD the cross sections factorize into two non-interfering production modes 
thatt may be identified by the s-channel or t-channel exchange of a W boson. The 
.s-channell cross section is characterized by having a typical final state of a top quark 
andd a bottom-quark jet. The jet in the t-channel cross section tends to be somewhat 
moree forward, and rarely contains a bottom quark. New physics scenarios tend to 
affectt these production modes differently, and hence an accurate measurement and 
theoreticall calculation of both modes is desirable. Furthermore, the cross section is 
directlyy proportional to the CKM matrix element |Vu,|2, thus the ability to extract V^ 
iss ultimately limited by our ability to predict the measured exclusive cross sections 
withh experimental cuts. 

Thee total cross sections for s- and t-channel production are updated with CTEQ5 
partonn distribution functions for runs I and II of the Tevatron. and for the LHC. The 
t-channell cross section is smaller than previously published by 13%. This decrease 
iss due entirely to the correction of a bug in the parton distribution functions. As the 
Tevatronn will continue to run at 1.96 TeV instead of 2 TeV, the s(t)-channel production 
modess will produce 4%(7%) fewer events than previously expected. We discussed some 
subtletiess in estimating the effects of higher-order corrections on these cross sections. 

Wee showed that the phase space slicing methods of one and two cutoffs and the 
massivee dipole formalism produce the same jet distributions and cross sections. The 
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dipolee calculation retains the full spin dependence of the external particles, and so may 
bee used to predict spin-dependent correlations of the partons. 

Thiss completes the first half of this thesis. We have computed the fully differential 
crosss section for single-top production, which will be very important when precision 
measurementss of this process become available. Due to the limited amount of data 
availablee for this thesis, we will now switch our attention to top pair production. 



Chapterr 5 

Topp pair production 

Soo far we have concentrated on developing a theoretical description of single-top pro
duction,, up to next to leading order accuracy. Obviously, we would like to compare the 
theoreticall prediction to experiment. However, the amount of Tevatron data available 
att the time of writing of this thesis was too low to make this possible. As mentioned 
inn the introduction, the measurements of the single-top and it processes are closely 
related.. Thus, in the second part of this thesis we will describe a measurement of the 
topp pair (also called tt) cross section at the D0 experiment at Fermilab. We will start 
withh a description of the measurements and theoretical calculations that have been 
donee on top pair production. 

Thee top quark was discovered at Fermilab's Tevatron collider, which during that 
timee was colliding protons and antiprotons at a center of mass energy of 1.8 TeV. 
Thee first evidence for tt production was claimed by the CDF collaboration in April of 
19944 [98]. The discovery of the top quark was made the following year by both the CDF 
andd D0 collaborations. CDF reported a tt production cross section of ati = 6.8 1̂ 4 pb 
forr a top mass1 of 176 GeV [99], and D0 found att = 6.4  2.2 pb for a top mass of 
1999 GeV [100]. 

Inn 2001, the CDF collaboration reported ati = 6.5 t\i pb for mt = 175.0 GeV [101] 
ass their final tt production cross section based on the 1992-1996 run of the Tevatron. 
Thee corresponding D0 result (published in 2003) is o a = 5.7  1.6 pb for mt = 172.1 
GeVV [102]. In addition, measurements of the top mass were made. Combining results 
fromm D0 and CDF, the measured top mass is 174.3 1 GeV [103]. 

Onn the theoretical side, many calculations of the top pair production cross section 
havee been performed. Recent calculations are at next-to-leading-order (NLO) [60]. 
Somee representative Feynman diagrams for this calculation are shown in Figure 5.1. 

l rrhee measured cross section is always quoted together with the top mass used for the analysis. 
Thiss is because the signal efficiency and thus the cross section measurement depends on the top mass. 
Thiss mass is taken from a separate measurement, which we will not discuss here. 
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Figuree 5.1: Some of the Feynman diagrams that contribute to the NLO cross section. 
TheThe top quark line is thickened. 

Beyondd NLO. two techniques have been used. The first method [104, 105] constructs 
aa double differential NNLO estimate. The cross sections found for a top mass of 175 
Ge \ '' using this method are: 

CTtf(1.8CTtf(1.8 TeV) 

aM-(1.966 TeV) 

5.88 4 1 pb 

7.44 5 1 pb 

(5.1) ) 

(5.2) ) 

Thee first uncertainty indicates an ambiguity in the kinematics, while the second is an 
estimatee of the scale uncertainty. It should be noted that the uncertainty due to the 
partonn distribution functions is not included. 

Inn the second technique, the full next to leading log (NLL) resummation is com
putedd [106, 107] for the inclusive cross section. This method gives the following cross 
sectionss for a top mass of 175 GeV: 

0tï(1.88 TeV) 

oa(1.966 TeV) 

5.199 g pb 

pb b 

(5.3) ) 

(5.4) ) 

Alll theoretical uncertainties are included in these results. 
Althoughh these very advanced NLO differential and even higher order inclusive cross 

sectionn calculations are available, until recently events generated for the full detector 
simulationn used only LO accuracy for the top pair production process. This was due 
too problems in matching the beyond leading order calculations with the showering 
requiredd for full event generation. These issues have now been solved, and an event 
generatorr has recently become available that treats the top pair production process to 
NLOO accuracy (MC@NLO) [108]. 

Wee show some results for this MC@NLO program for a proton-antiproton collider 
att a center of mass energy of 1.96 TeV. In Figure 5.2(a) we compare the differential 
crosss section as a function of the transverse momentum of the top quark that we get 
fromm MC@NLO with the LO HERWIG [14] result. In Figure 5.2(b) we do the same for 
thee transverse momentum of the ti pair. At the high end of the second distribution, 
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Figuree 5.2: Differential cross section as a function of the transverse momentum of the 
toptop quark (a) and the transverse momentum of the tt pair (b). The solid line is the 
NLONLO result from MC@NLO, the dashed line is the LO result from HERWIG. The total 
LOLO cross section is scaled to the NLO result. 

wee see that the NLO prediction is higher than the LO prediction. This is because hard 
emissionss are treated correctly in the former. 

Afterr this short discussion of previous measurements and theoretical calculations, 
wee shall describe a measurement of the top pair cross section. In Chapter 6 we will 
discusss the current state of the collider, the experiment and the trigger used for the 
analysis,, followed by a chapter on the identification of physics objects (like electrons 
andd jets). Finally, in Chapter 8 the actual analysis will be described. 
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Chapterr 6 

Experimentall setup 

6.11 The Tevatron collider 

Thee Tevatron collider is a proton-antiproton collider situated at Fermilab, near Chic
ago.. The protons and antiprotons are produced and accelerated in a chain of accel
eratorss before being injected into the Tevatron, which is depicted in Figure 6.1. The 
firstfirst step in the chain is the Cockroft-Walton accelerator, where negatively charged 
hydrogenn ions are accelerated to 750 keV. Bunches of these hydrogen ions are acceler
atedd up to 400 MeV by a linear accelerator (the LIN AC). The hydrogen ions are now 
strippedd of their electrons by going through a carbon foil, and are then accelerated 
upp to an energy of 8 GeV by the booster, a circular accelerator. At this energy the 
protonss are put into the Main Injector, which accelerates them either to 150 GeV for 
injectionn into the Tevatron, or up to 120 GeV for the production of antiprotons. In 
thee later case, the 120 GeV protons are collided with a nickel target, producing many 
secondaryy particles. About one in every 105 protons produces an antiproton among the 
secondaryy particles. These antiprotons are collected and stored in the accumulator or 
antiprotonn source. When enough antiprotons have been collected, bunches of protons 
(att 150 GeV) are injected into the Tevatron by the Main Injector, followed by bunches 
off antiprotons from the accumulator, which are also accelerated up to 150 GeV by the 
Mainn Injector. The Tevatron finally accelerates the bunches of protons and antipro
tonss up to 980 GeV. The beams are made to collide at two interaction points along the 
Tevatron,, where the CDF and D0 experiments are located, resulting in pp collisions 
att a center of mass energy of 1.96 TeV. 

Luminosity y 

Ann important collider parameter is the luminosity. The instantaneous luminosity is 
relatedd to the number of particles that cross the collision region per unit of (transverse) 
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Figuree 6.1: Fermilab accelerator complex. 

(6.1) ) 

areaa per second. The event rate ~- oï a certain physical process is proportional to the 
instantaneouss luminosity L: 

dN dN 

~dt~dt ~ L • ( T p r 0 C ' 
Thiss proportionality constant ffproc is called the cross section for that process. This 
cann obviously be measured in an experiment, and for certain well defined processes, 
thee cross section can also be calculated from theory. This makes the cross section a 
veryy interesting property of processes, because it can be used to compare theory and 
experiment.. Integrating the previous equation, we see that the total number of events 
availablee is determined by the integrated luminosity: 

N N 
(6.2) ) / / 

JJ A, 

LL dt 
oproc c 

Thee typical cross sections for processes that we are interested in are expressed in 
picobarnn (pb, 1 barn soo the integrated luminosity is often quoted in units 
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off inverse cross section, such as pb l. 

6.22 The D 0 detector 

Thee D 0 detector is a general purpose detector which is optimized for the measurement 
off electron and jet energies. It consists of several subdetectors, which are positioned 
moree or less symmetrically around the interaction point. Starting at the interaction 
point,, moving outward, the D 0 subdetectors are: 

•• Silicon Microstrip Tracker (SMT); 

•• Central Fiber Tracker (CFT); 

•• Central and Forward Preshowers (CPS and FPS); 

•• Calorimeter; 

•• Muon system. 

Inn addition to these subdetectors that cover more or less all directions, there are the 
Luminosityy Monitors which cover only a small region. A cross section view of the 
detectorr is given in Figure 6.2. 

Thee following convention for coordinates is used: The direction of the protons 
iss the positive z direction. The positive x direction points away from the center of 
thee Tevatron ring and thus the positive y direction points up. In hadron colliders, 
pseudorapidityy is normally used instead of the polar angle. The pseudorapidity i]  is 
definedd as r\ = - log tan (0/2), where 0 is the polar angle (the angle with respect to the 
protonn beam). 

6.2.11 Inner tracker 

Together,, the SMT and the CFT form the inner tracker. They are placed in a 2.0 Tesla 
solenoidall magnet of about 1.2 meter diameter, which makes it possible to measure the 
transversee momentum and the charge-sign of charged particles. A cross section view 
off the inner tracker is given in Figure 6.3. 

Thee SMT is composed of silicon strip detectors arranged in disks and cylinders 
centeredd on the beam. Most silicon modules used are double sided, so that all three 
coordinatess of the hit position are measured. The number of hits on a typical track 
(att low rf) is 4. 

Thee CFT is made of 830 //in diameter scintillating fibers. They are arranged in 8 
layerss between radii 20 and 60 cm, each layer containing a sublayer of axial fibers and 
aa sublayer of stereo fibers mounted under a 3 degree angle. Due to the high efficiency 
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11 L 

Figuree 6.2: Cross sectional view of the D0 detector. 
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Figuree 6.3: Schematic view of the inner tracker. 

off the light collection, the typical number of measurements on a track should equal its 
maximumm value of 16 (8 points). 

6.2.22 Calorimeter 

Thee D 0 calorimeter is a liquid argon calorimeter. It consists of three parts: the central 
calorimeterr (CC) and two endcap calorimeters (EC). The CC covers the area up to \rj\ 
off 1.2, and the EC extends the coverage in \n\ to above 4.0. 

Eachh calorimeter is built up out of the inner electromagnetic (EM) layers, followed 
byy the fine hadronic (FH) layers, and the coarse hadronic (CH) layer furthest from the 
interactionn point. The electromagnetic and fine hadronic layers use uranium absorber 
plates,, while both copper and stainless steel is used in the coarse hadronic. Each layer 
iss split into cells, which have a size of about Arj x A(/> — 0.1 x 0.1, except for the third 
EMM layer which has double the granularity. This is the layer in the calorimeter where 
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electronss are expected to deposit most of their energy. The improved segmentation 
heree gives a better position measurement of the electrons. Beyond \r]\  of 3.2 the overall 
celll size is increased to A77 x A0 = 0.2 x 0.2. so that the physical size of these cells 
iss still reasonable. The cells are arranged in towers. The arrangement of towers is 
projective,, i.e. the towers point toward the interaction point, but the cells themselves 
aree not. This can clearly be seen in Figure 6.4. 

Figuree 6.4: Side view of a quarter of the calorimeter. The lines with numbers at the 
endend arc lines of constant r\. This is a picture of the Run I detector, so the depiction of 
thethe area inside and between the calorimeters is not correct for Run II. 

Inn between the cryostats of the forward and central calorimeters scintillating ma
teriall has been placed (covering 1.1 < \r/\ < 1.4) to improve the energy measurement 
forr particles traversing this area. This subdetector is called the intcrcryostat detector 
(ICD). . 

6.2.33 Preshowers 

Thee central and forward preshower detectors are placed before the CC and EC calorime
ters.. They consist of lead radiators combined with scintillating material. These are 
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intendedd to be used for particle identification. As these were not well understood at 

thee time of this analysis, they were not used. 

6.2.44 Muon system 

Thee D 0 muon system consists of several layers of drift chambers and scintillators, 
combinedd with a toroidal field solid-iron magnet. A detailed description can be found 
inn [109]. Here it will suffice to say that the system can both identify and measure the 
momentaa of muons out to |r/| of 2.0. 

6.2.55 Luminosity Monitor 

Thee delivered luminosity (which is an important quantity, as we have seen) at DO is 
measuredd by looking at the total event rate for pp inelastic interactions. This rate is 
measuredd by hodoscopes of scintillation counters mounted close to the beam on the 
innerr surfaces of the endcap calorimeters. As the acceptance of the hodoscopes and 
thee total cross section of pp inelastic interactions (measured by CDF, E710 and E811) 
aree known, the instantaneous luminosity can be calculated (Eq. 6.1). 

6.33 Trigger 

6.3.11 Trigger system 

Forr the analysis described in this thesis three different parts of the detector system 
aree used for triggering purposes: the calorimeter, the muon system and the luminosity 
monitors. . 

Overview w 

Thee DO Run II trigger system is designed to operate in a high rate environment, 
takingg an input rate of 7 MHz (132 ns bunch crossing time, at present the bunch 
crossingg time is 396 ns) and filtering out interesting physics events at the rate of 50 Hz. 
withoutt incurring more than 5% deadtime. The trigger system is organized in three 
majorr levels, the hardware based Level 1 (LI) and Level 2 (L2) and the software based 
Levell 3 (L3). We will describe the state of the trigger as it was used to collect the data 
usedd in this analysis. 

Thee hardware LI trigger takes input from the calorimeter, the muon system and the 
Luminosityy Monitor, and produces as output a list of trigger terms. The LI Framework 
(L1FW).. employing a series of Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA's), examines 
thesee trigger terms and issues a LI accept when certain criteria are met. 
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Thee L2 trigger is comprised of two stages, a preprocessor stage and a global pro
cessorr stage. In the preprocessors stage, each individual subdetector forms physics 
objects.. In the global processor stage, physics objects from the different preprocessors 
cann be combined to make the final L2 trigger decision. 

Oncee a L2 accept has occurred, digitized data is loaded onto the single board com
puterss (SBC) that sit in the front-end crates. Data from the SBCs are then transferred 
too the L3 farms where sophisticated filter codes are run to identify interesting events. 
Att this level close-to-offline reconstruction of physics objects like electrons, muons, jets, 
missingg ET is performed. Events satisfying L3 filter requirements are then transferred 
too tape for offline reconstruction. 

Calor imeter r 

Att LI . calorimeter triggering is based on towers. The size of these trigger towers is 
0.22 x 0.2 in 77 x <p space. Both the energy deposited in the EM layers of the tower 
andd the total energy deposited in the tower (excluding the coarse hadronic layers) is 
available.. Triggers can be set to require a number of both EM and total towers above 
certainn thresholds in ET. An example is CEM(1,10)CJT(2,5)1 . This requires an EM 
towerr with ET > 10 GeV, and two total (jet) towers above 5 GeV. It should be noted 
thatt the EM and total towers are not exclusive, so the EM tower above 10 GeV will 
alsoo count as one of the total towers. 

Att L2, trigger decisions are also based on towers. L2 receives from LI all trigger 
towers,, both the EM ET and total Ej- LI also sends two seed masks (one for EM and 
onee for total), which have bits for every trigger tower. The EM bit in the seed mask 
iss set to 1 if the trigger tower has at least 1 GeV of EM ET. The total bit is set to 1 
iff the trigger tower has at least 2 GeV total ET. The L2 calorimeter algorithms will 
onlyy at tempt to find jets or electrons around trigger towers for which the seed bit is 
set.. Electromagnetic (EM) and jet objects are handled in different ways. 

Forr every EM seed tower, the neighbor with the largest EM ET deposit is found, 
outt of the 4 neighboring towers. The seed tower and its largest neighbor form the L2 
electron.. The total ET of the electron is the sum of the energy deposited in the EM 
layerss of the two towers. The EM fraction of the L2 electron is the sum of the EM 
£V'ss of the two trigger towers divided by the sum of the total ET  ̂ of the two trigger 
towers.. Trigger requirements can be placed on both the ET and the EM fraction of the 
L22 electrons. 

Forr total (jet) seed towers all energy deposited in the 3 x 3 or 5 x 5 tower region2 

aroundd the seed tower is added, and this is defined as a L2 jet. The ET of the L2 jet 
iss the sum of the total transverse energy deposited in these 9 or 25 towers. Trigger 

'Thee C in CEM and CJT indicates that this is a calorimeter trigger term. 
2Thee algorithm was changed during the period that the data used in this analysis was taken. 
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requirementss are set on the number and ET of the L2 jets. Because of the algorithm 
used,, all L2 electrons that pass a certain ET requirement will also pass as a L2 jet of 
thee same ET-

Bothh LI and L2 use a readout of the calorimeter based on towers ("trigger readout") 
whichh is separate from the cell based readout ("precision readout") which is used for 
L33 and offline reconstruction. 

Att L3, the full cell information of the calorimeter is available. Again, L3 electrons 
andd jets are treated differently. L3 electrons start out using a narrow cone (0.4) jet 
algorithmm (based on towers). This defines the electron cluster. In the next step, only 
cellss within a AR — y/Acft2 + Arf of 0.25 around the axis of this cluster are used to 
definee the electron object. Trigger requirements can be placed on the Ex (which is the 
summ over all layers), EM fraction and width of the energy deposit in each of the EM 
layers.. The width in EM layer I is defined as 

WlWl = ̂ MIM, (,3) 
withh i running over cells of the cluster in the /th EM layer, and Acft and A-q the distance 
(inn (ft and TJ) between the cell and the cluster axis. 

L33 jets are found by using a cone algorithm (based on towers) with a cone size of 
0.7.. No splitting and merging of jets is performed. Again, because of the algorithms 
used,, every electron above a certain ET threshold will also show up as a jet above that 
samee threshold. 

Muon n 

Att LI, the trigger looks for hit coincidences between different layers of the muon 
scintillatorss and drift chambers. A coincidence with hits consistent with a pp interaction 
inn the Luminosity Monitor can also be required. At L2, the drift chamber information 
iss combined with the scintillator hits to do a full reconstruction of the muon. The same 
thingg is basically done in the L3 trigger, only with higher precision. 

Forr this analysis, muon based triggers were only used to define samples (for trigger 
studies)) that are unbiased with respect to calorimeter triggers. 

6.3.22 Signal trigger 

Thee it events that we are interested in for this analysis have the following event signa
turee (see Section 8.1): one isolated electron and four or more jets. The signal trigger 
usedd to select these events relies solely on calorimeter information at all three levels 
off the trigger system. In designing this trigger, we have noted two important points: 
thee single electron trigger rate is very high and runs the risk of being prescaled at high 
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luminosityy running, and we want to maximize efficiency by avoiding an overly stringent 
selectionn on the electron. We also note that , since there are several jets in signal events, 
itt is efficient to require at least one jet. Therefore, at all three trigger levels, we select 
onee moderate px electron and one jet. 

Thee used trigger is called EM15.2JT15, and the requirements at each level of the 
triggerr are3: 

•• LI: 

-- one LI electron with ET > 10 GeV ( CEM(1,10) ) 

-- one LI jet with ET > 5 GeV ( CJT(1,5) ); 

•• L2: 

-- one L2 electron with ET > 10 GeV, EM fraction > 0.85 ( L2EM(0.85,10) ) 

-- one L2 jet with ET > 10 GeV; 

•• L3: 

-- one L3 electron with ET > 15 GeV, EM fraction > 0.90 and shower shape 
cutss of \\\ < 0.09, W2 < 0.08 and W:i < 0.05 ( L3Ele(SH,15) ) 

-- one L3 jet with ET > 15 GeV. 

6.3.33 Single object trigger efficiencies 

Triggerr efficiencies are measured from data. To obtain an event efficiency in this 
situationn for signal events, we measure the per-electron and per-jet efficiencies and fold 
themm into the signal simulation to measure a probability that an individual event would 
firefire the trigger. 

Wee measure efficiencies for single objects with respect to pT and rj  for each trigger 
term.. An independent control sample, unbiased with respect to the trigger under test 
("testt trigger"), is defined. In such an unbiased sample, offline objects are identified, 
yieldingg the unbiased reference sample with a certain pT- or ^-spectrum. The fraction 
off these events, for which the test trigger has fired, is a measure of the trigger efficiency 
withh respect to the offline object pT or rj. The resulting dependence of the efficiency 
versuss px is also termed 'turn-on curve'. 

3Itt has been noted that at all levels of the trigger, electrons above a certain pT threshold also show 
upp as a jet above that same threshold. We will not list those objects here. When one jet is required, 
wee mean one jet in addition to the electron. 
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EMM objects 

Thee electron trigger efficiencies are measured on events which were triggered by the 
muonn system and which have an offline reconstructed electron. All offline electron 
energiess are corrected with the EM energy corrections. 

Thee LI turn-on curve for CEM(l.lO) is shown in Figure 6.5(a). The trigger effi
ciencyy is not 50% at 10 GeV, indicating that the gain of the LI energy readout is low. 
Thee trigger reaches saturation at approximately twice the threshold. Figure 6.5(b) 
showss the efficiency as a function of detector4 r\ for electrons that have pT > 20 GeV. 
Theree is low statistics around \r] D\ = 1.3 because hardly any offline electrons are re
constructedd in this region. The EM layers don't have complete coverage in this ICD 
region,, resulting in very low efficiency for electrons to pass the offline EM fraction 
requirement. . 

(a) ) (b) ) 

Figuree 6.5: Efficiency for an electron to fire the CEM(1,10) trigger term, as a function 
ofof offline electron px (a) and detector n (b). 

Thee Level 2 electron efficiency for L2EM(0.85,10) is 100 % for electrons with an 
offlinee pT > 10 GeV that have already passed LI CEM(1,10). 

4Detcctorr /; (TJO) is the j]  calculated from the electron cluster position (see Chapter 7) and (0,0,0). 
Detectorr r\ is thus directly correlated with the position of the cluster in the calorimeter. This is 
differentt from the usual 77 (also called physics ;/), which is taken from the direction of the track that 
hass been associated with the electron. 
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Thee Level 3 electron efficiency for L3Ele(SH,15) is measured on the Mark&Pass 
eventss for the EM15J2JT15 trigger. These are events that passed the LI and L2 re
quirementss of the trigger, but where no trigger requirements were made at L3. Thus this 
efficiencyy is measured on objects that have passed the LI and L2 electron requirements, 
andd look like electrons offline. In Figure 6.6(a) its turn-on curve is shown, for events 
tha tt have already passed the LI & L2 requirements discussed above. Figure 6.6(b) 
showss its efficiency as a function of detector n for electrons that have pr > 20 GeV. 
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Figuree 6.6: Efficiency for an electron to fire the L3Ele(SH,15) trigger term, as a function 
ofof offline electron pT (a) and detector r\ (b). This is for electrons that have already 
passedpassed the LI and L2 electron requirements. 

Jett objects 

Thee Level 1 efficiency for jets to fire the CJT(1,5) term is shown in Figure 6.7 as a 
functionn of the reconstructed jet px and detector n. All offline jet energies and momenta 
aree corrected with the Jet Energy Scale, which is described in Chapter 7. There are 
dipss in the efficiency in the ICD region (around \r/D\ = 1.1) because the gain of the 
triggerr readout is too low in this region. The efficiency falls off rapidly for \nD\ > 2.4 
becausee the trigger readout was not instrumented in that region. 

Thee efficiency for a jet that has passed LI CJT(1,5) to fire the L2 jet trigger with 
aa threshold of 10 GeV is shown in Figure 6.8(a) as a function of the reconstructed jet 

PT-PT-
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Figuree 6.7: Efficiency for a jet to fire the CJT(1,5) trigger term, as a function of offline 
jetjet pr (a) and detector n (b). The plot as a function of detector r\ is for jets with an 
offlineoffline pr > 30 GcV. 

Thee Level 3 jet efficiency as a function of reconstructed jet pj is shown in Fig
uree 6.8(b) for a Level 3 jet threshold of 15 GeV. This is for jets that have already 
passedd LI CJT(1,5) and the L2 jet trigger at 10 GeV. 

Noo parameterization was used for the jet turn-on curves. The full r/ and pr depen
dentt trigger curve is folded with the simulated MC jets distribution in order to obtain 
thee jet part of the trigger efficiency for tt events. 

6 .3 .44 E M 1 5 2 J T 1 5 eff ic iency 

Forr the analysis, we require that the electron is in the Central Calorimeter (see Chap
terr 8). Thus in this section where the final trigger efficiency is derived, trigger turn-on 
curvess are used where the electron was required to be in the CC. 

Thee turn-on curves for the EM and the jet terms for the three levels of trigger 
combinedd can be observed in Figures 6.9(a) and 6.9(b) respectively. For the electrons, 
wee take only the pr dependence into account, because there is not enough statistics to 
usee the full r\ and pr dependence. It should be noted that the rj  dependence is rather 
flatflat in the region used (\r] D\ < 1.1). The parametrization used for the pr dependence 
iss shown in the figure. For the jets, we take the full r/ and pr dependence of the trigger 
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Figuree 6.8: The efficiency for a jet to fire the L2 (a) and L3 (b) jet trigger, as a function 

ofof offline jet pr-

efficiencyy into account, which is shown in Figure 6.105. To obtain the trigger efficiency 
forr the tt events, we assume that the trigger terms factorize: 

rEMM x [i no o 
jets s 

CjeU U (6.4) ) 

Whenn we fold the measured single object trigger efficiencies into the tt signal MC (using 
thee above equation), we find a total trigger efficiency of 92  1%. 

Thee assumption of factorization could break down in the case where a jet fires 
partt of the electron trigger. We studied the effect where the jet fires the L l xL2 EM 
requirement,, and the electron fires the L3 EM requirement. This could happen if the 
electronn goes through a LI trigger tower that is dead. By looking at the trigger turn-
onn curve for jets to fire the EM trigger (see Figure 6.11) it was shown that at most 
50%% of the electron L l xL2 inefficiency can be recovered by this scenario. Therefore 
wee will quote a 2% systematic uncertainty due to factorization. Thus the final trigger 
efficiencyy used is 92  1  2%. The number given is the efficiency corresponding to 
thosee events passing all selection criteria and cuts. 

°Inn this figure we can again see the low gain in the ICD region. 
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Figuree 6.9: The combined LlxL2xL3 trigger efficiency for electrons (a) and jets (b), 

asas a function of offline pr-

6.3.55 Other triggers 

Inn addition to the EM15-2JT15 trigger other triggers were used. Examples of these 
aree a single electron trigger, which was used in the analysis described in Chapter 8 
too estimate the bias on the number of jets in an event introduced by requiring a jet 
inn the trigger, and a two electron trigger used to define Z —> ee samples for electron 
identificationn studies described in Chapter 7. Other examples are the muon based 
triggers,, which were used to select unbiased samples for calorimeter trigger studies. 
Thee efficiency for these triggers was not derived, because the studies that they were 
usedd for do not depend on the trigger efficiency. 

6.44 Da ta processing 

Afterr having passed the L3 trigger, events are written to tape in the raw data format. 
Thesee events are later reconstructed on a dedicated farm of computers by the D 0 
reconstructionn program (dOreco). This program takes the raw data from the detector 
andd reconstructs physics objects (electrons, tracks, jets), writing out these objects into 
aa mini-DST, the so-called Thumbnail format. The next step is to select interesting 
eventss from this full set of events, based on simple requirements on the physics objects 
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Figuree 6.10: The combined LlxL2xL3 jet trigger efficiency as a function of offline pT 
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orr by requiring that the events passed a certain trigger. This process is called skimming. 
Thee skimmed samples (which are still in Thumbnail format) are now processed through 
aa program called top_analyze, which applies all the required energy corrections to the 
objectss (see the next chapter), applies most of the object identification criteria, and 
doess an even tighter selection of events. For the events selected in the top_analyze 
stage,, a root tuple is written out containing all the information about the physics 
objectss in the event. The final stage is a set of root macros that extracts the results 
fromm these root tuples. 

6.55 Signal and background simulation 

Apartt from the actual data events, we also need simulated events. These events are 
usedd for estimating acceptances and certain efficiencies. 

Wee simulated the tt signal and the W+jets background processes using ALPGEN 
1.11 [110] for calculating the matrix elements, and PYTHIA [13] to perform the parton 
showeringg and hadronization of the ALPGEN partons. PYTHIA was also used to 
generatee simulated Z —> ee events. The output of PYTHIA is then processed through 
dOgstarr {a GEANT simulation of the D0 detector). This step propagates the PYTHIA 
particless through a computer model of the detector, calculating how much energy the 
particless deposit in the material they traverse. 

Thee next step in the simulation, dOsim, models the response of active material in 
thee detector to these energy deposits. It also models the electronics that reads out 
thesee responses. In addition, it adds minimum bias events to the events. This models 
thee fact that during any bunch crossing, except for the hard collision, there might also 
bee one or more soft proton-antiproton collisions. The number of added minimum bias 
eventss is taken from a Poisson distribution with a mean of 0.8 events, which corresponds 
too the rate expected for the luminosity at which the data used for the analysis in this 
thesiss was taken. Finally, dOsim writes out a raw data format that is equivalent to the 
raww data format that comes from the detector. These simulated events can thus now 
bee processed exactly the same as real data events. 

Simulatedd events that are produced in this way are called Monte Carlo (MC) events. 
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Chapterr 7 

Objectt identification 

Inn this chapter we will discuss how the different physics objects used in this analysis 
(electrons,, jets and neutrinos) are identified in the detector. 

7.11 Electrons 

7.1.11 Electron reconstruction and variables 

Electronss are reconstructed from information from the calorimeter and tracking sub-
detectors.. This typically proceeds in two stages; a cluster is formed in the calorimeter, 
andd subsequently confirmation is sought from the tracker. 

Calorimeterr reconstruction 

Att the reconstruction stage, an EM cluster is defined as a set of towers in a cone 
off radius R — \JArf + A(p2 — 0.4 which have a minimum transverse energy of 1.5 
GeV.. Among all reconstructed clusters, genuine EM showers produced by electrons 
orr photons are expected to have a large EM fraction / R M = EE\i/Etot, where EEw is 
thee cluster energy in the EM section of the calorimeter and Etot is its total energy 
withinn the cone (the EM fraction of a cluster can be greater than one because of 
thee noise subtraction used on the calorimeter cells). In addition, genuine EM showers 
shouldd have a longitudinal and lateral development compatible with that of an electron. 
Eachh cluster is attributed a \cai (a^so called 'H matrix') based on the comparison of 
thee energy deposited in each layer of the EM calorimeter with average distributions 
obtainedd from Monte Carlo simulation1. 

'Thee variables used in the calculation of \2Cal are: energy fractions in EMI, EM2, EM3 and EM4, 
twoo cluster sizes in EM3 (one in the Q direction, and the other in the direction perpendicular to 0 in 
thee EM3 plane), 1 0 l og£ , and z%.ertcx(e)/zw, where ~u, = 28 cm is the z width of the vertex distribution. 

file:///JArf
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Electronn candidates are selected by requiring that 

/ E MM > 0.9 and x
2
Cal < 20 (8 d.o.f.) . (7.1) 

Wee additionally require that the cluster is isolated: 

,, _Etot(R<0A)-EEM(R< 0.2) ^ A i . 
; i s o "" EEil(R< 0.2) < U 1 ° ' ( 7 l 2 ) 

Centra ll track confirmation 

Thee electron reconstruction in the calorimeter suppresses a large portion of the QCD 
backgroundd contamination. However, due to the overwhelming nature of this back
ground,, the additional rejection of a matching central track has typically been required. 
Thiss also rejects photons, in which we are not interested for this analysis. 

Forr each EM cluster candidate and each available track, a x2- defined as 

22 (^^\ f^z\ ( ET/PT — ^ 

**"-*"* == W+ [T.) + \-^r)  (7-3) 
iss computed. In these expressions: 

•• 5if (resp. 5z) denotes the difference between ip (resp. z) of the track impact at 
thee third EM layer and (f (resp. z) of the center of gravity of the cluster position 
measuredd therein; 

•• ET/PT is the ratio of the measured transverse energy of the cluster to the mea
suredd pr of the track; 

o,j,o,j, az and aE/p are the root-mean-square (RMS) of the experimental distributions 
off the three associated quantities (ö<p, 5z and ET/pT — 1). 

AA cluster is matched when the condition Prob(x'EM t̂Tack, Ndof) > 1% is met by at 

leastt one track. If more than one track meets this condition, the one with the highest 

Prob{xProb{xEMEM-track>-track>NNdof)dof) is selected. 

Likel ihoodd confirmation 

Thee confirmation of an electron through the presence of a central track is a power
full technique. However, in seeking to reduce the background further one may take 
advantagee of further pieces of available information. 

Forr this analysis, we will replace the step of track confirmation with a likelihood-
basedd confirmation which has the advantage of taking into account more pieces of 
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information,, and which provides characterization of both the background and the signal 
shapes. . 

Further,, we will extract the discrimination in the ET/PT variable directly as part of 
thee likelihood, rather than including it in the EM-track match x2 quantity. This frees 
uss from assuming that the distribution is Gaussian, and allows us to take advantage of 
ourr knowledge of the shape of the background as well. Thus, the likelihood will include 
sixx quantities: 

•• \og(Prob{x2spatial)), where 

* -- = (£)'+(£)' : CM, 
•• ET/PT, described above; 

•• H matrix or xhah described above; 

•• EM fraction, or /EM, described above; 

•• Distance of Closest Approach (DCA) measures the shortest distance of the se
lectedd track to the line parallel to the z axis which passes through the primary 
vertexx position; 

•• Track isolation (AR2) measures the distance in R to the track second closest to 
thee EM cluster, with the assumption that the closest track is likely to be due to 
thee passage of the electron. 

7.1.22 Sources of background 

Ass discussed in [111], the predominant sources of background to reconstructed elec
tronss are 7r° showers with an overlapping track from a charged particle and photons 
convertingg to e+e~ pairs. Without a measurement of the energy loss, dE/dx, it is 
difficultt to separate these two components of the background2. 

Inn terms of the variables defined above, photon conversions may be marked by 
thee presence of a second track extremely close to the EM cluster, and a large ET/pT; 
theirr calorimeter quantities, however, would be nearly identical to that of an electron. 
Asymmetricc conversions would give a nearly irreducible background as the second 
electronn may be very soft. 

22 It should be possible to study the behavior of both components separately by looking at Monte 
Carloo events. In practice, this is hard due to the very small probability of having a fake electron in 
ann event. 
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Neutrall pions may also have nearby tracks, as they are produced in association with 
otherr charged hadrons; if the track and the EM cluster arise from separate objects then 
theirr ET/pT would not tend to be ono and their track matching would be poor. Their 
XcaiXcai and /uu may be worse due to the surrounding hadrons. 

7.1.33 Likelihood formulation 

Wee begin with an empirical description of typical distributions 

P(x\sig),P(x\bkg) P(x\sig),P(x\bkg) 

inn a vector of variables x for signal and background objects, respectively. Assuming 
flatt prior distributions, we can describe 

PsPs!y!y(x).P(x).Pbkgbkg(T)(T) . 

Wee further make the simplifying assumption that P is uncorrected in x (see Figure1 7.1) 
soo that 

P(x)P(x) = Y[P{xi). 

Too select between objects that are likely to be signal and those that are likely to be 
background,, we form a simple discriminant: 

D(x)D(x) Pst9iJ) 

PPS1S1g{*)g{*)  + Pbkyi*) 

7.17.1 A Likelihood performance 

Datase tt definitions 

Wee construct two typical samples, one enriched in electrons and the other in back
ground.. We do this for both the central ( | ^ | < 1.1) and endcap (1.5 < \i] D\ < 2.5) 
calorimeterss and treat these separately. The region in between (1.1 < |r//;| < 1.5) is 
nott used, because the coverage of the EM layers is incomplete there, resulting in very 
feww electron candidates in this region. 

Thee electron sample is selected from Z -» ee events, requiring: 

•• 2 EM clusters, each with: 

PrPr > 20 GeV, 

XX
22caicai < 2 0 , / E M > 0 . 9 , / i s o < 0 . 1 5 ; -- v? 
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Figuree 7.1: Correlations between selected variables used in the construction of the 
likelihood,likelihood, for the central calorimeter signal (left) and background sample (right). Dis-
tributionstributions are shown only for those electrons which have a track candidate (as defined 
inin the text). 
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Sample e 

Signal l 

Background d 

CC C 

77% % 

6% % 

EC C 

63% % 

15% % 

Tablee 7.1: Efficiency to have an associated track candidate for signal and background 
samples,samples, in the central and endcap calorimeters. Because these are rough indications 
thatthat should be recalculated in the actual sample used, no errors are given. 

•• 80 < Minv(e,e) < 100 GeV. 

Thee background sample is selected from EM+jet events, which are dominated by QCD 
di-jett and 7+jet events by requiring: 

•• Exactly 1 EM cluster, with: 

-- pT > 20 GeV, 

-- Xc«i<20,/EM>0.9,/ i 8O<0.15; 

•• $T < 15 GeV, $T is defined in Section 7.3; 

•• Exactly 1 jet, with pT > 15 GeV; 

•• AR{e,jet) > 2.5 . 

InIn both samples, we require that the EM object be associated with a track candidate. 
Thiss association is made to the track with the largest Prob(x2

EM_track,Ndo}) which 
satisfiess an initial selection3: 

\&4>EM,track\\&4>EM,track\ < 0.05, |&nEM,track \ < 0.05 . (7.5) 

Thee efficiency to be associated with a track candidate is given in Figure 7.2 for both 
thee central region and the endcap calorimeters, and summarized in Table 7.1. After 
thiss requirement each of the samples (signal/background, CC/EC) has between 500 
andd 3000 EM clusters. 

Centrall Calorimeter 

Inn the central calorimeter, we restrict the EM clusters to \nD\ < 1.1. Distributions of 
thee six variables are given in Figure 7.3 for both signal and background samples. These 
distributionss are used to construct the individual probabilities P(x;) with which the 
jointt probability P(x) and the discriminant D(x) are built. Each of the variables shows 
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Figuree 7.2: The top left and top right plots show all electron candidates and those for 
whichwhich an associated track is found, for signal and background samples respectively, as 
aa function of detector n. The bottom plot shows the corresponding track association 
efficiencies. efficiencies. 
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Figuree 7.3: Distributions of variables used in the likelihood for central calorimeter 
signalsignal and backgrounds samples, as defined in the text. Distributions arc shown only 
forfor EM objects which have a track candidate. 
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Figuree 7.4: Distribution of the discriminant D{x) for central calorimeter signal and 
backgroundbackground samples, as defined in the text. The discriminant includes the information 
ofof all variables. 

somee discrimination between the two samples. The distribution of the discriminant 
D{x)D{x) built of all variables is shown in Figure 7.4 for both signal and background 
samples. . 

Byy varying the cut on the discriminant, both the signal and background efficiency 
change,, giving curves in the signal/background efficiency plane. These curves are 

'Thee typical resolutions for &(j>EM,track and &T)EM,track for r e a ' electrons are 0.008 and 0.007 
respectively. . 
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Threshold d Signall Eff. Backgroundd Eff. 

Centrall Calorimeter 

D>D>  0.15 

DD > 0.40 

97% % 

84% % 

50% % 

25% % 

Endcapp Calorimeter 

DD > 0.06 

DD > 0.40 

96% % 

88% % 

20% % 

10% % 

Tablee 7.2: Sample selection points and their efficiencies, assuming an associated track. 
BecauseBecause these are rough indications that should be recalculated in the actual sample 
used,used, no errors are given. 

shownn in Figure 7.5 for discriminants using different combinations of variables. A 
simplee likelihood which contains only the information regarding the spatial matching 
andd the ET/pT performs just as well as the track matching based on the X%M-track 

quantity,, with a small improvement in performance at very high efficiencies. Using 
thee full information available in the six variables, we achieve a marked improvement in 
backgroundd rejection at a given electron efficiency. Note that the signal and background 
efficienciess assume an associated track, the efficiency for which is given in Table 7.1. 

Wee compare the performance of the likelihood to that of cutting on the variables 
directlyy by performing a random grid search over cuts on the six likelihood variables. 
Figuree 7.6 shows that the likelihood provides superior performance. 

Wee investigate the discriminating power of each individual variable by comparing 
thee discrimination achieved by the full likelihood to that achieved by the likelihood 
constructedd without that variable. Figure 7.7 shows that each variable, with the ex
ceptionn of xlpatiaii contributes unique discrimination. That x%auai doesn't contribute 
iss surprising, because Figure 7.3 shows some discrimination for this variable. This 
cann probably be explained by the fact that other variables (DCA and ET/PT) contain 
informationn about the quality of the track match. 

Exampless of selection points for the likelihood discriminant and resulting signal and 
backgroundd efficiencies are given in Table 7.2. 

Endcapp Calorimeter 

Inn the case of the endcap calorimeters, we restrict ourselves to the region 1.5 < \T]D\ < 

2.5.. Figures 7.8 and 7.9 show the variables and the signal and background efficiencies. 
Notee that the signal and background efficiencies assume a candidate track, the efficiency 
forr which is detailed in Table 7.1. See Table 7.2 for examples of selection points. 
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Figuree 7.5: Signal and background efficiencies in the central calorimeter for likelihoods 
usingusing different combinations of variables (Cal means that the calorimeter variables 
/EMM &nd Xcai a r e included in the likelihood). The curves are produced by varying 
thethe thresholds of the discriminants. Note that the signal and background efficiencies 
assumeassume a candidate track, the efficiency for which is detailed in Table 7.1. 
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Figuree 7.6: A comparison of the performance of the track matching, the likelihood and 
aa grid search in the central calorimeter over the six likelihood variables. 

7.1.55 Likelihood topological dependence 

Thee construction of the likelihood and its efficiency measurements have been conducted 
onn electrons from the decay of the Z. This likelihood discriminant has potential ap
plicationn to other analyses, in which the topology of the event may be very different. 
Wee examine the topological dependence of the signal efficiency at a fixed discriminant 
threshold.. Figure 7.10 shows that the efficiency is fairly stable as a function of jet 
multiplicity,, track multiplicity and electron pT and nD. 

7.1.66 Calorimeter reconstruction efficiency 

Thee efficiency for finding an EM cluster for an electron in the central calorimeter (the 
reconstructionn efficiency) is measured in data. This is done because the Monte Carlo 
descriptionn of energy deposits in the cracks between the CC calorimeter modules is 
knownn to be unreliable. 

Wee measure this reconstruction efficiency by selecting a Z ^ p e sample, where one 
off the electrons (the tag side) is required to be found as an electron with a track match, 
andd for the other electron (the probe side) we just require that we find a track. We 
thenn find the reconstruction efficiency by counting in how many events the track can 
bee matched (in <ƒ>) to an EM cluster. The background to the Z events is taken into 
accountt by comparing like-sign and unlike-sign electron pairs. Further cleanup of the 
backgroundd is achieved by number of hits requirements on the tracks, and a significance 
cutt on the S- (and thus the charge) measurement. 
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Figuree 7.7: Signal and background efficiencies in the central calorimeter for varying 

thresholdsthresholds of the discriminants, where information from an individual parameter is 

removedremoved in order to probe its individual discrimination power. Note that the signal 

andand background efficiencies assume a candidate track, the efficiency for which is detailed 

inin Table 7.1. 
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Figuree 7.9: Signal and background efficiencies in the endcap calorimeter for likeli-
hoodshoods using different combinations of variables. The curves are produced by varying 
thethe thresholds of the discriminants. Note that the signal and background efficiencies 
assumeassume a candidate track, the efficiency for which is detailed in Table 7.1. 
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Figuree 7.10: The dependence of the signal efficiency in the central calorimeter on a 
numbernumber of topological variables, given a fixed cut on the discriminant. 
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Figuree 7.11: (a) Invariant mass of EM-track pairs, for both like-sign and unlike-sign 

pairs,pairs, (b) The reconstruction efficiency as a function of the modulo of 0(track), see 

mainmain text for explanation. 

Figuree 7.11(a) shows the invariant mass for both the like-sign and unlike-sign EM-
trackk pairs. It clearly shows the wide Z peak (because of low pT resolution for high pr 
tracks)) and the low amount of background. 

Usingg a narrow mass band for the Z (80 — 100 GeV), we find a reconstruction 
efficiencyy of 95.5  0.7% for the CC. For comparison, the MC gives a reconstruction 
efficiencyy of 98.8  0.3%. The measured reconstruction efficiency does not depend on 
thee 2 position of the electron in the calorimeter (and thus not on rj). In the CC, there 
aree small cracks in the 4> direction between the calorimeter modules. The effect of 
thesee can be seen in Figure 7.11(b), where we plotted the efficiency as a function of 
(0(track)) + 0.1) mod TT/16, which basically means that all 32 <j>  modules are overlaid, 
andd the crack should show up at 0 = 0.1. No background subtraction was used for this 
plot. . 

Becausee there is a slight dependence of the measured reconstruction efficiency on 
thee mass band used, we assign a 2% systematic uncertainty to the measured number. 
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Figuree 7.12: Invariant mass of EM pairs, without and with calorimeter cluster selec-
tiontion cuts on the probe electron. For both distributions the tag electron has passed 
calorimetercalorimeter selection and likelihood cuts. 

7.1.77 Electron selection efficiency 

Thee electron selection efficiencies are computed using electrons in the Z —• ee sample. 
Onee of the electrons is used for tagging purposes, and the other (probe electron) is 
usedd to evaluate the efficiency. The tag electron is required to pass calorimeter cluster 
selectionn and likelihood cuts, so that the sample has little background. The cut under 
studyy is then applied to the probe electron. The number of probe electrons that 
survivee this cut gives (after background subtraction) the efficiency for this cut for real 
electrons.. As the systematic uncertainty on this number we take the difference between 
threee methods of estimating the background in the Z —> ee sample, one using sidebands 
andd the others using linear and exponential fits. We use this method to measure both 
thee cluster selection and the likelihood efficiency. 

Too give an indication of the statistics available in the Z sample, in Figure 7.12 we 
showw the EM pair invariant mass for all events (which pass the requirements on the 
tagg electron) and those events where the probe passes the calorimeter cluster selection. 

Calor imeterr cluster se lect ion 

Thee fraction of electrons satisfying the calorimeter cluster selection cuts (xcai < 
20,, / E M > 0.9, / i s o < 0.15) is 

e IDD = (87.7  0.7 stat  1.1 syst) % (7.6) 

-11 ! without 
with h 

J l jj ! iJ I hi 
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>== 0 jets 

>== 1 jets 

>== 2 jets 

CC C 

82.11 8 stat 1 syst 

79.22  1.8 stat  1.0 syst 

73.88 3 stat  6.0 syst 

EC C 

82.99  1.2 stat  0.6 syst 

81.77 2 stat  2.0 syst 

91.99 5 stat  8.7 syst 

Tablee 7.3: The efficiency (in %) for electrons that have an associated track to pass the 

discriminantdiscriminant cut. 

inn the CC and 

eeww = (97.2  0.5 stat  1.3 syst) % (7.7) 

inn the EC. 

Likelihood d 

Thee likelihood requirement consists of two parts, the first is the requirement that 
thee EM candidate is associated with a track, and the second part is the likelihood 
discriminant44 cut itself. The efficiency for an electron to pass both requirements is 

eLHH = (72.2  0.8 stat  0.9 syst) % (7.8) 

inn the CC and 

eLHH = (53.2  1.3 stat  0.2 syst) % (7.9) 

inn the EC5 . We are also interested in the efficiency for just the likelihood discriminant 
cut,, because in the next chapter we will define a sample of loose electrons as those that 
passs the calorimeter cluster selection criteria and have a track associated with them, 
andd a sample of tight electrons as the ones that also pass the discriminant cut. We 
needd to know the efficiency for electrons to go from loose to tight, which basically is 
thee efficiency for electrons (that have a track associated) to pass the discriminant cut. 
Thiss efficiency is shown in Table 7.3. There is no significant dependence on the number 
off jets, which was already shown in Figure 7.10. 

4Wee have chosen a cut of D > 0.4. This point was chosen such that the efficiency of the likelihood 
iss the same as that of the central track confirmation, which was used in a previous version of this 
analysis. . 

5Thee efficiencies found here are slightly lower than the ones given in Tables 7.1 and 7.2. This is 
becausee those efficiencies were derived on the sample that the likelihood was trained on, where the 
efficienciess given here are derived from the full data sample. 
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7.1.88 Electron energy corrections 

Thee energy lost by electrons in the material in front of the calorimeter (solenoid and 
preshower)) has been studied using a detailed simulation. It is parameterized as a 
functionn of 77 and electron energy. This parameterization is used to correct the data. 

Energyy corrections for the energy lost in the (f> cracks between the CC modules are 
alsoo applied. 

7.22 Jets 

7.2.11 Jet reconstruction 

Jetss are reconstructed at DC) using the improved legacy cone algorithm [112] designed 
followingg the recommendation of the Run2 QCD workshop. 

Inn the first step of this algorithm, energy deposits are segmented in towers of 0.1 x().l 
inn // x (p. If the transverse energy of a tower is above 0.5 GeY. it is used as a seed for 
thee precluster stage, in which preclusters are formed with a cone size of RpTf.,iustfr — 
y/Arfy/Arf22 + A<f>2 = 0.3. 

Inn the next step, all preclusters with ET > 1 GeV in a cone of size R are combined 
too give the starting points of the final jets. The direction of these starting' points is 
givenn by the ET weighted average of the r) and 0 of the preclusters. 

Next,, the energy deposited within a cone of size R around these starting points is 
accumulated,, and the new (TJ, 0) direction is calculated by Er weighted average of the 
energyy deposits. This step is repeated until the direction of the jets is stable. 

Iff two of these stable jets are separated by more than R but less than 2R. a new 
jett axis is defined at the midpoint of the two jets, which is then used as a precluster 
too try and reconstruct a jet around. 

Finally,, if two jets share more energy than half the energy of the lowest energy jet. 
theyy are merged. If less energy is shared, each of the shared clusters is assigned to the 
closestt jet. 

Forr the cross section measurement in this thesis, a cone size of R — 0.5 is chosen. 

Oncee jets are clustered with the cone algorithm, further quality selection cuts are 
appliedd to each jet. These criteria are aimed at, removing fake jets: 

•• To remove isolated electromagnetic particles a cut on the fraction of energy de
positedd in the electromagnetic section of the calorimeter ( /EM) is applied at 
0.055 < / E M < 0.95. 

•• To remove jets which predominantly deposit their energy in the coarse hadronic 
sectionn of the calorimeter, a cut on the fraction of the jet energy deposited therein 
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(CHF)(CHF) is applied at CHF < 0.4. This cut is essentially aimed at removing those 
jetss which cluster around noise in the coarse hadronic section. 

•• To remove jets clustered from hot cells, a cut on the ratio of the highest to the 
next-to-highestt transverse energy cell in the jet (HotF) is applied at HotF < 10. 

•• To remove jets clustered from a single hot tower, the number of towers containing 
90%% of the jet energy (n90) is required to be greater than one. 

7.2.22 Jet Energy Scale and resolution 

Becausee of non-linearities, dead material, noise and showering effects, the measured 
energyy in a jet cone is not equal to the original particle level energy. Since the Monte 
Carloo simulation may not model these effects accurately, the scale of jets in data and 
inn Monte Carlo can be different. The jet energy scale corrections attempt to correct 
thee measured energy of jets back to the energy of the particles in the jets before their 
interactionn with the detector6. 

Jett energies are corrected using: 

FF , — f) 
T-,T-, '-'measured yy 

^corrected^corrected Try Q • 

Here,, 1Z is the calorimeter response to a jet; it is determined using transverse 
energyy balance in photon+jet events. O is the energy offset due to the underlying 
event,, energy pile-up, multiple interactions, electronic noise, and uranium noise from 
thee uranium absorber. O is determined by energy densities in minimum bias events. 
SS is the fraction of shower leakage outside the jet cone of R = 0.5 in the calorimeter. 
Thiss is determined by measuring the energy profile of jets in photon+jet events. In 
thee analysis in this thesis we use the JetCorr v4.2 [114] package which incorporates 
alll three components of the jet energy scale. It provides corrections for data as well 
ass MC. Statistical and systematic errors are also provided so that we may investigate 
theirr effect on our overall signal and background efficiencies. 

Thee energy resolution of jets in data and Monte Carlo is significantly different. This 
cann be seen in [115], which gives the measured data and Monte Carlo jet resolutions 
forr different // ranges. To correct for this, we smear the Monte Carlo jets such that 
thee resolution after smearing is the same as the resolution measured in data. As an 
example,, the additional energy smearing needed for a Monte Carlo jet with a pT of 50 
GeVV at >i  = 0 is about 8%. 

66 A detailed description of the method applied to data from the 1992-1995 run of the DO experiment 
rann be found in [113]. 
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7.2.33 Rejection of noise jets 

Despitee the numerous quality requirements applied to avoid clustering jets on noise in 
thee calorimeter, a large number of jets are selected seemingly due to noise. These noise 
jetss originate from low energy but high occupancy noise in well confined regions of the 
calorimeter. . 

Ass these jets have their energy more or less evenly spread throughout all their 
towers,, n90 could be used to discriminate them against good jets. But in the case of 
veryy wide jets, for example with soft gluon radiation in the final state, n90 could be 
veryy large as well. To avoid rejecting these jets, a more suitable discriminating variable 
wouldd thus be ƒ90 which is the ratio of n90 and the number of towers that form the 
jet--

Itt was found, however, that n90 (and thus ƒ90) are calculated incorrectly for merged 
jetss in the version of the reconstruction code used in this analysis7. But, doing a LI 
calorimeterr comparison8 helped to demonstrate that many of the high ƒ90 jets in actual 
da taa are fake. Further, it was determined that the number of fakes increases as one 
goess to lower pT or higher coarse hadronic fraction within the high ƒ90 population of 
jets.. Conversely, low CHF jets regardless of ƒ90 value appear to be good jets. This 
studyy is described in more detail in [116]. 

AA two-dimensional selection in two pr bins was determined to effectively reject the 
observedd fake background. We reject all jets that do not satisfy: 

•• if jet pT < 25 GeV: ƒ90 < 0.7 - 0.5 x CHF or CHF < 0.025: 

•• if jet pr > 25 GeV: ƒ90 < 0.8 - 0.5 x CHF or CHF < 0.05. 

7.2.44 Efficiency of noise rejection cuts 

Becausee of our aggressive at tempts to suppress noise problems in the calorimeter with 
thee cuts of Section 7.2.3, we must estimate what efficiency these cuts have for real jets. 
Ass already pointed out, the ƒ90 variable, which is used to qualify jets, is not calculated 
correctlyy for merged jets in the version of the reconstruction code used in this analysis. 

77 Although it is possible to recalculate n90 for each jet, this would be cumbersome because it 
requiress redoing the full analysis. It was thus decided to use the incorrect n90 variable, making sure 
itt is used consistently. 

"Thee energy in the jet is compared with the energy that the trigger readout finds in the jet cone. 
Thee trigger readout is separate from the precision readout and does not suffer from the same problems 
whichh have been observed to produce noise jets. It can therefore be used to identify if the jet is real 
orr fake. Since the gain of the trigger readout is low in the ICD region, the efficiency for identifying 
jetss using this method is low in this region of the detector. But, in other detector regions it can be 
usedd to define pure samples of real and fake jets, which in turn can be used to study fake jet rejection 
cuts. . 
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data a 

MC C 

all l 

96.6% % 

97.2% % 

CC C 

95.7% % 

96.5% % 

EC C 

97.7% % 

97.8% % 

Tablee 7.4: Noise rejection cut efficiency for jets in photon-hjet sample in data and MC. 

Butt as both the sample on which this efficiency is measured, and the final data sample 
havee this incorrect ƒ90 variable, the final efficiency will be calculated correctly. 

Wee study the efficiency of the noise rejection cuts in a photon+jet sample. The 
selectionn criteria are: 

•• a photon candidate (pr > 15 GeV, Xcai <  20> f EM > 0.9, f\so < 0.15); 

•• a jet with A(j>(-f,jet) > 3.0, \n\ < 2.5, pr > 15 GeV and (in data) a matched L2 

jett (Er > 3 GeV); 

•• $T< 10 GeV, $T is defined in Section 7.3. 

Thesee criteria, including the A</> and L2 requirements, are chosen to minimize the 
presencee of fake jets in this sample. We then measure the efficiency by applying the 
noisee rejection cuts to the jet and measuring what fraction of the jets survives. The 
resultss are given in Table 7.4, and are shown as a function of pr and 77 in Figure 7.13. 
AA similar behavior is observed in both data and Monte Carlo. 

7.2.55 Jet/EM separation 

EMM clusters with a p r of 8 GeV or higher are also reconstructed as jets. If the EM 
clusterr is a real electron or photon, we do not want to use this jet, because it is just 
aa reclustering of the energy in the calorimeter that belongs to the electron. Thus we 
dropp all jets which are within AR of 0.5 of an electron candidate9 with pr > 15 GeV. 

7.33 Missing transverse energy $T 

Evenn with a perfect detector, there will not be energy balance in the plane transverse 
too the beam if there are neutrinos produced in the event. This is because the neutrinos 
aree not observed by the detector. Thus, the presence of a neutrino in the final state 
cann be detected from the energy imbalance of an event in the transverse plane. In a 
reall detector, also the finite detector resolution contributes to this imbalance. 

9Ann EM cluster that satisfies \cai < 2 0 ' /EM > 0.9, /iso < 0.15. 
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Figuree 7.13: Efficiency for real jets to survive the noise rejection cuts in data (filled 
circles)circles) and MC (filled and unfilled triangles) as a function of jet pT (a) and n (b). The 
unfilledunfilled triangles are a MC sample of jets with pT < 40 GeV, while the Riled triangles 
areare a sample of jets with pT > 40 GeV. 

Thiss energy imbalance is calculated by taking the vector sum of the transverse 
energiess of all cells (with transverse energy in excess of 100 MeV) in all layers of the 
calorimeterr except for those in the coarse hadronic layer which are treated separately 
duee to their high level of noise. The only cells of the coarse hadronic layer which are 
accountedd for in the aforementioned sum are those clustered within good jets. The 
vectorr opposite to this vector is the raw missing transverse energy vector. 

Thee calorimeter response to electromagnetic particles, such as photons and elec
trons,, is different from that to jets. In events with both electromagnetic objects and 
jets,, this imbalance translates into missing transverse energy. The response of the 
calorimeterr to jets (JES), which has already been used to correct the jets, can also be 
usedd to correct the missing transverse energy. In order to do so, the JES correction 
(limitedd to the response part of such correction) for all good jets is subtracted from 
thee $T vector. 

AA similar correction to the fT is made for the electron energy corrections, which 
weree discussed in Section 7.1.8. This is done by subtracting the corrected transverse 
momentumm of the electrons from the $T vector, where the $T has now been calculated 
withoutt taking the calorimeter cells in account that were used to form the electron 
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clusters.. The resulting quantity is the calorimeter missing transverse energy. 
Ass a muon is a minimum ionizing particle, it will deposit only a small amount of 

energyy in the calorimeter. Its presence can thus also fake missing transverse energy in 
thee calorimeter. The momentum of all muons present in the event is subtracted from 
thee missing transverse energy vector after deduction of the expected energy deposition 
byy the muon in the calorimeter (which are derived from Monte Carlo simulation). This 
givess the final missing transverse energy $T. 
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Chapterr 8 

Topp pair cross section analysis 

8.11 Introduction 
Wee will now turn our attention to measuring the tt cross section. The data used for this 
measurementt was taken between August 22, 2002 and June 24, 2003. The integrated 
luminosityy of the data sample used is 92 pb_1 . This is after all runs and luminosity 
blocks11 with known problems have been removed. 

Thee measurement described in this thesis will be in the channel where one of the 
W'sW's (coming from the top) decays to an electron and a neutrino, and the other decays 
too hadrons (the so-called electron+jets channel). This means that we are looking for 
thee following event signature: 

•• isolated electron (from the W decay); 

•• missing transverse momentum $T (evidence for the unseen neutrino); 

•• four or more jets. 

Thee two main backgrounds are W+jets production (where the W decays to an 
electronn and a neutrino) and QCD multi-jet events with a misidentified electron and 
mismeasuredd $T- Other possible backgrounds are VF+jets events where the W decays 
firstt to a tau which subsequently decays to an electron, and Z+jets events. The Z 
cann decay to electrons and if one of the electrons is either missed or not identified as 
ann electron candidate, this can have the correct event signature. If the Z decays to 
taus,, and one of the taus decays hadronically and the other to an electron and two 
neutrinos,, this can also mimic the event signature. In Appendix C we show that these 
backgroundss do not need to be treated separately, because either they are so small that 

11AA luminosity block is the smallest part of a run (about one minute long) for which the luminosity 
cann be calculated. 
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theyy can be ignored, or they are treated correctly by lumping them together with the 
mainn TT+jets background. 

Thee analysis of this particular decay channel of it is performed in two steps. The 
firstt step consists of defining a data sample enriched in IF+jets and top events, within 
whichh the absolute normalization of backgrounds from both TT'+jets and QCD multi-
jett events is evaluated. In a second step, further kinematic cuts (based on the topology 
off the events) are applied to reach the final selection. In order to be able to combine 
thee result of this topological approach with results from an independent analysis using 
aa soft rnuori b-tagging approach, a soft muon tag veto is applied in the analysis to avoid 
overlap. . 

Inn the current analysis, we look only at events where the electron ends up in the 
Centrall Calorimeter (CC). The reason for this will become clear in Section 8.3. 

8.22 The W+jets selections 

Wee start with a rather loose preselection of W and top events. The basic requirements 
forr these samples are an electron candidate (pT > 20 GeV, with an associated track) 
andd $T. In addition we require one or more jets. This way, we define four loose samples 
basedd on the inclusive jet multiplicity (up to four) of the event. The one jet sample has 
onee or more jets, the two jet sample has two or more jets, etc. A list of all the selection 
cutss used to define these loose samples is given in Table 8.1. A detailed explanation 
forr each of these cuts can be found in Section 8.7. For each of these loose samples, we 
definee a corresponding tight sample by the additional requirement that the electron in 
thee event passes the likelihood cut. These tight samples are thus subsets of the loose 
samples. . 

8.33 QCD background 

Wee will now estimate the QCD background in the four tight samples. This is done 
usingg the properties of the electron candidate in the event. The W+jets and tt events 
havee real isolated electrons, while the electron candidate in QCD events are either 
non-isolatedd or fake (a 7r° shower with an overlapping track from a charged particle or 
aa photon converting to a e+e~ pair). For ease of notation, we will use "W+it events" 
whenn we mean the sum of the W+jets and it events (and thus JVw+ t t = Nw + Ntl). 

Wee write the number of events in the loose sample (Nioose) as the sum of the number 
off W+it and QCD events: 

NNlooseloose = Nw+*  + NOC] (8.1) ) 
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LooseLoose selection criteria 

E\II partiele, pT > 20 GeV, \r}D\ < 1-1 

electronn passes calorimeter cluster selection 

electronn has an associated track 

softt muon tag veto 

secondd electron veto 

##TT > 20 GeV 

A<f>($A<f>($ TT,e),e) > 0 . 5 

Primaryy vertex with > 3 tracks and \z\ < 60 cm 

NNjetsjets > 1,2,3,4 (with pT > 15 GeV, \n\ < 2.5) 

TightTight selection criteria 

loosee criteria + electron passes likelihood 

Tablee 8.1: Loose and tight selection criteria. 

Thiss is of course also true for the tight sample, but the contributions from W+ti and 
QCDD are reduced by the additional requirement of the likelihood cut. But. we expect 
thee amount of reduction to depend on the type of electron candidate, and thus to be 
differentt for W+ti and QCD. These reductions are actually the efficiencies for electron 
candidatess in the W+ti and QCD samples to pass the likelihood requirement. The 
numberr of events in the tight sample (Xtight) can thus be written as: 

VV — - v W + t t , _ 
^tight^tight — ~sig  ̂ + -QCD 

__ A/W+tt , \rQCD 
——  ̂ tight '  ̂ tight " 

y Q C D D (8.2) ) 

Iff these efficiencies (£sig and £QCD) were known, we could solve these two equations 
forr jVw+" and <VQCD, and thus get a prediction for the W+ti and QCD events in the 
tightt sample: 

A/VVV + tt 
xx tight 

A' ' tighttight — ^QC Unloose 

Z.sigZ.sig ~~ £QCD 
and d iV'tightt - -QCD 

£sig1*loosee 1*t tight tight 

-QCD -QCD 
(8.3) ) 

Thiss clearly only works if £si(J and EQCD are sufficiently different from each other. 
Wee expect Esig to be much higher than SQCD* because the likelihood was trained to 
distinguishh real from fake electrons. We will now show that these efficiencies can be 
derivedd from data, and that we can therefore use this method to extract the number 
off QCD background events in each of the four loose and tight samples. 

file:///rQCD
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>> 1 jet 

>> 2 jets 

>> 3 jets 

>> 4 jets 

££QCD QCD 

0.2022  0.003 

0.2100 6 

0.2077 3 

0.1977 4 

Tablee 8.2: £QCD for different inclusive jet multiplicities. 

£QCD £QCD 

Figuree 8.1 shows the ratio of the number of events in the loose and the tight samples 
(butt without the ftT cut), as a function of fir, for each of the four jet multiplicities. 
Wee expect the low $T region to be dominated by QCD, because the contributions from 
reall isolated electrons all have nonzero fij. In addition, we expect these QCD fake 
electronss to be independent of the fir  of the event, because the fiT in these events 
originatess from mismeasured jet energies, which are independent of the mechanism 
thatt produces these fake electrons. At higher $T, there is a contribution from the real 
electronss coming from W's (and at higher jet multiplicities also from tt). As the figure 
shows,, the distributions are flat (within statistics) at low fiT, which shows that the 
efficiencyy for QCD electron candidates to go from loose to tight {EQCD) is independent 
off $T- We can thus determine £QCD from a constant fit within the region $T < 10 GeV 
(wheree the real electron contribution is negligible). The values found for the different 
jett multiplicities are given in Table 8.2. Within statistics, £QCD is independent of the 
jett multiplicity, indicating that the QCD fake electrons are independent of the topology 
off the event. 

Att this point, we can explain why we use the A(f)(fiT,e) cut. Without this cut, 
whichh removes events where the $T and the electron are in the same 4> direction, these 
distributionss are not fiat at low $T- This means that there is a contribution in the QCD 
backgroundd that is dependent on $T. Because we cannot estimate this dependence in 
thee region where real electrons contribute (fir > 20 GeV), we decided to accept the 
efficiencyy loss, which is given in Table 8.8, due to this cut. 

£sig £sig 

Thee corresponding rate at which signal events are reduced from the loose to the tight 
sample,, eSig, is the efficiency for real electrons to pass the likelihood requirement. This 
wass already measured in the Z —» ee sample in Section 7.1.7. As Esig was found to be, 
withinn errors, constant as a function of jet multiplicity, we use the value obtained in 
thee one jet multiplicity sample {esig = 79.2  2.1%) for each of the four samples. 
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Figuree 8.1: Efficiency for the electron to go from loose to tight as a function of $T for 

jetjet multiplicities of > 1, > 2, > 3 and > 4. 

QCDD background 

Wee now have all ingredients to estimate the QCD background. The number of events in 
thee loose and the tight samples for each jet multiplicity are listed in Table 8.3, together 
withh the estimate of the number of QCD and W+jets events in the tight samples. The 
importantt number we will use later on is the QCD background in the four jet tight 
sample:: 18.7  6.1. As an additional check that the method is predicting the QCD 
backgroundd correctly, we plot the transverse mass of the electron/neutrino pair, and 
estimatee the QCD background in each bin of transverse mass with the same method. 
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>> 1 jet 

>> 2 jets 

>> 3 jets 

>> 4 jets 

N, N, 
11 'loose 
8086 6 

3105 5 

768 8 

156 6 

Ntight Ntight 

4195 5 

1426 6 

312 2 

67 7 

VQCD D 
^tight ^tight 

7599  47 

3733  27 

1055 4 

1 1 

y W + t t t 
11 tight 

34366  96 

10533 6 

2077  27 

488  12 

jett trigger eff. 

0.3899  0.036 

0.6699  0.027 

0.8255  0.024 

0.8799  0.053 

y W + t t t 
JJ tight, corr 

88344  854 

15733  106 

2511 3 

555 4 

Tablee 8.3: iV,oose, NHgM, N^ht an(i ^tigt? ocf°re and after jet trigger efficiency cor-
rection. rection. 

Thiss is shown in Figure 8.2. In all but the four jet sample, we clearly see a contribution 
fromm the W and a falling QCD contribution. 

Lett us discuss here the choice we have made to look only at events where the 
electronn ends up in the central calorimeter {\r] D\ < 1.1). The procedure to estimate 
thee QCD background has also been applied to events where the electron ends up in 
thee endcap calorimeter (1.5 < |r/D| < 2.5). Although the efficiency for QCD electron 
candidatess to go from loose to tight (without the $T cut) is flat at low ]ET, there are 
twoo problems: 

•• £QCD depends on the jet multiplicity of the events for the EC, indicating an 
unwantedd dependence on the topology of the event. 

•• The estimate of the W+ii contribution at low electron/neutrino transverse mass 
hass a negative peak at a transverse mass of 20 GeV. 

Bothh problems are shown in Figure 8.3. 

Thesee problems indicate that we don't have a correct description of the background 
inn the EC. Moreover, because there is only a 19% relative gain in acceptance times 
reconstructionn efficiency when including the EC and the background in the EC is 
muchh higher than in the CC, we decided to concentrate on the CC for this analysis. 

8.44 Berends scaling 

Noww that we know the QCD and W+tt contributions in each of the four tight samples 
(distinguishedd by their number of jets), the next step is to estimate the number of W 

eventss in the four jet sample, which we will use as our final sample. What we expect to 
seee is that in the lower multiplicities, the W+ it events are dominated by VF's, while 
inn the four jet multiplicity there will be a significant contribution from it. 

Wee will evaluate the W background by using the Berends scaling rule [117, 118, 
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Figuree 8.2: Transverse mass distributions for > 1, > 2, > 3, and > 4 jet multiplicity. 

HistogramsHistograms are the observed numbers of' events after selection cuts, points give the 

QCDQCD background estimate. 

119,, 120]. which reads 

a(\Va(\V + (n+l) ]ets) 
== OL 

a(Wa(W + njets) 
(8.4) ) 

wheree a is dependent on the jet transverse energy and pseudo rapidity requirements, 
butt independent of n, the inclusive jet multiplicity. Using this behavior (as a function 
off jet multiplicity) for the W contribution to the W+tt samples, the total number of 
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33 4 

jett multiplicity 
1000 120 140 

MMTT [GeV] 

(a) ) (b) ) 

Figuree 8.3: Figure (a) shows £QCD as a function of the jet multiplicity for events with 
thethe electron candidate in the EC. Figure (b) shows the transverse mass distribution for 
eventsevents with the electron candidate in the EC which have a jet multiplicity of one. The 
histogramhistogram is the observed number of events, points give the W+tt signal estimate. 

jett multiplicity i 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

f'J f'J 
1.000 0 

0.992 2 

0.885 5 

0.545 5 

Tablee 8.4: Inclusive top fraction as a function of jet multiplicity 

eventss in the different W+tt samples can be connected as follows: 

N, N, w+tt t N?N? xa'  ̂ + ffN*. .5) ) 

Heree N™+tt is the number of events remaining with a jet multiplicity > i in the W+tt 
sample,, N™ is the number of W events with at least one jet in the final state, and ff 
iss the fraction of it events expected to survive the criteria of a jet multiplicity greater 
orr equal to i. These fractions are computed from Monte Carlo simulation, and are 
givenn in Table 8.4. The values of a, Nf and TV" can be obtained from a fit to the 
distributionn of A r

i
w+ t t for i = 1, 2 ,3 , 4. Using the information from this fit, we can then 
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a a 

NNw w 
NNtt tt 

0.16 88 ±  0.01 9 

90122 ±  78 9 

155 ±  3 9 

Tablee 8.5: Results of the Berends scaling Rt. 

extrapolatee the number of W events in the four or more jets topology: 

JVff = N™ x a 3 . (8.6) 

Beforee we can apply this to our samples, there is one additional effect we need 
too take into account: the inclusive jet multiplicity distribution for W+tt events is 
influencedd by the presence of jet selection criteria in the trigger2, which is described in 
Sectionn 6.3.2. This jet trigger efficiency is estimated from the fraction of W+tt events 
(afterr QCD background subtraction) that were triggered by a single electron trigger3, 
andd in addition also fired the electron + jet trigger used in the analysis. As a cross 
check,, the same number is estimated from the number of events in the tight sample 
(withoutt QCD background subtraction)4. These efficiencies are measured and applied 
separatelyy in each jet multiplicity sample. The jet trigger efficiencies we found are 
givenn in Table 8.3. Correcting the N^1 for this effect, we get the numbers in the 
columnn N^l1 corr. These are now corrected for the trigger requirement, and can thus 
bee fit with (8.5). The number of events in each bin (JVt™£"c;orr) and the contribution 
fromm W events that we get from the fit are shown in Figure 8.4. Although there are 
correlationss between the bins, we ignore them for the fit, because they are small (only a 
smalll amount of the events in each bin is also in the previous bin, because the spectrum 
iss steeply falling). The small effect that this might have on the fit and its errors is thus 
neglected.. The parameters extracted from the fit are given in Table 8.5. 

Usingg (8.6), we get an estimate for the number of W events in the four jet tight 
samplee of 43.1 . But this is the estimate without the jet trigger efficiency. To 
gett the actual number of W events in the four jet tight sample, we need to multiply 
thiss number by the jet trigger efficiency for events with a jet multiplicity > 4 (which 
iss given in Table 8.3). This gives as the final estimate for the number of W events in 
thee four jet tight sample 37.8 + 10.7. 

2Itt is easier for several jets to fire the single jet trigger requirement than it is for one jet. 
3Althoughh it would simplify things to use a single electron trigger instead of an electron + jet 

triggerr to do this analysis, this was not possible because the single electron trigger was prescaled 
duringg high luminosity runs. 

4Wee expect to find the same efficiency here, because the QCD contribution is relatively small, and 
thee jets in l¥+jets and QCD events are expected to have roughly the same r/ and pT distributions. 
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33 4 

jett multiplicity 

Figuree 8.4: The points show the inclusive number of W+jets and it events. The line 

givesgives the contribution from W+jets events that we get from the Berends scaling fit. 

8.55 Topological selection 

Inn the Berends scaling fit, there seems to be a contribution from the it events, but it 
iss hardly significant. We therefore need to enhance the contribution of signal in this 
sample.. We do this by applying topological cuts. We select variables that provide good 
separationn between signal and background. The two most discriminating variables used 
inn Run I [102] in the lepton plus jets analyses are the scalar sum over all jet transverse 
energiess HT = J2jets ET and the aplanarity A, a measure of the flatness of the event, 
definedd as 3/2 times the smallest eigenvalue of the normalized momentum tensor Ai: 

MMt t 
E„P?P? ? 

£ 00 \P°\2 
(8.7) ) 

wheree p° is the momentum of a reconstructed object o, i and j are the laboratory spatial 
coordinates,, and the objects included in the sum are the jets and the reconstructed 
leptonic55 W (A(W+jets)). Large values of A are indicative of spherical events, whereas 
smalll values correspond to more planar events, tt events are quite spherical, as is typical 
forr the decay of' a heavy object. W+jets and QCD events are more planar, owing 

6Thee W is reconstructed using the electron momentum and the missing transverse energy. Con
strainingg the electron/neutrino invariant mass to the W mass leads in general to two solutions for the 
p,p, of the neutrino. The solution with the smallest \pz\ is chosen. If the electron/neutrino transverse 
masss is higher than the W mass, the missing transverse momentum is scaled so that the transverse 
masss is equal to the W mass, and pz is thus taken to be zero. 
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preselectionn (Nje(s > 4) 

\Vw\\Vw\ < 2 
E)YE)Y > 60 GeV 

HHTT > 180 GeV 

A{A{ Hr +jets ) > 0.065 

Note e 

67 7 

64 4 

55 5 

27 7 

12 2 

^bkg ^bkg 

56.6 6 

54.9 9 

48.4 4 

21.6 6 

7.22  1.7 

NV V 

37.8 8 

36.9 9 

35.2 2 

16.6 6 

5.33  1.6 

NQCD D 

18.7 7 

18.0 0 

13.2 2 

5.0 0 

1.99  0.7 

eaea (%) 
100.0 0 

98.9 9 

97.3 3 

82.7 7 

52.9 9 

Tablee 8.6: Number of observed events, estimated background and relative signal effi-

ciencyciency after each of the topological cuts. 

primarilyy to the fact that the jets in these events arise mainly from gluon radiation. 
Anotherr variable used is ET{W) — pr[e)+E? (scalar sum). Only jets that have 
prpr > 15 GeV and |r/je(| < 2.5 are used in calculating these topological variables. 

Inn addition, a cut on r]w  is applied. This is the pseudorapidity of the reconstructed 
leptonicc IV. This cut is designed to remove from consideration those regions of phase 
spacee where the tV+jets Monte Carlo does not model the IV+jets data very well 
(seee [102]). Although in the reference the data is compared with the VECBOS [119] 
Montee Carlo, the ALPGEN Monte Carlo we use has the same underlying matrix ele
ments,, and will therefore have the same problem. 

Thee efficiency for the topological selection is determined from MC for the Ü signal 
andd the JF+jets background. The efficiency for QCD is measured in data, using a 
samplee containing an EM cluster plus four jets, with identical selection cuts as the 
loosee four jet sample, except that no electron identification cuts are applied. This 
samplee will thus be dominated by QCD. 

Ann indication of the effect of different cuts on HT and aplanarity is shown in 
Figuree 8.5. While the cuts used in this analysis (HT > 180 GeV and A > 0.065) do 
nott give the optimal statistical uncertainty on the cross section {equivalent to optimal 
i - 5 ^ ) ,, for a given amount of background, they arc rather good6. 

Thee efficiency of the chosen topological cuts for W+jets and QCD are 14.1  1.1%, 
andd , respectively. The number of observed events, the predicted background 
andd the relative signal efficiency after each of the topological cuts are listed in Table 8.6. 
Thee 12 candidate events we are left with are listed in Table 8.7. Figure 8.6 shows one 
off the candidate events. 

6Thee optimal set of cuts (as indicated in the figure) was not used, because the optimization study 
iss not complete (it should also include the effects of the systematic error). In addition, the expected 
backgroundd before topological cuts was set to the value that we found in the data sample, which biases 
thee cut selection. A full study would include both statistical and systematic errors, and would use an 
estimatee of the background which is independent of the used sample. We therefore decided to use the 
Runn I cuts. 
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00 5 10 15 20 25 30 
expectedd background events b 

Figuree 8.5: Expected signal versus expected background, where each point corresponds 
toto a different combination of A and HT cuts. Expected signal is the number of events 
wewe expect for an integrated luminosity of 92 p b - 1 (taking a signal cross section of 7 
pb).pb). Expected background gives the number of background events in our sample that 
wouldwould survive the topological cuts under study. The cut pair chosen for this analysis is 
indicatedindicated by the star. The circle shows the "optimal" cut point, if only the statistical 
errorerror is taken into account (^r* js a measure for the (statistical) uncertainty on the 
crosscross section —). The curves arc contours of constant (statistical) uncertainty on the 
crosscross section. 
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ru n n 

164041 1 

16560 0 0 

16683 0 0 

16788 5 5 

16992 3 3 

17307 6 6 

17466 6 6 

17533 5 5 

17581 8 8 

17703 4 4 

17727 5 5 

17815 2 2 

event t 

2115489 0 0 

2333717 7 7 

1770932 5 5 

1973857 0 0 

1639671 8 8 

312516 3 3 

1738777 2 2 

2982290 0 0 

112308 0 0 

1140719 0 0 

530232 1 1 

3238466 3 3 

Tablee 8.7: Candidate events. 

8.66 Alternative VK+jets background prediction 

Theree is an alternate method to estimate the W-f-jets background, which is independent 
off Berends scaling and the jet trigger efficiency. This uses the same principle as used 
forr estimating the QCD background, except the loose and the tight sample are now 
replacedd by the tight and the topological sample (the events that pass the topological 
cuts). . 

Thee number of events in the tight sample {Ntight) and the number of events in the 
topologicall sample (Ntopo) can be written as: 

NNti9htti9ht = NÜ + NW + NQCD (8.8) 

WWtt - etl Ntl + ew Nw 4- e?CDNQCD 

''topo''topo ctopoly ~ ctopoly ~ ctopo i Y 

== Ntl + Nw + W?CD 

Wee now solve for the number of W events in the topological sample {N}? ): 

\ r M '' — ~ t o po f V _ ctl N - (CQCD _ rtt \xrQCD\ {QQ\ 
iyiytopotopo ~ w _ rtt \* topo L-(opo-L,tight \-topo ctopo)ly i  \°-J) 

*-- topo c topo 

Thiss method gives an estimate of the W+jets background after topological cuts of 
5.66  1.1 events, where the error is statistical only. This is consistent with the number 
wee find using Berends scaling. We will therefore use the latter number in the rest of 
thiss analysis. 

file:///-topo
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Figuree 8.6: Event display of a candidate event (run 174666, event 17387772). The 
figurefigure shows the distribution of transverse energy in the calorimeter as a function ofr]o 
andand <j>.  The transverse energy deposited by the electron and the $T resulting from all 
energyenergy deposits are indicated by arrows. The rest of the energy is reconstructed into 
fourfour jets. 

8.77 Selection efficiency 

Noww that we have estimated the background in the final sample, and thus have an 
estimatee for the number of top events we see in the final sample, we will turn our 
at tentionn to explaining the cuts (where needed) and calculating the efficiency of each 
cut.. The selection cuts and the efficiency of each cut are listed in Table 8.8, for a top 
masss of 175 GeV. The sensitivity of these cuts to the top mass will be treated as a 
systematicc uncertainty (see next section). 

Thee electron selection requires that we find the electron, that it ends up in the Cen
trall Calorimeter (\r]o\ < 1.1), passes calorimeter cluster and likelihood requirements, 
andd has a pr greater than 20 GeV. All these requirements on the electron are simply to 
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Selectionn cut 

secondd electron veto 

acceptancee x reconstruction 

pr{e)pr{e) > 20 GeV 

clusterr selection electron 

likelihoodd electron 

$$TT > 20 GeV 

softt muon veto 

A<A(#T,e)) > 0.5 

NjetsNjets > 4 (\t] | < 2.5 and pT > 15 GeV) 

topologicall cuts 

primaryy vertex 

triggerr efficiency 

TT factor 

NLOO factor 

totall signal efficiency 

€ € 

100% % 

60.66  0.8% 

92.00  0.4% 

82.99 7 % 

68.11 8 % 

89.55  0.5% 

81.66 % 

87.99  0.6% 

54.55  1.1% 

52.99  1.5% 

96.77  1.9% 

922  1  2% 

xl .04 4 

x l .08 8 

5.88  0.28tat% 

derivedd from 

MC C 

v7 7 

y/ y/ 

y/ y/ 

c c 

c c 

y/ y/ 

y/ y/ 

V V 
y/ y/ 

y/ y/ 

yj yj 

y/ y/ 

V V 

data a 

c c 

v7 7 

y/ y/ 

c c 

y/ y/ 

y/ y/ 

Tablee 8.8: Selection cuts efficiencies for a top mass of 175 GeV. The "derived from" 
columncolumn lists if the number are derived from data and/or MC (y/), and if correction 
factorsfactors are applied, where these were derived (c). An explanation can he found in the 
mainmain text. 
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reducee background. The second electron veto (no second electron with pT > 15 GeV 
andd \TJD\ < 2.5) is made to keep the analysis orthogonal to the di-electron it analysis 
andd to reject Z+jets background. 

Thee acceptance and efficiencies for the reconstruction, kinematic cut and second 
electronn veto are determined from a MC it sample. For the reconstruction efficiency, 
aa correction factor of 0.967 is applied to account for the difference in electron recon
structionn efficiency seen between data and MC, see Section 7.1.6. 

Thee calorimeter cluster selection efficiency is measured in Z —> ee data, see Sec
tionn 7.1.7. To account for the difference in topology and particle multiplicities in the 
ZZ —> ee events (where the efficiency is measured) and the it events (where it is used), a 
correctionn factor of 0.946 is applied to the efficiency as measured in Z —> ee data. This 
correctionn factor was derived by looking at the difference between the electron cluster 
selectionn efficiency in Z -> ee MC (97.5 ) and in it MC . The 
samee method was used to get the final electron likelihood efficiency. For the likelihood, 
wee get a correction factor of 0.943. 

Thee missing transverse energy cut is applied to reduce the huge QCD background, 
whichh can basically only have fir  due to imperfect energy measurements of the jets 
(thee resolution of the energy measurement is not zero). 

Thee soft muon veto is applied to keep this measurement orthogonal to the measure
mentt which uses soft muon tagging. The requirement is that events are vetoed when 
theree is a muon (with pT > 4 GeV) within a jet. When we measure the efficiency for 
thee soft muon veto in Monte Carlo, we get 83.3  0.7%, meaning that in 16.7  0.7% 
off the events one or more jets are tagged by a soft muon. But it has been shown [121] 
thatt the muon reconstruction efficiency is a factor 1.11  0.05 higher in data than in 
MC.. Thus in data, we expect the efficiency for an event to be tagged to be 18.4 . 
Thereforee we will use a soft muon veto efficiency of 81.6  0.8%. 

Thee reason for the A0($V,e) cut has already been explained in Section 8.3. The jet 
multiplicityy and the topological cuts are applied to reduce the background, both QCD 
andd 1^+jets. All these efficiencies are taken from MC. 

Nextt are the primary vertex cut and the trigger requirement. We require a good 
primaryy vertex because we need it to define the DCA of the electron (which is used in 
thee electron likelihood) and because it reduces the chance of events showing up in the 
samplee that only have energy deposits in the calorimeter due to noise. The efficiency 
off the primary vertex requirement is measured in the four jet tight data sample. The 
triggerr requirement is last on the list, although it is of course applied first. It is put 
att the end of the list as a reminder that the trigger efficiency is measured for events 
thatt pass all requirements, including object identification and topological cuts. How 
thiss efficiency was derived has already been explained in Section 6.3.4. 

Thee "r factor" takes into account that instead of the W (coming from one of the 
tops)) decaying to an electron, it can decay to a tau. If the tau decays to an electron, 
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thiss gives a contribution to the efficiency. As the branching ratio times efficiency for 
thiss to happen is 4% of the direct decay to an electron, we take this into account by 
multiplyingg the efficiency by 1.04. This is lower than the branching ratio for the tau to 
decayy to an electron (18%), because the momentum of the electron is lower as a result 
off the cascade decay. 

Alll the efficiencies so far have been derived with a MC that has a Leading Order 
descriptionn of the tt production process. Recently, a MC generator (MC@NLO [108]) 
hass become available that computes the tt production process at Next to Leading 
Order.. The program uses HERWIG [14] to decay the top quarks and to simulate the 
(properlyy matched) parton shower. We do not use it to get the signal efficiency directly, 
butt use it to derive a correction factor. This correction factor is derived by calculating 
thee difference in signal efficiency on a tt MC sample generated with MC@NLO, and a 
tttt MC sample generated with standard HERWIG. The only difference between the two 
sampless is thus the treatment of the hard scattering process (NLO and LO respectively). 
Thee correction factor we find is , meaning that NLO gives a 8% higher signal 
selectionn efficiency. As the NLO prediction is expected to be better than the LO one, 
wee can directly apply this correction factor to our signal efficiency (which was derived 
withh a LO description of the tt production process)7. 

CombiningCombining all the selection efficiencies, we get a total it signal efficiency of 5.8
0.2%. . 

8.88 Systematic uncertainties 

Inn this section we will discuss the individual uncertainties which affect the background 
andd the signal efficiencies. A summary of the different contributions is given in Ta
blee 8.9. 

Luminosity y 

Thee uncertainty on the luminosity measurement is 10% and comes from the uncer
taintyy in the total pp inelastic cross section and incomplete modelling of the luminosity 
monitorss acceptance [122]. 

Jett energy scale 

Thee uncertainty in the jet energy scale affects the cross section determination, but only 
throughh the uncertainty of the relative scale between data and MC. We take the MC 
andd data uncertainties to be uncorrelated with each other, thus the uncertainty on the 

7Thee uncertainty on the correction factor is treated as a separate systematic uncertainty, and is 
thereforee not included in the statistical error on the selection efficiency. 
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Effect t 

Luminosity y 

Jett energy scale (correlated) 

Jett energy scale (uncorrected) 

Jett resolution 

Jett ID 

ee resolution 

ee electron reconstruction 

ee cluster identification 

ee likelihood 

Trigger r 

Primaryy vertex 

Topp mass 

Skimming g 

Backgroundd estimate 

MCC statistical uncertainty 

Branchingg fraction 

Softt muon veto 

NLO/LOO correction 

E E 

++ 12% 
- 1 4 % % 

++ 1% 
++ 4.0% 
- 8 . 3 % % 

% % 

% % 

% % 

% % 

% % 

% % 

% % 
+4.4% % 
- 5 . 0 % % 

% % 

% % 

% % 

% % 

AV V 

+ 3 % % 
-f i% % 

% % 
- 1 . 7 % % 
++ 16.5% 

^QCD ^QCD 

77 events 

C C 

% % 

Br Br 

% % 

Tablee 8.9: Summary of systematic uncertainties. For each effect, the uncertainties on 
thethe signal efficiency, backgrounds (N\V and NQCD), integrated luminosity and branch-
inging fraction are given (where appropriate). 
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scalee between data and MC is the MC and data jet energy scale uncertainties added 

inn quadrature. 
Thee uncertainties on the JES are dominated by the uncertainty on the showering 

correctionn [114]. This is because the method used to derive this correction (showering 
profiles)) has been shown to be only approximate, and thus large systematic errors are 
assignedd to the correction. This means that a large part of the uncertainty on the JES 
iss correlated between the jets. We therefore deal with the correlations between the jets 
ass follows: 

•• We take the JES to be fully correlated between the different jets. We thus vary 
thee energy of each jet in the event up or down by one sigma (of the MC and data 
uncertaintiess added in quadrature), for all jets in the event at the same time. 
Thiss has an effect on both the signal selection efficiency (+\f%) and the W+jets 
topologicall efficiency and thus Nw {tl%)-

 In the second method, we take the JES as uncorrelated between the jets. We vary 
thee energy of each jet by a randomly chosen amount from a Gaussian distribution 
withh the width equal to the MC and data uncertainties added in quadrature, for 
eachh jet in the event independently. Again, both the signal efficiency (+1%) and 
NNww (+16%) are affected. 

Forr the final systematic uncertainty due to the JES, we try both methods, and use the 
largestt uncertainty (both up and down) that we get. 

Jett resolution 

Ass mentioned in Section 7.2.2. the jet energy resolution is different in data and MC. 
Wee therefore smear the MC such that the jet resolution in MC corresponds to the 
onee measured in data. Of course, both the measured resolutions in data and MC 
havee errors. By varying the smearing within these errors, we derive the systematic 
uncertaintyy on the signal selection efficiency due to the uncertainty in the jet resolution. 
Thiss uncertainty on the selection efficiency is tt'^%- Of course, there is also an effect 
onn the W^+jets topological efficiency of +\(Jf% (fully correlated with the effect on tt). 

Jett identification 

Wee use the jet identification efficiency derived from the tt MC sample. We treat the 
differencee in efficiency between MC and data (see Section 7.2.4) as a systematic uncer
tainty.. To be conservative, we take the largest discrepancy (in the central calorimeter) 
off 0.8% as the systematic uncertainty per jet. This gives a systematic uncertainty of 

%% (4 jets) on the signal efficiency. 
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Electronn resolut ion 

Thee electron p T resolution is different in data and MC. We smear all MC electrons 
byy 4.7% in energy to make the resolution of MC electrons consistent with what was 
measuredd in data [123]. As systematic uncertainty due to electron resolution we take 
thee full difference between smeared and unsmeared signal selection efficiency. This 
givess an uncertainty in the selection efficiency of . 

E l e c t r o nn reconstruct ion 

Ass explained in Section 7.1.6, there is a 2% systematic uncertainty in the 0.967 cor
rectionn factor that is applied to the MC reconstruction efficiency to account for the 
differencess seen in the reconstruction efficiency between data and MC. This leads to a 
2%% uncertainty in the signal selection efficiency. 

Electronn iden t i f i ca t ion 

Bothh the calorimeter cluster selection cuts and the likelihood give two contributions to 
thee cross section uncertainty. The two contributions are: 

•• The systematic uncertainty of the measured efficiency in the Z —y ee data sample, 
whichh comes from the uncertainty in the background estimation in those samples. 

•• The uncertainty on the correction factor that is applied to the efficiency measured 
inn the Z —y ee sample. This correction factor takes into account the difference 
inn the Z —> ee sample (where the efficiency is measured), and the tt sample 
(wheree it is used). It is derived by comparing the measured efficiency in Z —y ee 
andd tt MC. We quote half the effect of this correction factor as its systematic 
uncertainty. . 

Combiningg these two contributions to the systematic uncertainty, we get a system
aticc uncertainty of % due to the cluster selection, and % coming from the 
uncertaintyy on the likelihood efficiency. 

Trigger r 

Inn Section 6.3.4 it is explained how the assumption of factorization of the trigger terms 
leadss to a systematic uncertainty on the trigger efficiency. This gives a systematic 
uncertaintyy on the selection efficiency of . 
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Primaryy vertex 

Thee efficiency for finding a good primary vertex is measured in the four jet tight signal 
sample,, which is dominated by W+jet events. This efficiency might not be the same for 
itit  and VF+jet events. We compare the primary vertex efficiency for these two samples 
inn MC. For it, we find 99.4  0.2% and for W+jets, we get 98.6  0.4%. Thus the 
uncertaintyy on the selection efficiency due to the primary vertex requirement is 0.8%. 

Topp mass 

Forr this analysis, we have used a top mass of 175 GeV. The signal selection efficiency 
dependss on the top mass. Therefore the uncertainty in the top mass (about 5 GeV) 
givess an uncertainty in the selection efficiency. To derive this uncertainty, we calcu
latedd the selection efficiency for various MC samples with different top masses. We fit 
thee efficiency as a function of mass (see Figure 8.7) to lower the dependence on the 
statisticall fluctuations. We get a (relative) uncertainty on the selection efficiency of 
-55 0% w n e n w e v a r y the top mass by 5 GeV. 

1400 15 0 16 0 17 0 18 0 19 0 20 0 21 0 

generatedd top mass [GeV] 

Figuree 8.7: Signal selection efficiency as a function of generated top mass. 

Skimming g 

Beforee the full analysis code is used, a sample is skimmed (preselected) based on simple 
properties.. Some events might have passed the selection criteria in the analysis code 
thatt may not have passed the skimming, because: 
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•• The skimming requires that there is a 10 GeY track near the electron. In some 
extremee cases the track of the electron might be reconstructed below 10 GeY. 

•• The version of the electron reconstruction that is used for the skimming and the 
onee in the analysis code are slightly different. 

•• During most of the run period from which data is used for this analysis, there 
weree problems in the calorimeter electronics. As a result of this, part of the 
energyy deposited in certain towers would also show up in neighboring towers. 
Thesee energy sharing problems are corrected in the analysis. At the skimming 
stagee these1 problems were, however, still present. 

Thee size of these effects has been estimated by simulating them on a ft Monte Carlo 
sample,, leading to an uncertainty on the signal selection efficiency of % for the 
threee effects together. 

Uncerta intyy on background est imate 

Theree is an uncertainty on the background estimate: 

•• For the QCD background, this comes from the uncertainties on the input param
eterss for the matrix method and the statistical uncertainty on the topological cut 
efficiency. . 

•• For the W+jets background, it comes from the uncertainty on the Berends scaling 
fitt (which in turn depends on the uncertainties in the matrix method and jet 
triggerr efficiencies) and again the uncertainty on the topological cut efficiency. 

Stat ist icall uncertainty on signal efficiency 

Theree is a statistical uncertainty on the signal efficiency determination because of the 
limitedd statistics available in the Z -> ee data sample and the Monte Carlo samples. 
Thiss leads to a systematic uncertainty in the signal efficiency. 

Branchingg ratio 

Wee use (10.68 % for the W -> Iv branching fraction, and (67.96 % for the 
WW —v hadrons branching fraction [103]. This gives a tt —> e + jets branching fraction 
off 0.145 with a relative unccrtaintv of 1.6%. 
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Softt muon ve to 

Wee calculated the soft muon veto efficiency by applying a 1.11  0.05 correction fac
torr to the soft muon tag efficiency as measured in Monte Carlo, because the muon 
reconstructionn efficiency is higher in data than in Monte Carlo. The uncertainty on 
thiss correction factor gives a systematic uncertainty on the soft muon veto efficiency, 
andd thus on the selection efficiency. The relative uncertainty on the selection efficiency 
fromm the soft muon veto is thus 1.2%. 

Berendss scaling 

Thee assumption of Berends scaling is tested by looking at Z -> ee events. We require 
thatt both electrons in these events pass the same cuts as used in signal sample of the 
analysis.. We use the number of events with a minimum jet multiplicity of one and two 
too predict the number of events with a jet multiplicity of three. The exponential fit to 
thee first two jet multiplicities is shown in Figure 8.8(a). The fit predicts 9.7 Z —>  ee 
eventss with a minimum jet multiplicity of three, while the actual number of events 
foundd is 9. In addition we fit the number of events in the first three multiplicity bins, 
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Figuree 8.8: Jet multiplicity for Z —>  ee events. The exponential fit in Figure (a) is to 

thethe first two bins, the fit in Figure (b) is to the first three bins. 

andd use that fit to predict the number of events with a minimum jet multiplicity of 
four.. The fit is shown in Figure 8.8(b). The prediction is 1.9 events, while the actual 
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numberr of events found with four jets (or more) is 3. From this it is clear that within 
thee limited statistics available in the Z —> ee sample, Berends scaling holds. 

Inn addition, the alternative t^+jets background method (Section 8.6), which is 
independentt of Berends scaling, gives a prediction for the W+jets background which 
iss consistent with the result we get from Berends scaling. We therefore conclude that 
theree is no statistically significant systematic uncertainty due to Berends scaling. 

NLOO correction 

Thee NLO/LO correction factor in the selection efficiency has a large uncertainty, due 
too low statistics in the MC samples used. The correction factor is 1.08  0.05, giving 
aa systematic uncertainty on the selection efficiency of 5%. 

8.99 Cross section 

InIn order to estimate the cross section a maximum likelihood method is used. To account 
forr the small number of observed events, Poisson statistics are used. The estimate for 
thee cross section a is given by 

a=a=NNobsobs-N-Nbk bk 

BrBr x C x e 

wheree A ^ , Nbkg, Br, C and e are respectively the number of observed events, the 
numberr of background events, the branching fraction, the integrated luminosity and 
thee overall signal efficiency. 

Iff the cross section is er, the expected number of events is 

NN = a xBr x L x e + Nbkg . (8.11) 

Thee likelihood to observe Nobs events when N events are expected is 

£(c7,{iVo6s,7Vbfcs,Br,£,e})) = 1rr^e~N . (8.12) 
ob ss

Thee cross section is then estimated by minimization of 

-2\08£(o,{N-2\08£(o,{N0bs0bs,N,Nbkgbkg,Br,C^}),Br,C^})  (8.13) 

Thee likelihood function is shown in Figure 8.9. 
Thiss function is also used to derive the statistical uncertainty on the cross section 

measurement.. If a probability distribution is Gaussian, its la width is measured at 
-^^ from the peak value. This means that in the log likelihood formulation, the points 
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Figuree 8.9: Likelihood function. 

wheree - 2 times the log of the likelihood function is one higher than the minimum give 
thee statistical uncertainty. 

Thee last step is to estimate the systematic uncertainty on the cross section. We 
doo this by deriving the systematic uncertainty due to each effect (listed in Table 8.9) 
separately.. The affected parameters (e, Nw, NQCD, C- and/or Br) are varied up and 
downn by one a (where correlations between the different parameters are kept) to get the 
uncertaintyy on the cross section due to that effect. As we take the different systematic 
effectss to be uncorrelated, we get the final systematic uncertainty on the cross section 
byy adding all the effects in quadrature. 

Puttingg all this together, we get a final tt cross section estimate from the e+jets 
channell of 

ooaa = 6.2 Üj|(stat) l | 7 ( sys t ) pb . (8.14) 

8.100 Combined cross section 

Forr the Lepton Photon 2003 conference, an earlier version of the cross section mea
surementt presented in this thesis was combined with Run II measurements in several 
otherr channels. The other channels are the dilepton channels, the /it+jets channel, and 
thee lepton+jets soft muon tag channels. In the dilepton channels, both top quarks in 
thee event decay to leptons. The dilepton channels used where ee, /U/z and e/i. The 
/x+jetss channel is basically the same as the e+jets channel described in this thesis, 
exceptt that the W from the top decays to a muon instead of an electron (the other top 
stilll decays hadronically). The soft muon tag channels also look at events where one 
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channel l 

ee ee 

uu uu 

cu cu 

e+jets s 

/_i+jets s 

e+jets/ / / / 

/ /+jets// / / 

aa [pb] 

15.88 t\H (stat) tti (syst)  1.6 (lumi) 

<< 7.7 (stat) 

9.77 i £ i (stat) tfl (syst)  1.0 (lumi) 

6.88 T™ (stat) t™ (syst)  0.7 (lumi) 

2.33 tH (stat)  (syst)  0.2 (lumi) 

14.22 tij  (stat) + ^ (syst)  1.4 (lumi) 

9.55 t:l2} (stat) +l\ (syst)  0.9 (lumi) 

Tablee 8.10: The measured tt cross sections for each individual channel 

off the IT's from the top decays leptonically (either to e or u). but in addition require 
thatt a muon is found in one of the jets. This indicates that the jet originated from a 
heavyy quark (bottom or charm). Due to the presence of two bottom quarks (from the 
topp decays) and possible one charm quark (from the hadronic W decay) in tt events, 
andd minimal heavy quark content in IT+jets and QCD events, this cut considerable 
improvess the signal over background ratio. These soft muon tag channels are denoted 
e+jets//vv and //.+jets///. The tt cross sections measured in each of the channels are 
givenn in Table 8.10. 

Bothh the central value and the uncertainties shown for the e+jets channel in the 
tablee are somewhat different, from the results found in the previous section. This is 
becausee several improvements have been made to the analysis as presented in this 
thesis,, leading to a more reliable analysis. The most important are: 

•• The jets in the MC are now smeared so that they have the same energy resolution 
ass measured in data. 

•• All systematic uncertainties were recalculated, and additional sources of system
aticc uncertainty were studied. 

•• The signal efficiency is corrected for NLO effects. 

Thee measurements in the individual channels can be combined into a single mea
surementt of the cross section. The method used, including the treatment of correlated 
systematica,, is explained in [124]. The combination gives a cross section measurement 
of f 

aa tl = 8.1 ^io(stat) I IS (syst)  0.8(lumi) pb . (8.15) 

Thee probability for the observations to be compatible with background processes only 
iss one in one hundred thousand, corresponding to 4.4 standard deviations. This is very 
closee to a rediscovery of the top quark in Run II. 
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Thee combined result, together with D0 Run I measurement of the tt cross section 
andd the theoretical prediction, is shown in Figure 8.10 as a function of center of mass 
energy. . 
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Figuree 8.10: D0 measurements of the tt cross section at Run I and Run II together with 
thethe theoretical prediction. The uncertainty on the theoretical prediction is dominated 
byby the uncertainty on the measurement of the top mass. 

8.111 Conclusion and outlook 

AA measurement of the top pair cross section in the e+jets channel at the new Tevatron 
centerr of mass energy of 1.96 TeV was presented. Combining the e+jets channel with 
measurementss in other tt decay channels, the process was observed at the 4.4a level. 
Thee measured cross section is consistent with Standard Model predictions. 

Inn Chapter 1 it was explained why studying the properties of the top quark is 
important.. It should be noted that any measurement on top quarks has to start with 
thee selection of a sample that is enriched with top quark events, and the estimation of 
backgroundss therein. The experimental methods described in this thesis can thus be 
importantt building blocks for other top quark analyses. 
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Thiss includes single-top studies, as leptonic single-top events have similar event 
signaturess (lepton. /vr, two or three jets) and backgrounds (W+jets, QCD). The 
observationn of single-top production at the oa level will require about 400 pb_1 of 
integratedd luminosity. This amount of data is expected to be available to the CDF and 
D00 experiments by the end of 2004, and the discovery of the single-top production 
processs should soon follow. With even more integrated luminosity available (the current 
plann is for the Tevatron to deliver 4 ft)'1 to each of the experiments before 2009). 
precisionn studies of all the top quark properties will get underway. 



Appendixx A 

Leadingg order helicity amplitudes 

Inn this appendix we have collected the partial helicity amplitudes calculated in Chap
terr 2. 

A. ll Helicity ampli tudes for W-gluon fusion 

Wee give here the helicity amplitudes for the configurations {pï,pt,pt)i (P3.P4~.P5). 

{pt,PÏ,Pt){pt,PÏ,Pt) and (pt,PÏ,Ps)-

,(U)) _ ^ ^ (Al) 
99 (si2 - m^)(s67 - m^) 

BB̂ (v-v^(v-v++ nn++ )) ~ 1 ( 3 1 ) f ( 3 - l 4 + 5 | 7 - ) ( 6 - l l + 3|2-) 

*%99 lP3.P4.P5J - Sl23 - m2 (35) I, (54) 

++  s
 [47]

m2 ([21]{13){6 - |4 + 7|5-> - m2[25](36))j , 

flfl(M)(M)f0f0-- „+  v ) - " 7 W / ( l - | 3 + 5 |4 - ){6- |4 + 7|2-) 

( 1 3 )) ({67)[74]<5 - |1 + 3|2-> - m2{56)[24]) J , ++
Si233 ~ ™ 

B^ipt^^t)B^ipt^^t) = 0, 
BB{{wf(pt,P^p;)wf(pt,P^p;) = 0, 

™™99 (Si2 - m ^ ) S 3 4 5 5 i 2 7 

http://P3.P4~.P5
http://lP3.P4.P5J
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BB((wf(Pz,pt,Pt)wf(Pz,pt,Pt) = ^ |^yf27]<l - |(2 -h 7)(4 + 5)|3+>, 

BB{{^\p^,pt;PÏ)^\p^,pt;PÏ) = j r | p j ( 6 - | 3 + 5|4-){l- |2 + 7|4-). 

BB{{w?(pl>P^PÏ)w?(pl>P^PÏ) = ^ | | ry [27] (4 -K3 + 5)(2 + 7)|l+). 

BÜ$(pt,p;,p;)BÜ$(pt,p;,p;) = | 4 | p i < 1 - l 2 + 7 l 3 ->< 6 - l 4 + 5|3->, 

^ ( 1 3 ,, = 4yftiB™ { A 3 ) 

BB{{ if(pif(p33,pt,pt),pt,pt) = - - M - ( 3 - | l + 6 | 2 - ) < 3 - | 4 + 5|7-), 

BB{{wf(pï.pt,pwf(pï.pt,p55)) = J3_ ( 6 1 ) ( 4 + ((3 + 5)(1 + 6)|2_>7 

BÜg(pt,Pl,pt)BÜg(pt,Pl,pt) = ^ | ^ y { 4 - | l + 6|2->{4-|3 + 5|7-). 

Bllf(pï,Bllf(pï,PP;,P;,P55)) = J 3_ (61 ) (2+ | ( l+6 ) (4 + 5)|3^), 

WgWg ~ U m 2 \(o ^~Y«—' ^A.4) 

Bw?fa,Pi,Pt)Bw?fa,Pi,Pt) = (54W35) «31)<6 - I1 + 2I7~><3 " I4 + 5I2-) 

-<36>(11 - |6 4- 7|2->{3 - |4 + 5|7-> + (16>[72]{3 - |(6 + 7)(4 + 5)|3+» , 
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-[74]{11 - |6 + 7|2-><6 - |3 + 5|4-) - [72]{16)<4 + |(6 + 7)(3 + 5)|4->), 
ll,\pt,P4,Pt),\pt,P4,Pt) =  (45)

1
(53) «14><6 - |1 + 2|7-><4 - |3 + 5|2-> 

-(64)<11 - |6 + 7|2-><4 - |3 + 5|7-) + <16)[72]<4 - |(3 + 5)(6 + 7)|4+» , 
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|{1,5)) _ AVÏiB™ AVÏiB™ 
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A.22 Helicity amplitudes for flavor excitation and 
thee 5-channel 

Wee give here the helicity amplitudes for the configurations (pï .pt)- find (p^.pj). 

j d . i )) _ 4ltlWb (x n l 
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B§tB§t]] {pï,Pt){pï,Pt) = (16>[42](3-|l + 6|7->, 
BB{{wf{pt,Pï)wf{pt,Pï) = <16>[32](4-|l + 6|7->, 
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Appendixx B 

Scalarr integrals 

Expressionss for the scalar integrals encountered in Chapter 4 are derived in this ap
pendix.. We calculate the integrals in D = 4 - 2e dimensions and use the notation 

AA = - - 7 + ln47r. (B.l) 
e e 

Alll integrals are calculated in the Euclidean region (invariants p2 < 0 and masses 
m22 > 0). These expressions can then be continued analytically to the regions of 
interest,, using the substitution —s —> —s — ie (where e denotes a small parameter, not 
too be confused with the one appearing in dimensional regularization) and the formula 

\n{-s-ie)\n{-s-ie) = In{|s|)-i7r0(s). (B.2) 

Massivee integrals: The tadpole is given for m2 > 0 by 

Mm>)Mm>) = < 4 * ) V - ° / ^ ^ = - m ' r ( - i + ,)(4,o-(£ 

== m2U + l-\n^j\ +0{e). (B.3) 

Thee bubble with one internal mass is given for — p2 > 0, m2 > 0 by 

B J V V )) = ( 4 T T ) V - D r 5 * , „ , \t 5T 
00 Ky ' ' y '  ̂ J (2-n)Dik2({k-p)2 -m2) 

1 1 11 2 

== A + 2 - I n ^ + ^ 1 " ^ ö + 0{e). B.4) 

\i\i ll —pz m£ — pl 

On-shelll integrals: The bubble with one internal mass is given for p2 = m2 > 0 by 

ddDDkk 1 
BiBibb\m\m22)) = ( 4 , r ) V - D / ^ 

{2TT){2TT)DDikik22{{k-p){{k-p)22-m-m22) ) 

==  A + 2-\n~-+0(e). (B.5) 
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Thee triangle with two external masses and one internal mass, between the two external 
massivee lines is given for p\ — 0, (p\ + p2)

2 — m2 > 0 by 

C $ " u & m ' )) = ( 4 T T ) V - D / T ^ H T T WTTJ  ̂ 5 ÏT 

JJ yli\)ui kl{k - p\Y\{k - pi - p2y - m2) 

++  \ In'<m ') - I in» (m> - ̂  + Li, (-Z!^) } + 0 (£ ) 

mm - P2 I 2 \ 2 2 2 //2 m2 ) A ' 

+HS)-H=^)WA)-£H<> .. ™ 
Integralss with no internal masses: The bubble with -p2 > 0 is given by 

ddDDkk 1 w . r 2 ( l - e ) , „ (~p2 

>>]]ww = ^v"V^P^=^3^S^e(-/*2 2 

-- A + 2 - I n - ^ - + 0 ( c ) . (B.7) 

Thee triangle with one external mass p2 = p\ = 0, — s — — 2pip2 > 0 is given by 

CVHs)CVHs) = WW'0!  {2ir)Dik2{k_pink_pi -P2Ï-P2Ï2 2 

ii i r ( i + g ) r 2 ( i - £ ) 

ss E2 T(l - 2e) l 7r} \ fi 

== l ( ^ + A(7-ln4,-ln^) + I ( 7 - l n 4 ^ + I l n ^ ( ^ ) - g + 0 ( , ) . 

(B.8) ) 

Six-dimensionall integrals: The triangle with an additional power of k'i2e in the numer
atorr is equivalent to an integral in D — 6 - 2e dimensions and yields for the massless 
andd massive case 

ddDDkk k'(_2e) c r jj - ( 4 T ) V - D / ? | ^ 
{2n){2n)DDii  k2(k - P])

2((k - P l - p2)2 - m2) 

- \\ + 0(e). (B.9) 
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Additionall backgrounds 

Inn this appendix we will discuss the VF+jets background where the XV decays to a tau 
andd we will show that all background contributions coming from Z+jets events can be 
neglected. . 

C. ll W —>> TV background 

Thee relative size of this background contribution is estimated from a II7+jets Monte 
Carloo sample. If the XV is allowed to decay only to an electron, 4.7% of the events pass 
alll cuts up to (but excluding) the topological cuts. If the XV can only decay to a tau, 
onlyy 0.5% of the events survive these cuts. This is so much lower, because less than 
onee fifth of the taus decays to an electron, and these electrons have lower energy than 
inn a direct decay. 

Inn the analysis, the Vr+jets contribution is a combination of the U' events where 
thee XV decays directly to an electron and events where the XV decays first to a tau. 
Thee cascade decays make up about 10% of the events. As the jets in these events come 
onlyy from initial state QCD interactions, we expect the jet multiplicity spectra to be 
thee same for both contributions. We can therefore treat them together as one iy+je ts 
backgroundd in the Berends scaling fit. As the efficiency for the topological cuts for 
thee cascade events (18  1%) is consistent with the one found in events where the W 
decayss directly to an electron, it is correct to treat both XV backgrounds together for 
thee topological cuts, as we do in the analysis. 

C.22 Z+jets backgrounds 

Thee Z+jets events can mimic the correct event signature in two ways: 
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•• The Z decays to electrons, and one of the electrons is either missed, or not 
identifiedd as an electron. 

•• The Z decays to taus, where one tau decays to an electron (and two neutrinos), 
andd the other tau decays hadronically. 

Wee study both contributions at once by looking at a Z/Drell-Yan + 2 jet Monte 
Carloo sample, where the Z decays to leptons (either e+e or T+T~). In this Monte 
Carloo sample, there are 958 events where the Z decays to electrons, both electrons are 
reconstructedd in the CC and in addition two jets are found. In a data sample of the 
samee integrated luminosity as used in the analysis we find 48 events that pass these 
requirements.. This means that the integrated luminosity of the Monte Carlo sample 
iss roughly twenty times bigger than the 92 pb_1 used in the analysis. 

Iff we now apply all the analysis cuts to this same Monte Carlo sample, we see that 
onlyy 1 event survives. This includes the contributions from the Z decaying to taus 
orr electrons. As the integrated luminosity used for the analysis is only 5% of what is 
availablee in the Monte Carlo sample, the background from Z events after all cuts is 
0.055  0.05 events, and can thus be neglected. 
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Summary y 

Thiss thesis describes both theoretical and experimental research into top quark pro
duction.. The theoretical part contains a calculation of the single-top quark production 
crosss section at hadron colliders, at Next to Leading Order (NLO) accuracy. The ex
perimentall part describes a measurement of the top quark pair production cross section 
inn proton-antiproton collisions, at a center of mass energy of 1.96 TeV. 

Thee theoretical work starts with a Leading Order description of the different single-
topp quark production channels. This description includes all Feynman diagrams that 
havee the same final state as the one where the top quark decays to a lepton, neutrino 
andd a bottom quark. Only a small subset of the diagrams actually contains a top quark. 
Itt is shown that in each of the channels the top quark is clearly seen in the distribution 
off the invariant mass of the lepton-neutrino-bottom combination. In addition, the 
validityy of the narrow width approximation for these channels is studied. 

Thee next step in the calculation, a NLO description, requires the cancellation of 
infraredd divergences. The most advanced method to handle this in general is the dipole 
method.. The extension of this method to massive fermions is developed in this thesis. 

Inn the final part of the theoretical work expressions for the virtual and radiative con
tributionss needed for the NLO calculation are derived. These are then used, together 
withh the dipole formalism, to implement a NLO Monte Carlo program for single-top 
production.. In addition, NLO programs were implemented that treat the infrared di
vergencess using the method of phase space slicing. All methods are shown to give 
thee same distributions for several kinematical variables, and in addition total and dif
ferentiall cross sections are calculated for the Tevatron and LHC colliders at different 
energies. . 

Thee experimental work was done on data collected by the D 0 experiment at the 
Tevatronn collider at Fermilab. The Tevatron is an accelerator that collides protons and 
antiprotonss at a center of mass energy of 1.96 TeV. The large DO detector surrounds 
onee of the collision points. It consists of several subdetectors, of which the calorimeter 
iss the most important for the analysis described in this thesis. 

Duee to the very high collision rate, a trigger system (consisting of three levels) is 
usedd to select the most interesting events. A trigger was designed that selects events 
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thatt have an electron and jet activity in the calorimeter. Efficiencies for the different 
componentss of the trigger and the total efficiency for the events we are interested in 
aree derived. 

Thee experimental analysis addresses the top pair production process in the case 
wheree one of the Ws (from the top) decays leptonically, and the other decays to 
hadrons.. Such a decay mode results in an electron, missing transverse energy {fir)  a n d 
fourr jets in the final state. To reduce the huge background from QCD processes in this 
decayy channel, an electron identification that gives a good separation between real and 
fakee electrons is needed. Several variables give some discrimination between these real 
andd fake electrons. A likelihood method is developed that combines the information in 
sixx of these variables to get an optimal separation. 

Thee cross section measurement was performed on a data sample corresponding to 
ann integrated luminosity of 92 pb - 1 . The two important backgrounds are the already 
mentionedd QCD background, and the background from IV+jets events, in which the \V 
decayss to an electron and a neutrino. Both backgrounds are estimated from data. The 
QCDD background is minimized by requiring a good quality electron in addition to $T-
Thee remaining QCD background is estimated by studying the behavior of the event 
samplee under electron identification cuts. The M'+jets background is estimated using 
thee Berends scaling rule, which predicts the number of IT" plus four jet events from 
thee number of VTr,s observed with one, two and three jets. After these backgrounds 
havee been estimated, a final set of topological cuts is applied to improve the signal 
significance.. This results in a it cross section measurement in this channel of 

6.22 lJ;S(stat) i|:?(syst) pb . 

Combiningg this result with measurements in different decay channels gives a combined 

tttt cross section measurement of 

8.11 ^ ( s t a t ) l!:S(syst)  0.8(lumi) pb , 

consistentt with the Standard Model prediction. 



Samenvatting g 

Ditt proefschrift beschrijft zowel theoretisch als experimenteel onderzoek naar top quark 
productie.. Het theoretisch gedeelte bevat een berekening van de werkzame doorsnede 
vann single-top quark productie in hadron botsingen, op Next to Leading Order (NLO) 
nauwkeurigheid.. Het experimentele gedeelte beschrijft een meting van de top paar 
productiee werkzame doorsnede in proton-antiproton botsingen met een zwaartepunts
energiee van 1.96 TeV. 

Hett theoretisch werk begint met een Leading Order beschrijving van de verschillende 
single-topp quark productie kanalen. Deze beschrijving bevat alle Feynman diagram
menn die dezelfde eindtoestand hebben als die waar het top quark vervalt naar een 
lcpton,, een neutrino en een bottom quark. Slechts een klein deel van deze diagrammen 
bevatt daadwerkelijk een top quark. Er wordt aangetoond dat in elk van de kanalen 
hett top quark duidelijk te zien is in de distributie van de invariante massa van de 
lepton-neutrino-bottomm combinatie. Ook wordt de geldigheid van de '"narrow width" 
benaderingg voor deze kanalen bestudeerd. 

Dee volgende stap in de berekening, een NLO beschrijving, vereist het tegen elkaar 
wegvallenn van de verschillende infrarood divergenties. De meest geavanceerde methode 
omm dit in het algemene geval te doen is de dipool methode. De uitbereiding van deze 
methodee naar massieve fermionen is in dit proefschrift ontwikkeld. 

Inn het laatste deel van het theoretisch werk worden uitdrukkingen voor de virtuele 
enn stralings bijdragen afgeleid, die nodig zijn voor de NLO berekening. Deze worden 
tezamenn met het dipool formalisme gebruikt om een NLO Monte Carlo programma 
voorr single-top produktie te implementeren. Bovendien zijn er NLO programmas 
geïmplementeerdd die de infrarood divergenties behandelen met behulp van de phase 
spacee slicing methode. Alle methoden geven dezelfde distributies voor diverse kinema-
tischee variabelen. Verder zijn er totale en differentiële werkzame doorsnedes berekend 
voorr de Tevatron en LHC versnellers bij verschillende energieën. 

Hett experimentele werk is verricht met data verzameld door het DO experiment 
gelegenn aan de Tevatron versneller op Fermilab. De Tevatron is een versneller die 
protonenn en antiprotonen laat botsen met een zwaartepuntsenergie van 1.96 TeV. De 
DOO detector omringt één van de interactie punten van de versneller. De detector 
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bestaatt uit diverse subdetectoren, van welke de calorimeter het belangrijkst is voor de 
analysee die in dit proefschrift beschreven wordt. 

Omdatt de botsings frequentie zeer hoog is, wordt een trigger systeem (bestaande uit 
driee niveaus) gebruikt om de meest interessante events te selecteren. Er is een trigger 
ontworpenn die events selecteert die een electron en jet activiteit in de calorimeter 
hebben.. De efficiënties voor de verschillende componenten van de trigger en de totale 
efficiëntiee voor de events waar we in zijn geïnteresseerd worden afgeleid. 

Dee experimentele analyse bekijkt het top paar productie process in het geval waar 
éénn van de W's (van de top) leptonisch vervalt, en de ander naar hadronen. Dit ver
vall resulteert in een electron, ontbrekende transversale energie (fir)  en vier jets in 
dee eindtoestand. Om de enorme achtergrond van QCD processen in dit vervalskanaal 
tee reduceren, is een electron identificatie nodig die een goede scheiding tussen echte 
enn misgéïndentificeerde electronen geeft. Verscheidene variabelen geven enige discrimi
natiee tussen echte en misgéïndentificeerde electronen. Een waarschijnlijkheids methode 
iss ontwikkeld die de informatie in zes van deze variabelen combineert om een optimale 
scheidingg te krijgen. 

Dee werkzame doorsnede meting is uitgevoerd op een data set overeenkomend met 
{'enn geïntegreerde luminositeit van 92 p b - 1 . De twee belangrijke achtergronden zijn de 
all genoemde QCD achtergrond, en de achtergrond van W-fjets events, in welke de W 
vervaltt naar een electron en een neutrino. Beide achtergronden worden afgeschat met 
behulpp van data. De QCD achtergrond wordt geminimaliseerd door een goede kwaliteit 
electronn en fiT te eisen. De overgebleven QCD achtergrond wordt geschat door het 
gedragg van de events te bestuderen onder variatie van de electron identificatie snedes. 
Dee Tï'+jets achtergrond wordt geschat door gebruik te maken van de Berends schalings 
regel,, die het aantal W plus vier jets events voorspelt uit het aantal geobserveerde Ws 
mett een. twee en drie jets. Nadat deze achtergronden zijn afgeschat. wordt een set 
topologischee snedes gebruikt om de signaal significantie te verbeteren. Dit resulteert 
inn een tï werkzame doorsnede meting in dit kanaal van 

6.22 ) j£?(syst) pb . 

Indienn we dit resultaat combineren met metingen in andere vervalskanalen, krijgen we 
eenn gecombineerde tï werkzame doorsnede meting van 

8.11 ^lofstat) +!;;(syst)  0.8(lumi) pb , 

watt consistent is met de Standaard Model voorspelling. 
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/ //  Calculat e th e MET cooreatio n fo r  thi s E M abject , 
/ //  i t  ca n b e bot h a  hig h p T electron ,  o r  a  hig h p T photo n 
/ //  BMscale_MBTcorr_ x + •  correction*.. . 
/ //  EMscala_METcorr_ y + » correctiony.. . 
/ //  creat e Electro n Objec t 
TheBlectronClas ss  _theBlectron ; 

theBleotro nn .  clear() ; 

_theBlectro nn .  SetP t 
_theElectro nn .  SetP x 
_tbeElectro nn .  SetF y 
_theElectro nn .  SetP s 
_theElectro nn .  SetEt a 
_theElectro nn .  SetPh i 
_theElectro nn .  Set s 
_theBlectro nn .  SetEm f 
_theSlectro nn .  Setls o 
theBleotro nn .  8etHmx 8 

((•emptr)->pT()) ; ; 
((*omptr)->px(}) ; ; 
((«emptr)->py()) j j 
((•emptr)->ps()) ; ; 
((*emptr ))  ->eta()) » 
((•emptr)->phi()) j j 
((*emptr)->B()) ; ; 
((*enptr)->emfrac()) ; ; 
((*emptr)->isolation()) ; ; 
((*emptr)->HMx8()) f f 

_theElectro nn .  8etTrackchi2pro b (chi2prob) > 
_theBlectro nn .  SetTraakchi2prob_spatia l  (chi2prob_spatlal) ; 
_theBlectro nn .  SetCaldetectoret a ((•emptr)->CalDetectorBta()) ; 
_theElectro nn .  SetCaldetectorph i  ((«emptr)->CalDatectorPhi()) ; 
/ //  cou t  «  •  lin e 85 9 em:  ca l  de t  eta,phi "  «  (•emptr)->CalDetectorBta( ) 

«« •  •  «  (*emptr)->CalDeteotorBhi( )  «  endl ; 
_theElectrc n n 
_theBlectro n n 
_theBleotro n n 
_theBlectro n n 
_theElectro n n 
_theBlectro n n 
_theBlectro n n 
„theBlectro n n 
theBleotro n n 

_theBlectro n n 
_theBlectro n n 
t̂heBleotro n n 

_theBlectro n n 
theBleotro n n 

SetCal e e 
SetCalp x x 
SetCalp y y 
SetCalp z z 
SetTrackp x x 
SetTrackp y y 
SetTrackp z z 
SetTraokZ O O 
SetTrackDC A A 
SetTrackDCABr r r 
SetCharg e e 
SetTrackmatc h h 
Sett  Tnflduoia l 
8etDrt 2 2 

((*emptr)->CalE()) ; ; 
((•emptr)->Calpx()) i i 
((«emptr)->Calpy()) , , 
((«emptr)->Calps()) ; ; 
(trackpx) ; ; 
(trackpy) ; ; 
(trackps) ; ; 
(tracksO) i i 
(trackDCA) ; ; 
(trackDCABrr) ; ; 
{(*amptr)->charge()) ; ; 
((*emptr)->has_trac kk  natch()) ; 
((*emptr)->i aa i n fiducial()) i 
(drt2) ; ; 

_theElectro nn .  SetLhood (  lhoo d ) t 
_theBlectro nn .  SetLhoodlso (  lhoodls o ) ; 

i ff  (  (*emptr)->emfrac( )  >  _tight_emid_emfra c & & 
(•emptr)->isolation( ))  <  _tight_emid_iaolatio n & & 
(•emptr)->HMx8{ ))  <  _tight_emid_hmx 8 & & 
(•emptr)->pT( ))  >  _tight_emid_p t  )  ~{\ 

if ((  l_tight_emid_trackmatc h | |  chi2pro b > -  tigh t  emid_chi2prob )  { 
„theBleotro nn .  Setlstigh t  (1) ; 

BlectronVector.pueh_back(_theElectron) ; ; 
_eum_em_pacc  + » (*«nptr)->px( )  / 
_sum_em_pyy  + •  («emptr)->py() / 
IIII  Ge t  th e lis t  o f  cell s use d fo r  thi s KM,  s o tha t  w e ca n leav e thes e ou t  o f 

th ee M E T calculatio n 
std::list<CalCell >> curr_cells ; 
(•emptr)->getCells(curr_cells) ; ; 
_all_em_cells.insert{_all_em_cellB.end(),curr_cells.begin(),curr_cells.end()) ; ; 

}}  / /  e m i d cut s 
,, } 
}} / / Loop on BM part ic les 
/ // cout«"Bumber of cal c e l l s in SMs: •«_a l l_en>_ce l l s . s i i e ( )«endl ; 
sort(BlectronVector.rbeginO,BlectronVector.rend()); ; 
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